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Summary: The climate change challenge is one of today's greatest challenges, and the 

need to reduce emissions is more significant than ever. Hydrogen can be a potential 

zero-carbon fuel, and together with a maritime fuel cell system, there is a great potential 

to reduce emissions from the maritime sector.  

As hydrogen has a very low energy density per volume, there are mainly two ways of 

utilizing hydrogen as a fuel. Either by liquefying- or by compressing the gas. This study 

is primarily focused on a compressed gas system. The main aim of this study is to 

develop a transient numerical model of a fuel cell supply system. But the study will also 

consider a general literature review on fuel gas supply systems, a simple design proposal 

of a hydrogen fuel supply system, and a review of equations of state relevant to the 

numerical model.  

There is yet no specific complete framework published covering the design of maritime 

fuel cell systems. According to DNV, the IGF-Code is the most representable standard 

to be used as guidelines. The IGF-Code does not consider piping for hydrogen gas, 

which the standard ASME B31.12 does, however, not from a maritime perspective. 

Therefore, a simple strength calculation considering the fuel supply pipelines for a “base 

case” vessel has been performed with both the IGF-Code and the ASME B31.12-2011. 

The results indicate that the IGF-Code has a more conservative approach for design 

pressures up to 53 MPa, while ASME B31.12-2011 is found to be the most conservative 

standard for pressures above 53 MPa.  

The one-dimensional dynamic leak flow model has been developed by implementing a 

finite difference 2nd-order accurate centered FLIC scheme for solving the set of non-

linear hyperbolic governing equations. The model considers the effects of friction, minor 

losses, and heat losses, which are implemented as source terms by source-terms splitting. 

Modeling of the leakage flow has been performed using isentropic relations and the 

assumption of sonic flow through the leakage orifice. Two flux limiters, Superbee and 

Minbee, were implemented. Superbee showed an oscillatory tendency, probably caused 

by the implemented source terms. The Minbee limiter showed stable behavior but is said 

to be more diffusive. The simple and well-performing Abel-Noble EOS has been 

implemented in the model, but the design pressure in this study is 10 bar, and the results 

from the simulations indicate that the ideal gas law would have been a sufficient choice. 

The results obtained from the dynamic leak flow model indicate that the pressure drop 

from the rarefaction wave is larger downstream of the leak location than the same 

distance from the leakage location upstream. This is identified to occur due to the 

implemented source terms in the model. If the ratio between the leak orifice diameter 

and the pipe diameter exceeds 0.2, the calculated leakage mass flow rate is larger than 

the calculated inlet mass flow in the pipeline. This is probably possible initially as the 

pipeline’s volume is filled with hydrogen, and the leaking hydrogen can come from both 

downstream and upstream of the point of leakage. The implemented dynamic leak flow 

model seems to estimate reasonable results for the pipeline gas flow and leakage. 
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Nomenclature 
𝐴 Cross-sectional area [m2] 

𝐴𝑜 Leakage orifice area [m2] 

𝑎 Wave-speed [m/s] 

𝑏 Abel-Noble co-volume constant [m3/kg] 

𝐶 Speed of sound [m/s] 

c Corrosion allowance [mm] 

CFL Courant-Friedrich-Lewy number [-] 

𝑐𝑝 Specific heat capacity, constant pressure [J/ (kg‧K)] 

𝐶𝑃𝑅 Critical pressure ratio [-] 

𝑐𝑣 Specific heat capacity, constant volume [J/ (kg‧K)] 

𝐷 Diameter [m] 

𝐷𝑜 Leak orifice diameter [m] 

𝐸 Total Energy [J] 

𝑒 Internal energy [J/(kg‧s)] 

𝑓 Darcy-Weisbach friction factor [-] 

𝐹𝑏 Allowance for bending [-] 

𝐹𝑑 Design factor [-] 

𝐹𝑒 Longitudinal joint factor [-] 

𝐹𝑀 Material performance factor [-] 

𝐹𝑇 Temperature derating factor [-] 

𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑙 Negative manufacturing tolerance [%] 

𝑔 Gravitational constant [m/s2] 
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𝐻𝐻𝑉 Higher heating value [kJ/kg] 

ℎ Convective heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2‧K)] 

𝐾 Minor losses K-factor [-] 

𝐿 Length [m] 

𝑀 Molecular weight [kg/mole] 

𝑀𝑎 Mach number [-] 

𝑀𝑙 Mass flux through leakage [kg/(m2‧s)] 

�̇� Mass flow rate [kg/s] 

𝑁 Number of moles in the gas [mole] 

𝑛 Coefficient used for Dittus-Boelter equation [-] 

𝑂𝐷 Outer diameter [m] 

𝑝 Pressure [Pa] 

𝑃 Design pressure [Pa] 

𝑝𝑎 Atmospheric pressure [Pa] 

𝑝𝑐 Critical pressure [Pa] 

𝑞 Heat flux [W/m2] 

𝑞𝑐 Released heat energy [W] 

𝑞𝑟 Heat transfer [W] 

𝑅 Specific gas constant [J/(kg‧K)] 

𝑅𝑢 Universal gas constant [J/(kg‧K)] 

𝑅𝑒 Yield strength [MPa] 

𝑅𝑚 Tensile strength [MPa] 

𝑅𝑒 Reynolds number [-] 

𝑟 Slope strength [-] 
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𝑟1−3 Internal pipe radius for a composite system [m] 

𝑟𝑏 Mean radius of a bend [mm] 

𝑆 Specified minimum yield strength [MPa] 

𝑠𝑓 Safety factor [-] 

𝑇 Temperature [K] 

𝑇𝑎 Ambient temperature [K] 

𝑇𝑐 Critical temperature [K] 

𝑇𝑔 Gas temperature [K] 

𝑇𝑠 Surface temperature [K] 

𝑡 Time [s] 

𝑡𝑤0 Theoretical minimum wall thickness [mm] 

𝑡𝑤 Minimum wall thickness [mm] 

𝑈 Overall heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2‧K)] 

𝑢 Velocity [m/s] 

𝑉 Volume [m3] 

𝑥 Spatial distance [m] 

𝑍 Compressibility factor [-] 

   

 Greek letters  

𝜌 Density [kg/m3] 

𝛾  The ratio of the specific heats  [-] 

𝜇 Viscosity [Pa‧s] 

𝜎𝑠 Allowable stress [MPa] 
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𝜖 Internal pipe roughness [-] 

𝜏𝑛 Shear stress normal to the direction n [Pa] 

𝜆 Thermal conductivity [W/(m‧K)] 

𝜔 Eccentric factor [-] 

𝜂 Efficiency [-] 

∆𝑝 Pressure drop [Pa] 

∆𝑇 Temperature difference [K] 

∆𝑥 Spatial domain discretization length [m] 

∆𝑡 Time domain discretization length (time step) [s] 

   

 Substances  

CO2 Carbon dioxide  

CGH2 Compressed hydrogen gas  

CH4 Methane  

H2 Hydrogen  

LH2 Liquified Hydrogen  

LNG Liquified natural gas  

LPG Liquified petroleum gas  

NOx Nitrogen oxides  
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1 Introduction 
The world’s average temperature is increasing, and the climate change challenge is one of 

today's greatest challenges. The last decade, 2010 -2019, was the warmest decade ever 

recorded, and the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases (GHG) 

in the atmosphere was at its highest levels ever in 2019 [1]. There is a need for measures to 

cope with the climate change, and one such measure is the Paris Agreement of 2015, which 

aims to keep the global average temperature rise well below 2 ℃ through global cooperation 

[1]. The International Energy Agency (IEA) [2] points out that international cooperation 

between all governments is of great importance if net-zero emissions are to be achieved by 

2050. To accomplish the goal of net-zero emissions, low-emissions fuels instead of fossil 

fuels are a promising alternative. Of the total emissions from the energy sector, international 

shipping was responsible for about 2.5% of the total CO2 emissions in 2020 [2]. In order to 

reduce emissions, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) started to regulate maritime 

shipping by adopting policies in 2018.  These policies target efficiency improvements for 

ships and fleets, and the Initial Greenhouse Gas Strategy aims to reduce carbon emissions by 

70 % by 2050, compared to 2008 [2]. 

To reduce the emissions from the maritime sector, alternative and zero-carbon fuels must be 

considered. Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) is already a mature technology. It has the potential 

to reduce GHG emissions by up to 23% and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions by up to 80% 

compared to heavy fuel oil (HFO) [3]. Another possible carbon-free fuel that can reduce 

emissions significantly is hydrogen (H2). It is the lightest of all the chemical elements, having 

an atomic mass of only 1.0079. Hydrogen can be liquified at a temperature of - 253 ℃ and 

has a higher heating value of 141 800 kJ/kg [4].  Such amount of energy per mass 

corresponds to approximately 2.5 kg of natural gas, 2.75 kg of oil, or 3.5 - 3.7 kg of coal [4]. 
Therefore, hydrogen is a promising fuel to replace oil and gas. However, due to the 

hydrogens’ low energy density per volume, one needs large volumes of hydrogen to replace 

fossil fuels. The density of hydrogen at ambient temperature and pressure is only 0.09 kg/m3. 

To increase the density of hydrogen, the gas can either be pressurized or liquified [4]. The 

utilization of hydrogen as a fuel in the maritime industry, together with a fuel cell system, is a 

field of increasing attention and investment.  

Det Norske Veritas (DNV) [5] points out that hydrogen has some unique properties. Being 

the lightest of all atoms makes it challenging to contain without any leakages, and its 

relatively high speed of sound leads to larger leak flow rates. Hydrogen can embrittle 

materials that would have been safe to use with LNG, and there is a considerable fire hazard 

due to hydrogen’s wide flammability range, which is  4 – 75 % concentration in air at 

standard conditions [6]. Land-based industries and transport, submarines, and the space 

industry have utilized H2 for several years, but the experience and competence with hydrogen 

in the maritime sector are limited [6]. According to DNV’s Handbook for hydrogen-fueled 

vessels, a higher level of safety requirements must be considered when land-based 

technology shall be applied for maritime use [6]. 
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The properties of H2 make it a challenging fuel regarding safety. Therefore, research on how 

to design and operate an H2-based fuel gas system in a safe matter is an important field of 

work. A hydrogen gas leak could have severe consequences for a maritime vessel. 

Fuel cells for maritime vessels have been demonstrated since the early 2000s [7]. The world’s 

first liquified hydrogen-powered ferry was the MF Hydra, engineered by LMG Marin AS and 

drifted by the Norwegian ferry company Norled [8]. There are several ongoing projects on 

maritime fuel cells. One of them is the H2NOR project [9], a collaboration between Corvus 

Energy, Equinor, Norled, Wilhelmsen, LMG Marin, NCE Maritime CleanTech cluster, and 

the University of South-Eastern Norway (USN). The project is led and coordinated by Corvus 

Energy. It aims to develop and produce modularized and cost-effective Proton Exchange 

Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC) with Fuel cells delivered from Toyota. The fuel cell system 

is planned to be modularized, marine certified and commercialized from 2024 [9]. The fuel 

cell system received its “Approval in Principle” in April 2022 [10]. 

This study is made as a part of the H2NOR project. The research group belonging to USN is 

in the progress of building a physical pipe leak flow model of a maritime fuel cell supply 

system. An understanding of hydrogen’s behavior due to a leak or change in demand is 

needed for improved piping design and safety measures. The main objective of this study is 

to develop a one-dimensional transient numerical model of the physical model for simulating 

the flow behavior of hydrogen gas and the effects of a possible leak in a hydrogen fuel cell 

supply system.     

1.1 Objective 

The objectives of this study are defined as follows: 

• Literature review of maritime fuel gas systems, with the main focus on fuel storage 

and supply systems that can possibly be adapted for a maritime fuel cell system. 

• A design of a fuel supply system that includes a schematic diagram of a maritime fuel 

cell system. 

• Develop a transient one-dimensional pipe flow model that shall consider the effects of 

a sudden leak in the system. 

• A literature review of relevant Equations of State for the hydrogen pipeline flow. 

1.2 Scope  

The report will be divided into two separate parts, but the main aim of this study is to develop 

a one-dimensional transient leak flow model. 

The first part will consider a general literature review of maritime fuel gas systems, focusing 

on the fuel supply systems which can possibly be adapted for a maritime fuel cell system with 

hydrogen as a maritime fuel. The literature review will be limited to mainly considering fuel 

storage and fuel pipelines, and considerations for the design of pipelines carrying hydrogen. 

A design proposal of a simplified compressed hydrogen fuel gas supply system will be 

performed. The design will contain a simple pipe strength calculation by following two 

available standards for hydrogen pipelines and a comparison of the results between the two 
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standards. The proposed hydrogen fuel supply system design will be visualized with a 

simplified P&ID, including schematics covering the fuel supply from the storage tank to the 

fuel cell module. 

The second part will cover the development of a transient one-dimensional dynamic leak 

flow model. The main aim of the dynamic leak flow model is to model the physical model 

that is in the progress of being built at the USN and simulate the flow of hydrogen gas in the 

fuel cell supply pipeline. The model should be able to simulate the effects that occur to the 

hydrogen flow from a leak in the pipeline. In particular, the model should be able to capture 

the rarefaction waves that occur from the leakage. The model shall also consider natural 

effects that will occur in a pipeline, e.g., friction. Part two will start with a literature review 

covering the most known Equations of State and some of the previous work regarding 

equations of state with hydrogen as the fluid. Then relevant theory for pipe flow, pipe 

leakage, and finite difference methods will be presented. The literature review in the second 

part will make the basis for choosing the equation of state for the one-dimensional model. 

1.3 Outline of the report 

As mentioned in the scope, the report will be divided into two separate parts. 

Chapter 2 – Part One: 

Chapter 2.1 contains the general literature review performed on maritime fuel gas systems. 

Chapter 2.2 covers the relevant theory for designing hydrogen fuel pipelines, a pipe strength 

calculation, and a suggested P&ID for a hydrogen fuel supply system for a maritime fuel cell 

system. 

Chapter 2.3 summarizes and commenting the work performed in chapters 2.1 and 2.2. 

 

Chapter 3 - Part Two: 

Chapter 3.1 contains the literature review on relevant equations of state for the dynamic leak 

flow model to be developed. 

Chapter 3.2 gives an overview of the relevant theory used to develop the model. 

Chapter 3.3 covers the relevant theory of finite difference methods and introduces the finite 

difference schemes used to develop the dynamic leak flow model. 

Chapter 3.4 describes the development of the dynamic leak flow model. 

Chapter 3.5 contains a validation of the developed model. 

Chapter 3.6 presents the results and findings from the simulations obtained by the dynamic 

leak flow model. 

Chapter 3.7 discusses the results and addresses the identified uncertainties with the model. 

Chapter 3.8 contains the conclusion of Part Two. 
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2 Part One 
Part one of this study will cover a general literature review on maritime fuel gas systems with 

a focus on published work on fuel supply systems, with the aim of presenting general theory 

of systems that possibly can be adapted for a maritime fuel cell system. A simple pipe 

strength calculation of a hydrogen fuel supply system and a comparison of the results 

between the IGF-Code and the ASME B31.12-2011 will be performed. Further, a simplified 

process and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) for a hydrogen fuel supply piping system will 

be proposed. 

2.1 Maritime fuel gas systems, literature Review 

In principle, there are two kinds of fuel gas systems: liquified fuel gas- and compressed fuel 

gas systems. This section will briefly introduce the most relevant standards and guidelines for 

hydrogen storage and pipeline systems, liquified fuel gas- and compressed fuel gas systems, 

and a brief introduction to energy conversion systems. 

2.1.1 Applicable standards and guidelines for hydrogen as a fuel 

This section will briefly introduce the most relevant standards and guidelines for designing 

hydrogen fuel supply storage- and pipeline systems. 

No complete framework has been published regarding hydrogen storage and pipelines for a 

maritime fuel cell system. However, since hydrogen has been used for industrial purposes for 

a long time, different standards have been established that regulate the application of 

hydrogen as a fuel in the land-based industry and transport sector. For maritime applications, 

the standards published by the American Society of Mechanical Engineering (ASME) and the 

American Petroleum Institute (API) are commonly utilized. The ASME B31.12 covers 

hydrogen piping and material combability. ASME B31.12 is an example of a standard that, 

according to DNV, can be used as guidelines for designing the hydrogen piping for Fuel Cell 

supply systems [6].   

According to DNV [6], the International Code of Safety for Ship Using Gases or Other Low-

flashpoint Fuels (IGF – Code) is the main international code applicable to hydrogen-fueled 

vessels. These vessels shall comply with the convention Safety Of Life At Sea (SOLAS) of 

1974, which regulates the minimum safety standards for ship construction, equipment, and 

operation [11]. The IGF-code is applicable for cargo ships with a gross tonnage of 500 or 

more and passenger vessels on international voyages using low-flash point fuels with flash 

points less than 60℃. Hydrogen is in a gaseous state at ambient conditions, meaning that it 

does not have a designated flash point, and will flash for all temperatures above its boiling 

point at 20 K [12].  

The Asia Industrial Gases Association (AIGA) [13] is a non-profit society promoting safety, 

health, environmental awareness, and security for the industry in Asia. They have published 

AIGA 033/14, which considers Hydrogen Pipeline Systems, and might possibly be 

transferrable to a maritime system. The publication is a product of the International 

Harmonization Council, which is a collaboration between AIGA, Compressed Gas 
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Association (CGA), European Industrial Gases Association (EIGA), and the Japanese 

Industrial and Medical Gases Association (JIMGA). The publication is intended for 

worldwide use and is based on the available technical information and experience [13]. 

For compressed hydrogen storage, there are no specific standards available. DNV [6] 

suggests complying with either DNV Rules for Ships Pt.4 Ch.7 or Pt.5 Ch.8, which addresses 

the rules for pressure vessels and the rules for compressed natural gas (CNG) ships. Special 

considerations must be evaluated due to hydrogen’s special properties.  

2.1.2 Liquified fuel supply systems 

Liquified petroleum gas (LPG), which mainly consists of butane and propane, has been 

identified by DNV and Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nürnberg AG (MAN) [14] as an attractive 

energy source. According to DNV [14], this is primarily due to its shorter payback periods, 

lower investment costs, and less sensibility to changes in the fuel price marked. It is expected 

that LPG can reduce NOx emissions by 10-20 % compared to heavy fuel oil (HFO). LPG will 

also reduce the emissions of particulate matter and black carbon emissions. In order to reach 

the net-zero emission target, LPG has been identified as a bridging fuel to ammonia, which is 

considered a green fuel. The materials and systems built for LPG will, in most cases, be suitable 

for ammonia. However, some adjustments may be necessary when converting from LPG to 

ammonia [14]. 

According to DNV [3], LNG is considered a mature fuel option in the maritime industry. 

However, challenges in finding and developing the most efficient use of the fuel tank systems 

and engine types still exist. LNG consists mainly of methane (CH4), which is liquified at 

temperatures lower than -163℃. With only one carbon atom per molecule, methane is the 

hydrocarbon fuel with the lowest carbon content. Therefore, the use of LNG has the potential 

to reduce CO2 emissions by 26 % compared to HFO [15].  

Gu et al. [16] performed a study on a design of a low-pressure gas supply system for a dual-

fuel engine. The gas supply system considers the transportation and gasification process of 

liquified natural gas (LNG) from the storage tank to the dual-fuel engine. Dual-fuel engines 

are designed to handle both natural gas (NG) and diesel. The natural gas is supplied with a 

small amount of diesel during the gas mode for better ignition. A typical gas supply system 

for LNG includes a gasifier, buffer tanks, and piping. For high-pressure systems, pumps must 

be included. Gu et al. [16] initially calculated and designed the fuel gas supply system by 

calculation and programming in Python. Then physical experiments were performed on a 

Wartsila model W6L20DF dual-fuel engine to verify the system's performance and 

reliability. The results indicate that the fuel supply system was able to deliver a stable supply 

of natural gas even if the load was varied. The authors suggest evaluating cases of pure 

methane as the NG when evaluating the heat transfer area in the gasifier. If the mole fraction 

of methane increases, the heat exchange area also increases due to methane’s relatively large 

specific heat capacity, increasing the potential heat transfer. This heat exchange area will then 

also apply to NG with a low methane content. The fluid often used for heat exchange in the 

gasifier is ethylene glycol aqueous solution as a coolant. This substance is chosen due to its 

high specific heat capacity, low risk, and non-solidification properties at 0℃.  The buffer 

tank’s volume is affected by the mass flow rate of NG, and the volume will increase as the 
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mass flow rate increases. Gu et al. [16] suggest that the buffer tank should be determined 

according to a maximum expected NG flow as it is found that a change in the mass flow rate 

has a greater impact on the tank’s volume than a change in the pressure.  

Nerheim et al. [17] performed a study addressing the advantages and disadvantages of both 

liquified hydrogen (LH2) and LNG, and the similarities between the two substances are 

discussed. The work is based on available data in the literature on various properties of 

hydrogen, LNG, and methane. The authors point out difficulties in finding reliable data on 

hydrogen and LNG and state that the study will contribute to making such data and 

references available. According to Nerheim et al. [17], a typical LNG low-pressure fuel 

system can be designed as in figure 2.1 

 

 

Figure 2.1: A typical LNG fuel supply system [17] 

 

The system in figure 2.1 shows the main components of a typical LNG fuel system. The main 

components include an LNG storage tank, an LNG vaporizer, an NG heater, regulating 

valves, and a Pressure Build-up unit designed for pressures below 10 bar. The study's authors 

[17] point out several challenges with hydrogen as a maritime fuel. Hydrogen can be in a 

liquid state at -253℃, and LNG is liquified at - 163℃. Since hydrogen has a lower 

temperature than LNG when liquified, an increased challenge with storage and boil-off needs 

to be considered. Another challenge is hydrogen’s small molecules which increase the risk of 

leakages. Some possible measures to deal with the identified challenges might be double 

piping, inert gas systems and ventilation, detectors, and safety procedures. Nerheim et al. [17] 
conclude that the main challenges with the LH2 are maintaining sufficient low temperature, 

safety implications regarding the location of the storage tank, material-, system-, and design 

requirements for the piping and process equipment. The authors are also questioning the 

feasibility of LH2 as a maritime fuel and suggest that the total cost of an LH2 system is 

probably higher than for an LNG system.  
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2.1.2.1 LNG Tanks: 

According to Chorowski et al. [18], there are two main types of LNG tanks, integral tanks 

part of the hull structure or self-supporting tanks independent of the hull. The integral tanks 

consist of a thin membrane layer supported through insulation by the adjacent hull. A 

common way of constructing membrane tanks is with a primary membrane and a secondary 

membrane, as shown in figure 2.2 [19]. Such integral tanks usually have a relatively low 

maximum allowable working pressure, which is 0.25 – 0.7 barg depending on the hull 

structure design. The internal membrane tanks benefit because they effectively utilize the 

ship’s available volume and offer a large storage capacity for LNG in the range of 100 – 

20 000 m3.  

 

Figure 2.2: Membrane tank with primary and secondary membrane [19] 

The hull-independent self-supporting tanks can be divided into A-, B- and C-type tanks.  

A-type: An A-type tank is designed by classical ship-structural analysis. The risk of cracks 

and fatigue in the material leads to the requirement of a secondary barrier. The maximal 

allowable working pressure is the same as for integral tanks, and due to the design procedure, 

it is possible to fit the tank to the hull structure [18]. An A-type tank is shown in figure 2.3, 

where the spaces between the hull are used as the second barrier [19]. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: A-type tank with secondary barrier [19] 
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B-type: These tanks are designed using more comprehensive methods such as model tests and 

analytical tools to determine and predict the stress levels, fatigue life, and the characteristics 

of eventual crack propagation. Due to more extensive performance testing, only a partial 

secondary barrier is required, which can be in the form of a drip tray underneath the tank. The 

pressure range is the same as the A-type tanks [18]. Figure 2.4 illustrates a common B-type 

tank, the Kvaerner-Moss Spherical Tank, with a drip tray for leak detection [19].  

 

 

Figure 2.4: B-type Kvaerner-Moss Spherical Tank, with drip tray as a secondary barrier [19]. 

C-type: These tanks are independent of the hull, and due to higher working pressure, they are 

considered pressure vessels. The tanks are normally cylindrical in shape, but various shapes 

on the cross-section are seen on implemented tanks. Chorowski et al. [18] point out that a 

disadvantage of such tanks is the limited storage volume. The main advantage is that this kind 

of tank can be installed on already existing ships as a modification project from fossil fuels to 

fuel gas systems. Figure 2.5 shows a C-tank with two cylinders, considered as pressure 

vessels [19]. 

 

Figure 2.5: C-tank consisting of two cylinders regarded as pressure vessels [19]. 
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2.1.2.2 Liquid Hydrogen (LH2)   

Figure 2.6 shows a schematic of a "below deck" liquified hydrogen fuel cell system. 

According to DNV [6], an LH2 fuel supply system for a maritime fuel cell consists of a 

cryogenic storage tank with a suitable ventilation system. Fuel lines from the tank through a 

vaporizer and a pressure regulator unit (PRU) that regulates the pressure to an inlet pressure 

of about 3.5 bar. The PRU can be a pressure-built-up unit, a conditioning tank, or a pump. As 

shown in figure 2.6, there is also a need for large ventilation systems, both for the pressure 

relief and fuel supply system. The ventilation shall be able to continuously replace the air in 

the space surrounding the storage tank and fuel supply lines. In addition, there is a need for 

safety measures like fire protection and leak detection, and auxiliary systems. For bunkering 

the storage tanks, helium may be used to purge and pre-cool the tank and supply pipelines 

[6]. 

 

Figure 2.6: Schematic of a "below deck" liquified hydrogen fuel cell system [6] 

2.1.3 Compressed fuel gas systems 

While LPG and LNG are well-established fuel supply systems in the maritime industry, 

compressed natural gas (CNG) has primarily been focused on implementing as fuel in land-

based vehicles, where CNG can be used as a replacement for petrol, diesel, and LPG [20].  

A limited amount of literature is published on maritime compressed gas fuel systems. Standards 

like the IGF-Code give guidelines on designing such systems, but liquified fuel gas systems 

seem to be more widely used in the maritime sector.  

2.1.3.1 Compressed hydrogen gas (CGH2) 

Compressed hydrogen gas (CGH2) is often used as a fuel in fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV), 

with the benefit of reducing emissions significantly. CGH2 has a high energy content by mass 

but low energy content per volume [21]. In the maritime industry, CGH2 was first introduced 
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as a fuel in 2000 by the German-made fuel cell driven vessel Hydra. Another well-known vessel 

utilizing CGH2 is the Energy Observer, which is supposed to be self-sufficient with energy [22] 

[17]. 

A compressed hydrogen fuel gas system is in some ways considered easier to handle than 

LH2. This is due to hydrogen’s very low temperature in a liquid state, the risk of evaporation, 

and the challenge of maintaining the required temperature. But a significant fire and 

explosion risk is a major challenge with pressurized hydrogen systems. Compressed 

hydrogen is normally pressurized to 350 or 700bar for land-based systems [21]. Such 

pressures will induce very large leak flow rates. Compared to methane in gaseous form, DNV 

[6] points out four of the most important factors where CGH2 is considered a higher risk fuel 

than methane. These are hydrogen’s large flammability range, low ignition energy, shorter 

burning distances needed to initiate deflagration to detonation transition, and higher 

explosion pressures. Another drawback with compressed hydrogen is the required storage 

space due to its low volumetric energy density. The necessary fuel storage space is 10-15 

times higher than conventional marine fuel oils. Therefore Xing et al. [23] suggest that CGH2 

is not ideal as fuel for long-distance shipping. 

Figure 2.7 show a schematic of a compressed hydrogen fuel cell system. According to DNV 

[6], the normal pressure based on current marine certifications of CGH2 storage tanks is 250 

bar. The fuel supply system consists of a bunkering system, storage tanks, pressure regulating 

units, ventilation and pressure relief systems, and the fuel cell modules. Bunkering is based 

on land-based filling stations, and filling from trucks is currently considered the most 

promising method [6]. In addition, there is a need for control and monitoring systems, safety 

measures systems for fire protection and leak detection, and auxiliary systems. The 

ventilation must handle the pressure relief systems and continuously replace the air in the 

tank storage space. 

 

Figure 2.7: Compressed hydrogen gas system for a maritime “below deck” maritime fuel cell [6] 
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For the design of hydrogen-carrying pipelines intended for maritime use, DNV suggests, 

amongst others, that the ASME B31.12 and the IGF-code can be used as guidelines [6].  

Regarding CGH2 storage, DNV suggests two different storage systems: steel cylinders and 

composite cylinders. For choosing the material of the cylinder, the following needs to be 

considered [6]: 

- The steel must not react with the hydrogen, leading to hydrogen embrittlement. 

- The permeability of hydrogen 

- Other gases in the hydrogen or possible contaminants can affect the corrosion of the 

steel. 

Considering the CGH2 composite cylinder, the following has to be considered when choosing 

materials [6]: 

- The material must not react to hydrogen. This is due to the risk of increased aging of 

the material. 

- The permeability of hydrogen 

- Liner material suitable for hydrogen, and properties as manufactured including fatigue 

safety. 

2.1.4 Energy conversion – Fuel Cells 

For both natural gas and hydrogen, there are various ways to utilize the potential energy from 

the fuel. Gas- and dual-fuel engines and gas turbines are commercially available and the most 

common method for natural gas systems [17]. Gas turbines and combustion engines will run 

on hydrogen as well, but while these options are under consideration, fuel cells are the 

preferred and primary energy converter when considering hydrogen [15].   

There are several different types of fuel cells available, like the proton exchange membrane 

fuel cell (PEMFC), phosphoric acid fuel cell (PACFC), molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC), 

and solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) [24]. According to Nerheim et al. [17], the main differences 

between the fuel cell types are the type of electrolyte, the ion transporting charge in the cell, 

and the fuel composition. A brief overview of a choice of the existing fuel cell technologies is 

listed in table 2.1 [17]. 
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Table 2.1: Fuel Cell technologies and properties [17] 

Abbreviation 
Fuel Cell 

Technology 
Fuel 

Operating 

Temp (℃) 

Operating 

Pressure 

range of H2 

Efficiency 

(%) 

PEMFC 

Proton 

exchange 

Membrane 

Fuel Cell 

H2 (g) 50 - 70 1 – 4 atm 40 -60 

PAFC 

Phosphoric 

Acid Fuel 

Cell 

H2 (g) 160 - 220 0 – 4 atm 35 - 45 

MCFC 

Molten 

Carbonate 

Fuel Cell 

Pure H2 or 

hydrogen-

rich fluid 

650 1 – 2 bar 45 - 60 

SOFC 
Solid Oxide 

Fuel Cell 

Pure H2 or 

hydrogen-

rich fluid 

600 – 900 1 – 8 bar 45 -55 
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2.2 Design of a fuel supply pipeline system 

2.2.1 Theory for piping design 

The heat release from the combustion of a gas can be found by: 

𝑞𝑐 = �̇� ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝑉 (2.1) 

Where 𝑞𝑐 is the heat release, �̇� is the mass flow rate, and 𝐻𝐻𝑉 is the higher heating value. 

50% of the released heat is assumed to be converted to energy in the fuel cell; the mass flow 

rate can then be calculated as follows with equation (2.2): 

�̇� =  
𝑞𝑐

𝐻𝐻𝑉 ∙ 𝜂
 (2.2) 

Where 𝜂 denotes the efficiency. 

The general expression for the mass flow rate is expressed in equation (2.3).  

�̇� = 𝜌 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑢 (2.3) 

Where 𝑢 is the gas velocity, 𝐴 is the cross-sectional area of the pipe, and 𝜌 is the density 

which can be expressed by the ideal gas law: 

𝜌 =
𝑝

𝑀 ∙ 𝑅𝑢 ∙ 𝑇
 (2.4) 

Where 𝑀 is the molecular weight of hydrogen and 𝑅𝑢 is the universal gas constant, 𝑇 is the 

gas temperature, and 𝑝 is the pressure of the gas. For hydrogen, the specific gas constant, 𝑅, 

is 4.124 kJ/kg∙K. 

Noting that 𝐴 = 
𝜋

4
 𝐷2, the necessary internal pipe diameter, 𝐷, can then be found by utilizing 

equations (2.2) and (2.3), together with (2.4): 

𝐷 = √
4 ∙ 𝑚 ∙̇ 𝑅 ∙ 𝑇

𝑃 ∙ 𝑢 ∙ 𝜋
 (2.5) 

There will be four pipe branches from the main pipe that leads to each FC cabinet. All the 

cabinets are of equal size and consume an equal amount of energy. Then the mass 

conservation can be written as equation (2.6), assuming there is no change in accumulated 

mass with time: 

�̇�𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 = �̇�𝑏1 + �̇�𝑏2 + �̇�𝑏3 + �̇�𝑏4 = 4�̇�𝑏1−4 (2.6) 

 Rearranging gives: 

�̇�𝑏1−4 = 
�̇�𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛

4
(2.7) 

2.2.1.1 Metal properties 

When considering the properties of metals, yield- and tensile strength are standard 

parameters. Yield strength is the stress where the deformation of the material shifts from 
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elastic to plastic. It can be defined as “… the greatest stress achievable without any deviation 

from the proportionality of stress and strain” [25]. The tensile strength, often called the 

ultimate tensile strength, indicates the maximum tensile load a material can withstand before 

necking occurs and the material fractures [25].  

Figure 2.8 shows the stress vs. strain curve for a material. The elastic zone is the linear part of 

the graph, and beyond the point marked with yield strength, the deformation is plastic. The 

plastic deformation continues until the stress reaches the ultimate tensile strength, and then 

the deformation will reach failure [25]. 

 

Figure 2.8: Stress vs. strain curve [25] 

DNV operates with values for 0.2 % and 1 % yield strength. This refers to what is known as 

the proof stress (or offset stress), which is the amount of stress a material can withstand until 

a marginal amount of plastic deformation has occurred [25]. Figure 2.9 shows how the 0.2 % 

proof stress is measured, which is simply by drawing a line parallel to the linear elastic curve 

at 0.2% strain. The point of interception is defined as the proof stress [25]. It defines the yield 

strength where the stress-strain curve doesn’t show a defined yield stress [26].  

 

Figure 2.9: 0.2% proof stress, stress vs. strain curve 
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2.2.1.2 Degradation mechanisms, Hydrogen 

According to the Asia Industrial Gases Association (AIGA) [13], pipelines transferring 

hydrogen gas are susceptible to degradation mechanisms that can occur due to the hydrogen’s 

properties. Hydrogen embrittlement (HGE) is a general term for the degradation mechanisms 

that can occur from ambient temperatures up to about 200 ℃ and depends on the type and 

properties of the metal, environment, and mechanical loading. The mechanism of HGE can 

be described as a process where the diatomic hydrogen (H2) is dissociated to monoatomic 

hydrogen (H). This enables the possibility of hydrogen being absorbed and diffused through 

the interstitial spacings in the metal. HGE can lead to embrittlement of the metal, enable 

crack propagation, and weaken the metal’s strength properties significantly with only a small 

amount of hydrogen present in the metal [27]. Therefore, the type of material is an important 

choice when designing pipelines for hydrogen gas. 

Hard steels are more affected by HGE compared to weaker steels. Therefore, steel with a 

maximum hardness of approximately 22 HRC (Hardness Rockwell C) or 250 HB (Hardness 

Brinell), which is roughly equivalent to a tensile strength of 800 MPa, should be chosen. In 

addition, the content of sulfur and phosphorus in the metal shall not exceed 0.01% and 

0.015%, respectively [13].  

2.2.1.3 Piping connections 

Welding is the preferred method for connections on pipelines due to hydrogen’s small 

molecules [13]. The welded zone often becomes harder than the material, and therefore a 

lower strength welding material should be used. Preferably with a tensile strength of about 

500 MPa. Another method of avoiding the harder material from the weld procedure is 

performing special welding procedures, including thermal treatment and pre- or post-welding.  

The second-best method for pipe connections is by flanges and gaskets. This should be used 

if welded connections are found to be impractical. Then, a raised face, tongue and groove, or 

ring-joint flanges should be used with a proper gasket. The gasket material must be 

appropriate for the work pressure, hydrogen compatible, and fire-resistant in case of a 

leakage. Threaded connections are the third option connections. These should only be used 

where the two alternatives above are not applicable. Typically, a threaded connection will be 

used to connect instruments like manometers to the piping system [13].  

2.2.1.4 Double-walled piping 

For a double-walled pipe system, both the inner and outer stress needs to be considered 

during a pipe stress analysis. In addition, the inner and outer pipe expansion and the fixed 

support between the inner and outer pipe must be considered during the stress analysis [6]. 

The space between the inner and outer pipe shall be pressurized with an inert gas with a 

higher pressure than the inner pipe. The double-wall piping needs a support welded between 

the inner and outer pipe as a carrier to stabilize the inner pipe, and a possible design is shown 

in figure 2.10.  
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Figure 2.10: Possible design of double-walled pipe with carrier [28]. 

 

2.2.1.5 ASME B31.12-2011, minimal wall thickness calculation procedure 

The ASME B31.12-2011 [29] recommends the following equation for calculations of the 

minimum wall thickness: 

𝑃 = 
2 ∙ 𝑆 ∙ 𝑡𝑤
𝑂𝐷

∙ 𝐹𝑑  ∙ 𝐹𝑒 ∙ 𝐹𝑇  ∙ 𝐹𝑀 (2.8) 

Rearranging gives: 

𝑡𝑤 = 
𝑃 ∙ 𝑂𝐷

2 ∙ 𝑆 ∙ 𝐹𝑑  ∙ 𝐹𝑒 ∙ 𝐹𝑇  ∙ 𝐹𝑀 
  (2.9) 

Where: 

𝑂𝐷 = Outside diameter of the pipe 

𝐹𝑒 = Longitudinal joint factor. Tabulated in ASME B31.12 

𝐹𝑑 = Design factor. 

𝑃 = Internal design pressure 

S = Specified minimum yield strength.  

𝑡𝑤 = Calculated minimum wall thickness 

𝐹𝑀  = Material performance factor. Tabulated in ASME B31.12 

𝐹𝑇  = Temperature derating factor 

 

2.2.1.6 IGF-code, minimal wall thickness calculation procedure 

The IGF-Code gives the following procedure for calculating the minimal wall thickness, 𝑡𝑤, 

for the piping: 
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𝑡𝑤 =
(𝑡𝑤0 + 𝐹𝑏 + 𝑐)

(1 −
𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑙
100)

 (2.10) 

𝑡𝑤0 =
𝑃 ∙ 𝑂𝐷

(2.0 ∙ 𝜎𝑠 ∙ 𝐹𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝑃)
 (2.11) 

𝐹𝑏 =
𝑂𝐷 ∙ 𝑡𝑤0
2.5 ∙ 𝑟𝑏

 (2.12) 

𝑡𝑤0 = Theoretical wall thickness in mm. 

𝑃 = Design pressure, in MPa 

𝑂𝐷 = Outside diameter 

𝜎𝑠 = Allowable stress, N/mm2 

𝐹𝑒𝑓𝑓 = Efficiency factor. Equal to 1 for seamless pipes and longitudinally spirally welded 

pipes delivered by approved manufacturers. 

𝐹𝑏 = Allowance for bending 

𝑟𝑏 = Mean radius of the bend, mm 

𝑐 = Corrosion allowance, mm 

𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑙 = Negative manufacturing tolerance, %. 

The allowable stress shall be the lower of the two values 
𝑅𝑚

2.7
 or 

𝑅𝑒

1.8
, where 𝑅𝑚 denotes the 

tensile strength and 𝑅𝑒 denotes the yield strength (0.2% proof stress) [26]. 

2.2.2 Design of piping 

For this design proposal, guidelines from both the IGF-code and the ASME B31.12-2011 will 

be followed. According to DNV, the IGF-Code is the primary framework when evaluating 

FC systems. However, the IGF-code does not consider the effect of hydrogen’s properties. 

Therefore, the ASME B31.12-2011 Hydrogen Piping and Pipelines will be followed when 

evaluating the necessary strength, and the results will be checked with the guidelines from the 

IGF-code. 

The piping network is divided into a main feed section from the storage tank. The main feed 

is split into four branches (b1-4), each leading to its respective FC cabinet. Each branch is 

then split into four sub-branches (sb1-4) at the FC cabinet, leading to each FC module. 

Calculations considering the main feed pipe will be shown, while the calculations for the 

branches and sub-branches can be viewed in Appendix B. 

The pipeline design is based on a “base case” vessel with the following assumed parameters 

as tabulated in table 2.2: 
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Table 2.2: Design parameters for the base case vessel 

Parameter Value Unit 

Total fuel cell effect, base case vessel 1280 [kW] 

Effect, one PEMFC module 80 [kW] 

Number of modules per fuel cell cabinet 4 [-] 

Number of FC cabinets in total 4 [-] 

Fuel CGH2 [-] 

HHV H2 141 800 [kJ/kg] 

Efficiency Fuel Cell 50 [%] 

Inlet design gas velocity 30 [m/s] 

Max work pressure 10 [bar] 

Gas Temperature 20 [℃] 

 

Limitations: This system design will focus on the piping carrying hydrogen from the storage 

tank to the fuel cell modules. Pressure drop and friction effects in the pipeline will be 

neglected. Necessary valves will be included in the P&ID drawing but will not be 

investigated any further regarding strength and properties. The design will not include piping 

for other systems like oxygen, exhaust, and other auxiliary systems like cooling. 

For the main feed pipe from the storage tank and a gas velocity equal to 30 m/s, equation 

(2.2) and (2.5) gives:  

�̇�𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 
𝑞𝑐

𝐻𝐻𝑉 ∙ 𝜂
=  

1280 𝑘𝑊

141 800 𝑘𝐽/𝑘𝑔 ∙ 0.5
= 0.01805 𝑘𝑔/𝑠 

 

𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 = √
4 ∙ 0.01805 𝑘𝑔/𝑠 ∙  4124 𝐽/𝑘𝑔𝐾 ∙ 293.15 𝐾

10 ∙ 105 𝑃𝑎 ∙ 30
𝑚
𝑠 ∙ 𝜋 

= 0.0304 𝑚 = 30.4 𝑚𝑚  

The calculated necessary diameter for the main feed pipeline is 30.4 mm with the design gas 

velocity from table 2.2. 

If a smaller inner piping diameter is preferred, an increased design gas velocity can be 

chosen. In figure 2.11, the necessary inner pipe diameter for the main feed pipe and the 

branches are plotted with increasing velocity utilizing equations (2.1 – 2.7). The design 

parameters from table 2.2 have been used as a basis, with the design gas velocity as the only 

variable. 
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Figure 2.11: Necessary inner pipe diameter plotted vs. gas velocity utilizing equation (2.1 – 2.7). 

The selected design piping has to withstand the selected design pressure as a minimum, 

which in this case is 10 bar. According to the IGF-Code, the minimal design pressure shall be 

10 bar for a low-pressure system [26].  

Various materials can be chosen for hydrogen pipelines. ASME B31.12-2011 lists what to 

consider when selecting materials and what materials to avoid. The list is mainly covering 

metals. Another material to the piping as a replacement for steel could have been to choose 

fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP). It has the benefit of lower installation costs and the 

possibility of having longer pipe elements leading to fewer joints [30]. The temperature and 

pressure in this study are considered low, and the temperature will likely range from 20 - 

60℃ due to the nature of PEMFC, as seen in table 2.1. In this case, austenitic stainless steel 

will be considered for further calculations.  

With different materials, different risks need to be evaluated. When choosing stainless steel 

for hydrogen purposes, one has according to ASME B31.12-2011, to consider three main 

factors [29]: 

- There is a risk of stress corrosion cracking for austenitic stainless steels if exposed to 

chlorides and other halides, both internally and externally.  

- If austenitic stainless steel is exposed to temperatures between 427 – 871 ℃, 

intergranular corrosion can occur. 

- The brittleness of ferritic stainless steel at room temperature, which has been exposed 

to temperatures above 371 ℃ during service. 

In DNV-RU-SHIP Pt.2 Ch.1 to Ch.4, using materials with either a VL certificate or W 

certificate is advised. These certificates indicate that the manufacturer and the manufacturing 

process are approved [31]. DNV-RU-SHIP Pt.2 Ch.2 provides rules and guidelines regarding 

metallic materials. For this case, the austenitic stainless steel, VL316L, is chosen as the 

material in accordance with DNV’s rules for ship classification [31]. 
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VL 316 L has the following properties and composition as tabulated in table 2.3. 

 

Table 2.3: Metal properties for the selected steel VL 316 L [31] 

Grade Tensile strength 

(N/mm2) 

Minimum Yield 

strength (N/mm2), 

0.2% 

Minimum Yield 

strength (N/mm2), 

1.0% 

VL 316 L 450 – 700 195 235 

 

ASME B31.12-2011 is a quite old standard, updated in 2014 and 2019. The version from 

2011 is the only version found available online for free. According to ASME’s website, the 

equations for wall thickness have been updated. However, the version from 2011 is the only 

standard found that particularly targets hydrogen as a fuel. Therefore, the wall thickness 

equations from ASME B31.12-2011 will be considered in this study. The results will also be 

compared with the equations for the wall-thickness given by the IGF-Code. The pipe strength 

calculations will be shown for the main supply pipe, while calculations for the pipe branches 

can be viewed in Appendix B. 

For the given design gas velocity of 30 m/s, the selected standard dimensions are tabulated in 

table 2.4. 

Table 2.4: Selected design values for the main feed pipe based on ASME/ANSI B 36.10 Welded and Seamless 

Wrought Steel Pipe and ASME/ANSI B36.19 Stainless Steel Pipe [29]. 

Section 

Calculated 

Inner 

diameter 

(mm) 

Corresponding 

std. pipe 

dimensions 

(inches) 

Schedule 

Wall 

thickness 

(mm) 

Outer 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Inner 

diameter 

(mm) 

 

Main 

feed 

pipe 

30.4 mm 1 5S 1.651 42.164 32.462 

The values from table 2.4 are utilized for the pipe strength calculations. The required 

minimum wall thickness is calculated with equation (2.9) following the ASME B31.12-2011 

and with the equations (2.10 – 2.12) following the IGF-Code. The schedule in table 2.4 

denotes the standard of the thickness of the pipe for a given outer diameter. 

The different factors necessary for pipe strength calculations are tabulated in table B1.2 in 

Appendix B, and the required pipe thickness can be calculated following ASME B31.12-2011 

and equation (2.9): 

𝑡𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 
𝑃 ∙ 𝑂𝐷

2 ∙ 𝑆 ∙ 𝐹𝑑  ∙ 𝐹𝑒 ∙ 𝐹𝑇  ∙ 𝐹𝑀 
=  

1.0 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙ 42.164𝑚𝑚 

2 ∙ 195 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙  0.5 ∙ 1.0 ∙ 1.0 ∙ 1.0
=   0.216mm 

As can be observed from the calculation, the necessary wall thickness for the feed pipeline 

with a design pressure of 10 bar is 0.216mm. This is without a corrosion allowance included. 
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ASME B31.12-2011 suggests using 0.5mm as corrosion allowance to the steel resulting in a 

minimum wall thickness of 0.716 mm for the main feed pipeline. 

The IGF-Code [26] states that the fuel supply system can be designed as gas-safe- or 

electrostatic discharge (ESD) – protected machinery spaces. For this study, a gas-safe 

machinery space will be considered. Then the gas pipes must be completely enclosed by 

either a double-walled pipe or a duct, and the piping joints, branches, and connections shall 

be fully welded, inspected, and radiographed.  

For the double-wall piping, 11 bar will for simplicity be assumed and regarded as the inert 

gas pressure for this study. Table 2.5 summarizes the selected outer piping for the main feed 

pipe based on standard dimensions and the selected inner piping from table 2.4. 

 

Table 2.5: Outer pipe dimensions for the main feed pipe based on ASME/ANSI B 36.10 Welded and Seamless 

Wrought Steel Pipe and ASME/ANSI B36.19 Stainless Steel Pipe [32]. 

Section 

Outer 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Inner pipe 

Outer 

diameter, 

outer pipe 

(mm) 

Inner 

diameter, 

outer pipe 

(mm) 

Schedule 

Wall 

thickness 

Outer 

pipe (mm) 

Nominal 

diameter, 

Outer 

pipe 

(inches) 

Main 

feed pipe 
42.164 60.325 57.023 5S 1.651 2 

 

Check if the design pipe has sufficient minimum wall-thickness with equation (2.9): 

𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟,𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛,𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
𝑃 ∙ 𝑂𝐷

2 ∙ 𝑆 ∙ 𝐹𝑑  ∙ 𝐹𝑒 ∙ 𝐹𝑇  ∙ 𝐹𝑀 
=

1.1 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙ 60.325 𝑚𝑚 

2 ∙ 195 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙  0.5 ∙ 1.0 ∙ 1.0 ∙ 1.0
= 0.340mm 

Considering the corrosion allowance of 0.5 mm, 𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟,𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.840 𝑚𝑚 

The results indicate that the minimum wall thickness is less than the design thickness, 

meaning that the main feed pipe has sufficient strength for the working pressure. 

2.2.3 IGF-Code design 

By following the IGF code for calculating the thickness, the following calculated results are 

achieved: 

𝑅𝑚
2.7

=  
450 𝑀𝑃𝑎

2.7
=   166.67 𝑀𝑃𝑎 

𝑅𝑒
1.8

=  
195 𝑀𝑃𝑎

1.8
= 108.33 𝑀𝑃𝑎  

The lowest value shall be chosen, therefore 
𝑅𝑒

1.8
= 108.33 𝑀𝑃𝑎 = 𝜎𝑠. 
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2.2.3.1 Inner piping: 

Assuming 𝐹𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 1. 

𝑡𝑤0,𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 =
𝑃 ∙ 𝑂𝐷

(2.0 ∙ 𝜎𝑠  ∙ 𝐹𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝑃)
=  

1.0 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙ 42.164 𝑚𝑚

(2.0 ∙ 1 ∙ 108.33 𝑀𝑃𝑎 + 1.0 𝑀𝑃𝑎)
= 0.194 𝑚𝑚  

 

The bend radius, 𝑟𝑏, is assumed to be 2 ∙ 𝑂𝐷, a standard method used in the industry [33]. 

 

𝐹𝑏𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 =
𝑂𝐷 ∙ 𝑡𝑤0
2.5 ∙ 𝑟𝑏

= 
42.164 𝑚𝑚 ∙ 0.194 𝑚𝑚

2.5 ∙ 2 ∙ 42.164 𝑚𝑚
= 0.039 𝑚𝑚  

 

The corrosion allowance is assumed to be 0.5 mm, and a negative manufacturing tolerance of 

12.5% [29]. 

𝑡𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛,𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝐼𝐺𝐹 =
(𝑡𝑤0 + 𝐹𝑏 + 𝑐)

(1 −
𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑙
100)

=  
(0.194 + 0.039 + 0.5)

(1 −
12.5
100)

= 0.837 𝑚𝑚 

 

The inner main feed pipe wall thickness is calculated to be 0.837mm following the IGF-

Code. 

2.2.3.2 Outer piping IGF: 

𝑡𝑤0,𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛,𝐼𝐺𝐹 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
𝑃 ∙ 𝑂𝐷

(2.0 ∙ 𝜎𝑠 ∙ 𝐹𝑒 + 𝑃)
=  

1.1 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙ 60.325 𝑚𝑚

(2.0 ∙ 1 ∙ 108.33 𝑀𝑃𝑎 + 1.1 𝑀𝑃𝑎)
= 0.305 𝑚𝑚  

 

𝐹𝑏𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛,𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
𝐷 ∙ 𝑡𝑤0
2.5 ∙ 𝑟𝑏

= 
60.325 𝑚𝑚 ∙ 0.305 𝑚𝑚

2.5 ∙ 2 ∙ 60.325 𝑚𝑚
= 0.061 𝑚𝑚  

 

𝑡𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛,𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝐼𝐺𝐹,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
(𝑡𝑤0 + 𝐹𝑏 + 𝑐)

(1 −
𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑙
100)

=  
(0.305 + 0.061 + 0.5)

(1 −
12.5
100)

= 0.989 𝑚𝑚 

The outer main feed pipe minimum wall thickness is calculated to be 0.989mm following the 

IGF-Code. 

2.2.3.3 Calculated minimum wall thickness 

The calculated minimum wall thicknesses for the main feed pipe and the branches are 

tabulated in table 2.6. 
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Table 2.6: Calculated minimum pipe wall thickness (tw), including results from Appendix B. ASME B31.12-

2011 & IGF - Code 

Pipe system Design pipe 

wall 

thickness 

(Inner/Outer) 

ASME 

B31.12, 

Inner 

Piping. 

[mm] 

IGF-Code, 

Inner 

Piping 

[mm] 

ASME 

B31.12, 

Outer 

Piping 

[mm] 

IGF – 

Code, 

Outer 

Piping 

[mm] 

Main feed 

pipe 

1.651/1.651 0.716 0.837 0.840 0.989 

Branch 1-4 2.769/1.651 0.609 0.706 0.688 0.803 

Sub-branch 

1-4 

1.245/1.651 0.553 0.636 0.620 0.719 

In table 2.6, the results of the calculated minimum wall thickness obtained from the main 

feed pipe and the branches by following ASME B31.12-2011 and the IGF-Code are 

tabulated. The outer main feed pipe is identified with the smallest ratios between the design- 

and calculated wall thicknesses. The following calculations show the safety factor (sf) with 

respect to the wall thickness:  

𝑠𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛,𝐴𝑆𝑀𝐸,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 
𝑡𝑤𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛

𝑡𝑤𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
= 
1.651

0.840
= 1.97 

𝑠𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛,𝐼𝐺𝐹,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 
𝑡𝑤𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛

𝑡𝑤𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
= 
1.651

0.989
= 1.67 

 

The results from the pipe strength calculations in table 2.6 and the sf calculations indicate that 

the IGF-Code is the most conservative option regarding pipe wall thickness for the given 

design pressure. Branch 1-4 is identified as the piping with the largest ratio between the 

design- and calculated wall-thickness, with a ratio of 4.55. 

If the minimum wall-thickness calculations for both ASME B31.12-2011 and the IGF-Code 

are plotted with increasing pressure, then the results indicate that the ASME B31.12-2011 

becomes the most conservative approach for higher pressures. From figure 2.12, it can be 

observed that the steel used for this study's design, VL316L, the IGF-Code is the most 

conservative standard up to design pressures about 53 MPa, and then ASME B31.12 becomes 

the most conservative. The discrepancy between the two standards increases with increasing 

pressure, as shown in figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.12: Comparison between ASME B31.12-2011 and the IGF-Code with increasing pressure. Outer pipe 

diameter = 42.164 mm. Material: VL316L, stainless steel, yield strength = 195 MPa. 

2.2.4 Valves 

According to the IGF-Code [26], valves on the inlet of the main fuel supply line shall be 

placed as close to the tank as possible. The valve arrangement on the main supply line shall 

consist of a manually operated stop valve, in series with an automatically operated “master 

gas fuel valve.”  

The gas consumers, which in this case are the FC, shall have a valve system called “double 

block and bleed,” which consists of two shut-off valves in series, with a bleed valve between 

the two shut-off valves [26]. A version of a “double block and bleed valve” is shown in figure 

2.13. The “double block and bleed” configuration can either be designed as two separate 

valves in series or as one unit with three internal valves. The configuration shall be operated 

remotely or automatically, as it is used for the shutdown procedure of the gas consumer [26]. 
If the master gas valve is automatically shut, the double block and bleed valve must shut, and 

the bleed valve shall ventilate the gas line downstream of the double block configuration. In 

addition, there shall be one manually operated valve mounted on the gas line to ensure the 

safe isolation of the fuel cell during maintenance [26]. 
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Figure 2.13: Schematic of a Double Block and bleed valve [34] 

Pressure relief valves shall be installed to protect the system from excessive pressure. If a 

pressure relief valve is activated, the gas flow shall be routed to a safe location or open air. In 

this design, a pressure relief valve will be placed after the reduction valve and before each 

fuel cell module to protect the FC modules from excessive pressure. 

2.2.5 P&ID 

The P&ID diagram in figure 2.14 represents a schematic for the suggested design of the base 

case fuel supply system, as shown in table 2.2. The storage tank is equipped with a pressure 

relief valve leading to open air. This system's pressure relief and safety valves lead the gas to 

open air. After the storage tank, there is a manually operated valve, a master fuel gas valve 

connected electronically to the engine control console (ECC), and an electronically connected 

pressure regulator to obtain the desired system pressure.  

Next in line is the flow regulating valve, which is electronically connected to the ECC and 

regulates the gas flow based on the necessary power consumption. A safety valve is placed 

after the flow regulating valve. Then the main feed line is divided into four branches leading 

to each FC cabinet. Each branch is equipped with a “double block and vent valve” 

configuration, electronically controlled by the ECC. In addition, an electronically controlled 

vent valve is installed after the double block and vent configuration to ventilate the gas 

downstream to the fuel cells. 

Each branch has one pressure relief valve mounted to protect the fuel cell modules from 

excessive pressure. Then each branch is divided into the four sub-branches leading to each 

fuel cell module, with a manually operated double-valve arrangement. The double-valve 

arrangement is to be able to isolate one single fuel cell module for maintenance purposes 

safely. The safety relief valves are connected to the main venting pipe leading to open air.   
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Figure 2.14: P&ID, suggested hydrogen fuel piping for PEMFC 
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2.3 Summary and comments 

A general literature review on maritime fuel gas systems has been performed in this part of 

the study. Some work is published on LNG and liquified systems, but finding literature that 

considers compressed fuel gas systems has been a challenge. While LPG and LNG are 

commonly used for maritime fuel gas systems, LH2 seems to be a more challenging fuel and 

may even be too challenging compared to CGH2. LH2’s extremely low temperature is a 

disadvantage, possibly leading to CGH2 as a more attractive fuel for maritime fuel cell 

systems. However, the fuel storage volume and the safety hazards are challenges that need to 

be solved when considering CGH2 as a fuel for maritime vessels.  

There is no complete framework published that specifically covers hydrogen-fueled maritime 

vessels. According to DNV, the IGF-Code is the most suitable standard. However, it does not 

specifically cover hydrogen. ASME B31.12 covers hydrogen pipelines specifically, but not 

from a maritime perspective. Therefore, a hydrogen pipeline design has been performed 

following the guidelines from ASME B31.12-2011 and the IGF-Code.  

Standardized dimensions available on the commercial market were used as a basis for the 

design of piping dimensions. The selected piping was the nearest option in the chosen 

selection to fit the necessary diameter for the design gas velocity. The design has not been 

optimized in regards of finding the best fit possible. As seen in figure 2.11, the pipe diameter 

increases as the gas velocity increases. If a higher design gas velocity is accepted for the 

pipeline system, another pipe with a smaller diameter could have been chosen. This would 

have led to less steel weight and probably reduced costs, which are factors that need to be 

evaluated in a total maritime pipeline design.  

The pipe dimensions were chosen based on the required power consumption for the total fuel 

cell system and the design gas velocity as tabulated in table 2.2. The required inner diameter 

for the main feed pipeline was 30.4 mm with the design gas velocity. The nearest fit from 

standardized dimensions was selected, which led to a design wall thickness of 1.651 mm. 

Further, the selected piping for the main feed pipeline has an outer diameter of 42.164 mm 

and 60.325 mm for the inner and outer pipe, respectively. The main feed pipeline has been 

split into four branches and sub-branches, and an identical calculation procedure is performed 

in Appendix B, but the results were tabulated in table 2.6. As seen in table 2.6, the calculated 

minimum wall thickness varies with the piping diameter. The least conservative results for 

the minimum wall thickness were obtained for the outer main feed pipeline, with 𝑡𝑤 =
0.989mm calculated with the IGF-code. The most conservative result was obtained for the 

inner piping for branch 1-4, with 𝑡𝑤 = 0.609 mm calculated with the ASME B31.12-2011, 

where the selected design wall thickness for the inner branch 1-4 was 2.769 mm. This is 

considered too conservative, and an optimization should definitely be performed.  

The calculated results with ASME B31.12 and the IGF- Code indicate that the proposed 

design has sufficient thickness, and parts of the piping design are likely over-dimensioned. 

Considering the outer piping for the main branch, which has the lowest ratio between the 

design- and calculated minimum wall thickness, a design pressure calculated with the design 

wall thickness would correspond to about 3 and 4 MPa for the IGF-Code and ASME B31.12-

2011, respectively. This is approximately 3 and 4 times the design pressure and probably 

more than sufficient.  
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From table 2.6, it can be observed that the minimal wall thickness calculations based on the 

IGF-Code give the most conservative results, which indicates that the IGF-Code has a safer 

calculation method for the design pressure in this study. A conservative approach should 

often be used as a guideline, as a conservative approach leads to a safer calculation result. 

When the minimum wall thickness calculations are plotted with increasing pressure, the 

ASME B31.12-2011 is identified as the most conservative approach for pressures above 53 

MPa. From figure 2.12, it can be observed that an intersection between the two standards is 

obtained at 53 MPa. This is where the ASME B31.12-2011 starts calculating the largest 

magnitudes of the minimum wall thickness, leading to the most conservative approach. Some 

of the reason for this is probably that the design pressure is present in both the numerator and 

the denominator in equation 2.11 for the IGF-Code. The numerator and denominator are both 

increasing with increasing pressure, leading to a “flattening” effect of the curve, as shown in 

figure 2.12. The denominator in the calculations following ASME B31.12-2011 is constant, 

with the pressure in the numerator as the only variable, leading to a linear relationship.  

However, the version of ASME B31.12 utilized in this study is from 2011, and the equations 

have been updated in the newer versions. As the newer versions of ASME B31.12 are not 

available for free, the differences between the versions have not been investigated. 

A P&ID shown in figure 2.14 was presented for a suggested pipeline model from a storage 

tank to the fuel cell modules. The design is supposed to be in accordance with ASME 

B31.12-2011 and the IGF-Code regarding fuel supply systems and considers fuel feed lines 

and the most necessary valves and safety valves. The safety relief valves lead the hydrogen 

gas to open air, and the vent duct should be placed such that the hydrogen is led away from 

the vessel. A possibility of isolating every pipeline branch safely with a double valve 

arrangement in series is implemented. The hydrogen has a very low density and is difficult to 

contain. If a leak occurs or maintenance is needed, the affected pipeline must be isolated 

safely without any hydrogen leakage through the valve. A double valve arrangement is 

assumed to minimize the risk of internal leakage in the valve and is believed to increase the 

level of safety when operating the system. The valves have not been considered detailed in 

the matter of the type of valve, strength, and other properties. The main focus on the valves 

has been their intended function in the system. 
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3 Part Two 
This part will start with a literature review of the relevant equations of state (EOS) for a 

compressible flow system containing hydrogen. The literature review will have a general 

overview and then focus on some of the earlier work that has been done involving hydrogen 

and pipeline flow. The dynamic leak flow model development will start with an overview of 

the relevant theory, focusing mainly on pipe flow and finite difference methods. Then a 

description of the implementation procedure, validation with hand calculations, and 

presentations of the results will follow. Part two will be finalized with a discussion of the 

implemented model and a conclusion at the end. 

3.1 Equation of State literature review 

The relation between pressure, volume, and temperature, which is known as the PVT-

behavior, was discovered by scientists in the 19th century, and the EOS for an ideal gas can be 

expressed as: 

𝑝𝑉 =  𝑁𝑅𝑢𝑇 (3.1) 

Where 𝑅𝑢 is the universal gas constant, 𝑉 is the volume of the gas, 𝑝 is the pressure, 𝑁 is the 

number of moles in the gas, and 𝑇 is the temperature of the gas. The ideal gas law is valid for 

moderate pressures and temperatures. According to Smith et al. [35], the ideal gas state can 

be described as “… the state of a gas comprised of real molecules that have negligible 

molecular volume and no intermolecular forces at all temperatures and pressures.” 

For high pressures, a compressibility factor, 𝑍, can be used as a correction factor to handle 

the difference in the value of the real gas molar volume and the ideal gas molar volume. The 

value of 𝑍 will vary and have a value less than 1 for low temperatures and a value higher than 

1 for high temperatures [35].  Figure 3.1 indicates the effect of higher pressure on the 

compressibility factor for hydrogen. It is obvious from figure 3.1 that for pressures above 10 

MPa, the effect of non-ideality is of significance for the calculation results. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Hydrogen compressibility factor at a temperature of 300K [36]. 
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The compressibility factor is defined by equation (3.2), and by considering 𝑍 = 1 the ideal 

gas law is obtained. 

𝑍 ≡  
𝑝𝑉

𝑁𝑅𝑢𝑇
 (3.2) 

A method for approximating the value of Z is by viral expansion, where 𝑍 can be expressed 

as follows: 

𝑍 = 1 + 
𝐵

𝑉
+ 

𝐶

𝑉2
+ 

𝐷

𝑉3
+⋯ (3.3) 

The parameters  𝐵, 𝐶, and 𝐷 are called viral coefficients, and they are dependent on gas 

temperature only for a given gas. For engineering purposes, it is common to truncate the 

expansion after the third term [35]. 

3.1.1 Cubic equations of state: 

Cubic equations of state are useful to calculate the states of both liquids and vapors for a wide 

range of pressures, volumes, and temperatures. The equations are a compromise between 

being suitable for multiple cases and the simplicity for general use. According to Smith et al. 

[35], “the cubic equations are in fact the simplest equations capable of representing both 

liquid and vapor behavior.” 

3.1.1.1 The van der Waals Equation of State 

J.D. van der Waals proposed the first practical cubic equation of state in 1873, which can be 

expressed as: 

𝑝 =  
𝑅𝑇

𝑉−𝑏
− 

𝑎

𝑉2
 (3.4) 

The purpose of the coefficients 𝑎 and 𝑏, is to account for the intermolecular forces and to 

handle the finite size of molecules, respectively [35]. If the coefficients are set to zero, the 

ideal gas law is obtained.  

3.1.1.2 Redlich-Kwong equation 

The Redlich-Kwong (RK) equation was first introduced in 1949 with the following 

expression [35]: 

𝑝 =  
𝑅𝑇

𝑉 − 𝑏
− 

𝑎(𝑇)

(𝑉 + 𝑏)(𝑉 + 𝑏)
 (3.5) 

Due to the continuous enhancement of the parameters in equation (3.5), multiple generic 

cubic equations of state have been developed with equation (3.5) as the basis.  

3.1.1.3 Soave Redlich-Kwong (SRK) 

The SRK equation of state is a cubic equation of state commonly used for hydrocarbons and 

gases. It can be applied to cryogenic systems down to -140℃ and pressures up to 35MPa. At 

the triple-point, it can be challenging to obtain the correct root for the cubic equations [37]. 
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SRK is a further development of the RK-equation (3.5) and was first published in 1972. The 

equation can be written in a polynomial form as in equation (3.6) [38]. 

𝑍3 − (1 − 𝐵)𝑍2 + (𝐴 − 𝐵2 − 𝐵)𝑍 − 𝐴𝐵 = 0 (3.6) 

Where: 

𝐴 =  
𝑎𝛼𝑝

(𝑅𝑇)2
 (3.7) 

𝐵 =  
𝑏𝑝

𝑅𝑇
 (3.8) 

𝑎 = 0.42747 
(𝑅𝑇𝑐)

2

𝑝𝑐
 (3.9) 

𝑏 = 0.08664 
𝑅𝑇𝑐
𝑝𝑐
 (3.10) 

𝛼 = [1 + (0.480 +  1.574𝜔 − 0.176𝜔2) (1 − √
𝑇

𝑇𝑐
)]

2

(3.11) 

 

𝑇𝑐 and 𝑝𝑐 is the critical temperature and pressure, respectively, and 𝜔 is the acentric factor 

[38]. The acentric factor considers the differences in molecular shape, which increases with 

non-sphericity and polarity [37]. The acentric factor is defined as shown in equation (3.12) 

[35]: 

𝜔 ≡  −1.0 − log(𝑃𝑟
𝑠𝑎𝑡)𝑇𝑟=0.7  (3.12) 

3.1.1.4 Peng-Robinson 

According to Smith and Smith [37], the Peng-Robinson equation of state is the most popular 

of the cubic equations of state, and gives a better prediction of liquids’ density than the SRK 

EOS. Smith and Smith [37] also point out that cubic equations of state lack the ability to 

accurately predict the behavior of mixtures containing a significant amount of hydrogen.  

The Peng-Robinson equation of state is similar to the SRK equation of state and can be 

expressed in the polynomial form [38]: 

𝑍3 − (1 − 𝐵) 𝑍2 + (𝐴 − 𝐵2 − 2𝐵)𝑍 − (𝐴𝐵 − 𝐵2 − 𝐵3) = 0 (3.13) 

Where: 

𝐴 =  
𝑎𝛼𝑝

(𝑅𝑇)2
 (3.14) 

𝐵 =  
𝑏𝑝

𝑅𝑇
 (3.15) 

𝑎 = 0.45724 
(𝑅𝑇𝑐)

2

𝑝𝑐
 (3.16) 
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𝑏 = 0.07780 
𝑅𝑇𝑐
𝑝𝑐
 (3.17) 

𝛼 =  [1 + (0.37464 +  1.5422𝜔 − 0.26992𝜔2) (1 − √
𝑇

𝑇𝑐
)]

2

(3.18) 

Where 𝜔 is equal to equation (3.12). 

The Peng-Robinson EOS is used for hydrocarbons and gases with temperatures down to -

250℃ and pressures up to 1000 bar [37]. 

3.1.2 Abel-Noble 

The Abel-Noble EOS originates from the van der Waals EOS, but this EOS only contains one 

constant parameter, making it quite simple to implement in a physical problem. The Abel-

Noble EOS can be implemented as shown in equation (3.19) [36]. 

𝑝 =
𝜌𝑅𝑇

(1 − 𝑏𝜌)
= (1 − 𝑏𝜌)−1𝜌𝑅𝑇 =  𝑍𝜌𝑅𝑇 (3.19) 

The correction factor 𝑏 is approximated as a constant and is supposed to represent the finite 

volume of the gas molecules. If b = 0, the expression for an ideal gas is obtained. Zou et al. 

[39] suggest a value of the co-volume constant as b = 0.007691 [m3/kg], while Khaksarfard et 

al. [36] suggest b = 0.007555 [m3/kg].    

According to Toro et al. [40], the Abel-Noble EOS is also referred to as the co-volume EOS 

and is suitable for dense gases at high pressures. The purpose of the co-volume constant is to 

consider the occurrence when the volume occupied by the molecules is not negligible. From 

experimental results on a range of solid fuels, it has been observed that b has small and 

negligible changes. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume and consider b as a constant. 

The Abel-Noble performs well for pressures less than 200 MPa and temperatures close to 

ambient conditions, and its simplicity makes it convenient for general engineering purposes 

[41]. 

3.1.3 EOS, Pipe Flow & Hydrogen 

The following subchapter will introduce some of the work that has been published on EOS, 

hydrogen, and pipe flow.  

Khaksarfard et al. [36] performed a numerical simulation of a tank's high-pressure release of 

hydrogen. Due to the high pressures, up to 70 MPa, a real gas model was implemented as the 

ideal gas assumption cannot be applied to such high pressures. The real-gas EOS 

implemented was the Beattie-Bridgeman with five constants and Abel-Noble with only one 

constant. The results show a negligible difference between Beattie-Bridgeman and Abel-

Noble, and the Beattie Bridgeman EOS suffers from instability problems. Khaksarfard et al. 

[36] emphasize that a real gas equation should be used for pressures above 10 MPa.   
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A study performed by Maciej Chaczykowski [42] has been investigating the pipeline thermal 

model and non-isothermal, one-dimensional compressible flow in a pipeline. The study 

includes a detailed thermal model. This has been done by implementing the heat transfer term 

in the energy equation. The GERG-88 method, which stand for Groupe Européen de 

Recherches Gaziéres 1988, was implemented as a real gas model. This EOS is commonly 

used to calculate the compressibility factor of natural gas, assuming that the gas is considered 

a five-component mixture of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and the 

sum of hydrocarbon gas. In the model, the compressibility factors are differentiated with 

respect to time, pressure, and temperature. The derivative terms of the compressibility factor 

are normally small. A common practice is to use a constant factor or a simple equation as an 

approximation to save computational time.  

In the study performed by Q.Zou et al. [39], a model for high-pressure hydrogen leakage, 

which includes heat exchange corrections (HEC), has been implemented. The model is 

named the HEC-model. Various EOS and enthalpy formulas have been investigated for this 

study. The model excludes the assumption of isentropic conditions for the pressurized gas 

tank. However, the assumption of isentropic conditions is implemented for the leakage 

orifice. The model is validated by comparing empirical data and other similar experiments 

found in the literature. A comparison of the different EOS has been performed where the 

Soave-Redlich-Kwong and Aungier-Redlich-Kwong EOS shows promising results but are 

found to be more complicated to implement in a model. Therefore, the Able-Noble EOS was 

implemented due to its simplicity with only one constant and well performance. A formula 

based on the Helmholtz free energy has been implemented to calculate the enthalpy. The 

Helmholtz equation shows promising results when compared to data from the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The gas tank was modeled with Abel-Noble 

EOS, but the leakage orifice was modeled with a mass flow formula based on van der Waals 

EOS and Perry’s flow coefficient formula.  The model can accurately predict the different 

states in the system due to the consideration of the heat exchange between the gas and its 

surroundings and uses more accurate real-gas EOS and enthalpy formulas. 

Zhou et al. [43] performed a study on the decompression of a high pressure 𝐶𝑂2, and 

evaluated the leakage flow through a nozzle in the pipe by a two stage leakage process 

model. They found that the Span-Wagner (SW) EOS, which employs the Helmholtz free 

energy, predicted the results more accurately than the Peng Robinson EOS. However, they 

stated that the Peng Robinson EOS is a compromise between accuracy and dealing with flows 

with phase changes near the critical point. The SW EOS has a quite complex format and is 

more computational demanding than the PR EOS. 

Alesaadi et al. [44] investigated experimental data obtained from hydrogen adsorption and 

desorption processes. The state of the hydrogen was modeled with the Sanches-Lacombe 

Equation of state (SL EOS). The SL EOS can be written as:  

𝜌2̅̅ ̅ + �̅� + �̅� [ln(1 − �̅�) + (1 −
1

𝑟
) �̅�] = 0 (3.20) 

Where �̅� =
𝜌

𝜌∗
, �̅� =

𝑃

𝑃∗
, �̅� =

𝑇

𝑇∗
, and 𝑟 =  

𝑃∗𝑀

(𝑅 𝑇∗𝜌∗
 . 
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The authors [44] investigated the hydrogen adsorption and desorption processes for a wide 

range of pressures, 0 – 80 bar, and found that the SL EOS gives reasonable results. 

Bai-Gang et al. [45] presented a new equation of state for hydrogen gas to investigate the fuel 

consumption characteristics of hydrogen-fueled vehicles. The proposed equation considers 

the interaction distance between the hydrogen molecules and is based upon the Van der 

Waals equation. The proposed equation can be written as: 

𝑝𝑟 = 
𝑇𝑟

𝑍𝑐(𝑉𝑟 + 0.13636) −
1
8

 − 

27
64

√𝑇 𝑟𝑍𝑐2(𝑉𝑟 + 0.13636)2
 (3.21) 

Where the subscript r denotes the reduced properties. They investigated pressures in the 

range from 0.1 – 70 MPa, and within the temperature range of 48 – 398 K. The results 

indicate that the calculation of fuel consumption of hydrogen has an error of less than 0.5% 

compared to available empirical data. The EOS is relatively simple in form and trivial to 

implement, and the authors claim that the new equation of state can be used to estimate the 

cruising range of hydrogen-fueled vehicles. 

Lemmon et al. [46] have proposed an EOS for calculating the density of hydrogen gas in the 

temperature range 220 – 440 K and pressures up to 45 MPa. The proposed equation is a 

truncated virial-type equation made to fit empirical current standard data within 0.01 %.  

Lemmon et al. emphasize that the equation is only for density calculations within the given 

temperature and pressure range. The proposed equation gives an uncertainty for the density of 

0.2 %, and the results have been compared to experimental data. The virial expression can be 

written as: 

𝑧(𝑝, 𝑇) = 1 +∑∑𝜈𝑖𝑗 (
𝑝

1 𝑀𝑃𝑎
)
𝑖−1

(
𝑇

100𝐾
)
𝑛𝑖𝑗

2

𝑗=1

 

6

𝑖=2

(3.22) 

The constants from equation (3.22) are tabulated in [46]. The authors conclude that the 

equation shows reasonable and promising results compared to NIST Standard Reference 

Database data. However, Lemmon et al. state that there might be other uncertainties that 

haven't been considered in the current study. Such uncertainties could be the suitability of the 

parahydrogen equation to represent the actual fuel used, temperature and pressure 

dependence of the tank volume, and other uncertainties in temperature and pressure 

measurement [46]. 

Kim et al. [47] performed a study on numerical modeling of the transcritical mixing and 

reacting flow processes encountered in liquid propellant rocket engines. The non-ideal 

thermodynamic behavior was modeled using a real-gas equation of state, which was a 

modified version of the Soave-Redlich-Kwong EOS. The modified SRK EOS was compared 

to a model with the assumption of ideal gas. The base case chosen for this study was a 

gaseous hydrogen/cryogenic liquid oxygen (GH2/LOx) coaxial jet flame at supercritical 

pressure. The SRK EOS was chosen due to its accuracy in estimating low carbon fuels and its 

wide range of thermodynamic conditions. The modified version of the SRK equation can be 

written as: 
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𝑝 =  
𝜌𝑅𝑢𝑇

𝑀𝑤 − 𝑏𝜌
 − 

𝑎𝛼𝜌2

𝑀𝑤(𝑀𝑤 + 𝑏𝜌)
 (3.23) 

Where 𝑅𝑢 is the universal gas constant, 𝑀𝑤 is the molecular weight of the fluid mixture. In 

order to calculate equation (3.23), the constants: 𝑎, 𝛼, 𝑏, 𝑎 are determined by universal 

relationships. 

𝑎𝑖 = 0.42727 (
𝑅𝑢
2𝑇𝑐,𝑖

2

𝑝𝑐,𝑖
) (3.24) 

𝑏𝑖 = 0.08664 (
𝑅𝑢𝑇𝑐,𝑖
𝑝𝑐,𝑖

) (3.25) 

𝑎𝛼 =  ∑∑𝑋𝑖𝑋𝑗√𝑎𝑖𝑎𝑗𝛼𝑖𝛼𝑗

𝑁

𝑗=1

𝑁

𝑖=1

(1 − 𝜅𝑖𝑗̅̅̅̅ ) (3.26) 

Where 𝜅𝑖𝑗̅̅̅̅  denotes the binary interaction coefficient and  𝑋𝑖 denotes the mole fraction of 

species i.  

𝑏 =  ∑𝑋𝑖𝑏𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (3.27) 

𝛼𝑖 = [1 + 𝑆𝑖 (1 − √
𝑇

𝑇𝑐,𝑖
)]

2

(3.28) 

𝑆𝑖 = 0.48508 + 1.55171𝜔𝑖 − 0.15613𝜔𝑖
2 (3.29) 

 

Kim et al. [47] suggest replacing the expression of 𝛼𝑖 (3.28) with the following expression: 

𝛼𝐻2 = 1.202 exp(−0.30228𝑇𝑐) (3.30) 

This replacement is performed if the fluid has a very low critical temperature, as is the case 

with hydrogen (𝑇𝑐 = 33 𝐾). The authors claim that this replacement is more accurate when 

the reduced temperature of hydrogen is higher than 2.5 (T > 83 K). When the replacement 

expression (3.30) is used for hydrogen, the binary interaction coefficient 𝜅𝑖𝑗̅̅̅̅  is also set to 

zero. The authors conclude in their study that the real-fluid-based flamelet model is 

performing well, and realistic predictions of the characteristics of a turbulent non-premixed 

GH2/LOx flame at supercritical pressures are obtained. 
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3.2 Pipe flow theory 

The continuity equation can be defined as [42]: 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ 
𝜕(𝜌𝑢)

𝜕𝑥
 = 0  (3.31) 

Where 
𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
 represents the change in mass over time,  𝜌 represents the mass density, and 

𝜕(𝜌𝑢)

𝜕𝑥
 

represents the change in the mass flux in and out of the control volume where 𝑢 denotes the 

velocity [48].  

𝜕(𝜌𝑢)

𝜕𝑡
+ 
𝜕(𝑝 +  𝜌𝑢2)

𝜕𝑥
=  − 

𝑓𝜌|𝑢|𝑢

2𝐷
−  𝜌𝑔 sin 𝛼 (3.32) 

The momentum equation (3.32) is derived from Newton’s second law of motion and 

represents the transient force balance within the control volume. The equation's left-hand side 

(LHS) represents the change of mass times acceleration in time and space. The term 
𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
 on the 

LHS represents the net force introduced by the pressure gradient. The right-hand side (RHS) 

term -  
𝑓𝜌|𝑢|𝑢

2𝐷
 represents the frictional force acting on the fluid in the opposite direction of the 

velocity. The RHS term 𝜌𝑔 sin 𝛼 represents the gravity force due to the incline of the piping, 

where 𝑔 is the gravitational constant and 𝛼 is the angle between the horizontal plane and the 

pipeline, as illustrated in figure 3.2. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Inclined gas pipeline with control volume [49] 

The model will include multiple 90 degrees elbows in series. This leads to the necessity of an 

extra added term to the momentum equation due to the irregularities in the geometry. In this 

case, a total bend loss factor, 𝐾𝑡,   is applied, and the following additional term for 

considering the ∆p must be added to the RHS in the momentum equation [50]: 

∆𝑝 = − 
𝐾𝑡𝑢

2𝜌

2
  (3.33) 
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Where 𝐾𝑡 is a constant based on the piping geometry and empirical data from pressure loss 

experiments. The subscript 𝑡 denotes the total amount of bends in the system. 

The momentum equation then becomes: 

𝜕(𝜌𝑢)

𝜕𝑡
+ 
𝜕(𝑝 +  𝜌𝑢2)

𝜕𝑥
=  − 

𝑓𝜌|𝑢|𝑢

2𝐷
− 
𝐾𝑡𝑢

2𝜌

2
 −    𝜌𝑔 sin 𝛼  (3.34) 

 

𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑡
+ 
𝜕[(𝐸 + 𝑝)𝑢]

𝜕𝑥
= −

4𝑞

𝐷
−
2𝑓𝜌𝑢3

𝐷
 (3.35) 

The energy equation can be expressed as shown in equation (3.35), where the LHS term 
𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑡
 

represents the change in the total energy, 𝐸, over time [43]. The second term on the LHS, 
𝜕[(𝐸+𝑝)𝑢]

𝜕𝑥
, represents the change in the total energy flux. The first term on the RHS, 

4𝑞

𝐷
, 

represents the heat transfer due to either heating or cooling depending on the gas- and the 

ambient temperature. 𝑞 is the heat transfer flux, and the multiplier term  
4

𝐷
 is due to the ratio 

of the inside pipe surface area to the internal pipe volume, 
4

𝐷
 =  

𝜋𝐷

(𝜋𝐷2 4)⁄
. The second term on 

the RHS, 
2𝑓𝜌𝑢3

𝐷
, is representing the frictional heat work from the pipe gas flow [48]. 

The Mach number, Ma, is the ratio between the fluid velocity and the speed of sound for the 

fluid and is defined as:  

𝑀𝑎 =  
𝑢

𝐶
 (3.36) 

𝐶 denotes the speed of sound in the fluid, and for an ideal gas, 𝐶 can be expressed as: 

𝐶 = √𝛾 (
𝑅

𝑀
) 𝑇  = √

𝛾𝑝

𝜌
(3.37)  

M is the molar mass of the gas, and 𝛾 is the ratio of the specific heats with constant pressure 

and constant volume, which is expressed by equation (3.40) for a calorically ideal gas.  

 𝛾 =  
𝑐𝑝

𝑐𝑣
 (3.38)  

Assuming that the enthalpy is a function of temperature and pressure, ℎ = ℎ(𝑇, 𝑝), specific 

heat capacity for constant pressure can be expressed as: 

𝑐𝑝 = (
𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑇
)
𝑝
 (3.39) 

A similar expression can be obtained for the specific heat capacity for constant volume: 

𝑐𝑣 = (
𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑇
)
𝑣
 (3.40) 

Where 𝑒 denotes the specific internal energy. 
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Utilizing that 𝑐𝑝 − 𝑐𝑣 = 𝑅 for an ideal gas, and equation (3.38), the following relationships 

can be expressed: 

𝑐𝑝 = 
𝛾𝑅

𝛾 − 1
 , 𝑐𝑣 =

𝑅

𝛾 − 1
  (3.41) 

This can further be derived to the following expression for the specific internal energy [40]: 

𝑒 =  
𝑝

(𝛾 − 1)𝜌
 (3.42) 

Then the total energy can be expressed as in equation (3.43): 

𝐸 =
1

2
𝜌𝑢 + 𝜌𝑒 (3.43) 

Implementing the Abel-Noble co-volume EOS, equation (3.42) becomes: 

𝑒𝐴𝑏𝑒𝑙−𝑁𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑒 = 
𝑝(1 − 𝑏𝜌)

𝜌(𝛾 − 1)
 (3.44) 

Likewise, the caloric co-volume EOS for the speed of sound can be expressed with equation 

(3.45): 

𝐶𝐴𝑏𝑒𝑙−𝑁𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑒 = √
𝛾𝑝

(1 − 𝑏𝜌)𝜌
 (3.45) 

And the total energy can be expressed as: 

𝐸𝐴𝑏𝑒𝑙−𝑁𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑒 =
1

2
𝜌𝑢 +

𝑝(1 − 𝑏𝜌)

(𝛾 − 1)
  (3.46) 

3.2.1 Friction factor 

The friction factor is a dimensionless number that considers the effect of friction between the 

pipe wall and the fluid. Correlations based on empirical data are the most common method to 

calculate the friction factor, and one of the most known empirical correlations is the 

Colebrook-White correlation [38]. The Colebrook-White equation is widely used in the 

industry and serves as the basis for the well-known Moody diagram [51].  

The Colebrook-White equation is written as: 

1

√𝑓
= −2 log (

𝜖

3.7𝐷
+ 

2.51

𝑅𝑒√𝑓
)

 
 (3.47) 

Where 𝑓 denote the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, 𝜖 is the internal roughness of the pipe 

wall, 𝐷 is the internal diameter of the pipe, and 𝑅𝑒 is the Reynolds number. The internal 

roughness of the pipe can be found in tables based on empirical data [4]. 

The Reynolds number is a dimensionless number discovered after Osborne Reynolds’ flow 

visualization experiments in 1883 and is commonly used to define whether the fluid flow is 
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turbulent or laminar [52]. It is defined as the ratio of the inertial forces to viscous forces 

acting on the fluid. The Reynolds number can be expressed as: 

𝑅𝑒 =  
𝜌𝑢𝐷

𝜇
 (3.48) 

Where 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, 𝜌 is the density of the fluid, 𝐷 is the internal 

diameter of the pipe, and 𝑢 is the average velocity of the fluid.  

The critical Reynolds numbers are for pipe flow defined as 2300, where the transition to 

turbulent flow normally occurs. Flow with a 𝑅𝑒 lower than 2300 is normally considered 

laminar, a smooth and streamlined flow.  The transition to turbulent flow normally occurs at 

𝑅𝑒 between 2300 – 4000. For 𝑅𝑒 greater than 4000, the flow is normally considered as a fully 

developed turbulent flow, which is a flow characterized by chaotic swirls and multiple eddies 

[53]. 

As observed from equation (3.47), the equation is in an implicit form that requires an iterative 

procedure to be solved. Helgaker [38] points out that an iterative process can be 

computationally expensive, especially if the friction factor is solved for each pipe section. 

Although the Colebrook-White equation is widely used, alternative explicit approximations 

exist to the Colebrook-White equation that is easier to implement.  

A common explicit approximation is the Haaland’s approximation, which is found to be a 

fairly accurate approximation to the Colebrook-White equation [51]: 

1

√𝑓
= −1.8 𝑙𝑜𝑔 [(

𝜖

3.7𝐷
)
1.11

+ 
6.9

𝑅𝑒
] (3.49)  

The recommended range for Haaland's approximation is for Reynolds numbers in the range 

4000 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 <  108 and for 
𝜖

𝐷
 ; 10−6  ≤  

𝜖

𝐷
  < 5 ∙ 10−2  [54]. 

The Churchill approximation is an explicit approximation covering the whole flow regime, 

laminar and turbulent [51]. The Churchill approximation is found to have an error of 2.19% 

of the Colebrook-White equation and is defined as: 

 

𝑓 = 8 ((
8

𝑅𝑒
)
12

+
1

(𝐴 +  𝐵)1.5
)

1
12

 (3.50) 

where: 

𝐴 = (2.457 ln
1

(
7
𝑅𝑒)

0.9

+ 0.27
𝜖
𝐷

)

16

 (3.51) 

 

𝐵 =  (
37530

𝑅𝑒
)
16

 (3.52) 
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The Churchill approximation was found by Winning and Coole [55] to be computationally 

efficient and an acceptable compromise between computational cost and error. In addition, 

Yufeng et al. [56] found that the Churchill and Colebrook-White equation gave almost 

identical results for friction factor calculations in a capillary tube.  

3.2.2 Viscosity 

The viscosity term 𝜇, appears in the denominator of equation (3.48) and can be defined as a 

measure of how resistant a Newtonian fluid is to motion [53]. For a Newtonian fluid, the 

shear stress within the fluid is proportional to the velocity gradient, and the viscosity is the 

proportionality constant: 

𝜏𝑛(𝑃) = 𝜇
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥𝑛
 (3.53) 

𝜏𝑛(𝑃) is the shear stress normal to direction 𝑛, and 
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥𝑛
 represents the velocity gradient in 

direction 𝑛. For a given shear stress, it can be observed from equation (3.53) that the velocity 

gradient will increase if the viscosity decreases and vice versa [53]. The viscosity of gases 

will increase with an increase in the temperature. This is because the intermolecular collisions 

between the molecules increase in frequency with higher temperatures. These collisions will 

result in a disturbance of the molecules moving in different directions and not as a “unit,” 

leading to more resistance in the flow [57].   

Both Helgaker [38] and Langelandsvik [58] have suggested the Lee-Gonzales-Eakin (LGE) 

empirical correlation for viscosity calculations for natural gases. This correlation was found 

by Lee et al. [59] in 1966 and is based on experimental data for natural gases in the 

temperature range of 100 – 340 F (311 – 444 K) and the pressure range of 100 – 8000 psia 

(6.9 – 551.6 bar). The LGE correlation can be expressed as [59]: 

𝜇 = 𝐾 exp(𝑋 (
𝜌

1000
)
𝑌

 (3.54) 

where  

𝐾 =  
(9.4 + 0.02𝑀) (

9𝑇
5
)
1.5

209 + 19𝑀 + (
9𝑇
5
)
 (3.55) 

𝑋 = 3.5 +
986

(
9𝑇
5
)
+ 0.01𝑀  (3.56) 

𝑌 = 2.4 − 0.2𝑋 (3.57) 

 

𝑀 denotes the molecular weight, and 𝑇 is the temperature of the gas. The LGE correlation 

computes the viscosity in micropoise, where 1 micropoise =  10−7
𝑘𝑔

𝑚𝑠
. 
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3.2.3 Heat transfer 

Steady heat transfer will be considered for the model in this study. The heat transfer model 

will utilize an overall heat transfer coefficient based on a composite radial system with both 

conduction and convection occurring. 

3.2.3.1 Fourier’s law 

Fourier’s law [60] for heat transfer through conduction can be expressed as: 

𝑞𝑟,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = −𝜆𝐴
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑟
 (3.58) 

Where 𝑞𝑟 is the heat transfer rate,  𝐴 is the area normal to the direction of heat transfer, 𝜆 is 

the thermal conductivity for the fluid or material, and 
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑟
 is the temperature gradient where 𝑟 

denotes the radius from the center of the cylinder to each surface layer.   

3.2.3.2 Newton’s law of cooling 

The gas will transfer heat to the surface of the cylindrical pipe through the mechanism of heat 

convection. This mechanism can be expressed by Newton’s law of cooling[60]: 

𝑞𝑟,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 = ℎ𝐴(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇∞) (3.59) 

Where ℎ is the convection heat transfer coefficient, and (𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇∞) is the difference between 

the surface and fluid temperature, respectively. 

3.2.3.3 The overall heat transfer coefficient (U) 

For a composite system similar to figure 3.3, there will be a heat transfer given that there is a 

temperature difference between the gas temperature (Tg) and the ambient temperature (Ta).  

In figure 3.3, A is the cross-sectional pipe, and B is the cross-sectional insulation surrounding 

the pipe. 𝑟1 to 𝑟3 denotes the radius from the center of the pipe to the wall film boundary 

layers between the gas and the pipe, pipe and the insulation, and insulation to the ambient, 

respectively. The heat transfer between Ts,1 & Ts,2, and Ts,2 & Ts,3 can be modeled with 

equation (3.58).  Likewise, the heat transfer between the gas (Tg,1) and the inner surface (Ts,1) 

and the heat transfer between the outer surface (Ts,3) and the ambient (Ta) can be modeled 

with equation (3.59). A convenient way of simplifying the total heat transfer through a 

composite system is utilizing an overall heat transfer coefficient, U [60]. 

The total heat transfer for a composite system can be expressed as: 

𝑞𝑟 = 𝑈𝐴(𝑇𝑔,1 − 𝑇𝑎) (3.60) 

The overall heat transfer coefficient for the system in figure 3.3 can be expressed as follows: 

𝑈 =  
1

1
ℎ1
+ 
𝑟1
𝜆𝐴
𝑙𝑛 
𝑟2
𝑟1
+ 
𝑟1
𝜆𝐵
𝑙𝑛 
𝑟3
𝑟2
+ 
𝑟1
𝑟3
 
1
ℎ𝑎

 (3.61)
 

ℎ1 and ℎ𝑎 is the inner and outer convective heat transfer coefficient, respectively, and 𝜆 

denotes the thermal conductivity of the material.  
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Figure 3.3: Example of a pipe with one layer of insulation 

Nusselt number correlations can be implemented to calculate the convective heat transfer 

coefficient. Such a correlation is the Dittus-Boelter relation, which can be used to calculate 

the convective heat transfer coefficient for the heat transfer between the gas and the pipe's 

inner wall [38]. The Dittus-Boelter equation for turbulent flow is expressed as: 

𝑁𝑢 =  
ℎ𝐿

𝜆
= 0.023 ∙ 𝑅𝑒0.8 ∙ 𝑃𝑟

𝑛 (3.62) 

Where  𝑁𝑢 denotes the Nusselt number, 𝜆 is the thermal conductivity of the gas, 𝐿 is the 

characteristic length, and 𝑃𝑟 is the Prandtl number, which can be expressed as: 

𝑃𝑟 =
𝜇 ∙ 𝐶𝑝
𝜆𝐻2

 (3.63) 

The n in 𝑃𝑟
𝑛  from equation (3.62) is chosen depending on whether heat is entering or leaving 

the system. The following relation yields: 

𝑛 =  {
𝑇 ≤ 𝑇𝑎 0.3
𝑇 > 𝑇𝑎 0.4

  (3.64) 

From expression (3.64), it can be seen that n = 0.3 if heat is entering the system and n = 0.4 

if the heat is leaving the system. 

3.2.4 Pipe leakage theory 

A leakage in a pipeline can be modeled by adding a leakage source term to each equation and 

using the choked flow theory. The governing equations can then be written as follows [61]: 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕(𝜌𝑢)

𝜕𝑥
=  −𝑀𝑙 (3.65) 
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𝜕(𝜌𝑢)

𝜕𝑡
+ 
𝜕(𝜌𝑢2 + 𝑝)

𝜕𝑥
=  −𝑢𝑀𝑙 (3.66) 

𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑡
+ 
𝜕(𝐸 + 𝑝)𝑢

𝜕𝑥
=  −(𝐸𝑙 + 𝑝𝑙)

1

𝜌𝑙
 𝑀𝑙 (3.67) 

The critical pressure ratio (CPR) is a term that can be used to identify the type of flow through 

the leakage orifice. The CPR indicates whether the flow is considered as subsonic or sonic and 

is here defined as the critical inside- to outside pressure ratio [61]: 

𝐶𝑃𝑅 = 
𝑝2𝑐𝑟
𝑝𝑎

= (
𝛾 + 1

2
)
(
𝛾
𝛾−1

)

(3.68) 

In equation (3.68), 𝑝𝑎 is the atmospheric pressure which is assumed to be homogeneous 

surrounding the pipe. 𝑝2𝑐𝑟 is the inside critical pressure at the leakage orifice. 

This means that for a sonic flow, the criteria  
𝑝2

𝑝𝑎
 ≥ 𝐶𝑃𝑅 must be satisfied, and for the flow to 

be subsonic, the criteria 
𝑝2

𝑝𝑎
 ≤ 𝐶𝑃𝑅 is satisfied [61]. 

Isentropic flow through the orifice is a reasonable assumption for a gas leaving the control 

volume through a leakage orifice [61]. The following isentropic relationships for a sonic 

flow, assuming that the 𝑀𝑎 = 1 at the leak orifice, can then be utilized: 

𝜌𝑙 = 𝜌 (
2

𝛾 + 1
)

1
(𝛾−1)

  (3.69) 

𝑢𝑙 = 𝑐𝑙 = 𝑐√
2

𝛾 + 1
 (3.70) 

For a subsonic flow, the isentropic relationship is dependent on the atmospheric pressure and 

pressure inside the pipe. The density and velocity through the orifice can be expressed with 

the following equations [61]: 

𝜌𝑙 = (
𝑝𝑎
𝑝
)

1
𝛾
𝜌 (3.71) 

𝑢𝑙 = 𝑐 {
2

𝛾 − 1
[(
𝑝𝑎
𝑝
)

(𝛾−1)
𝛾

−  1]}

1 2⁄

(3.72) 

The mass flux leaving through a leakage orifice can be expressed with the ratio of the leakage 

orifice area and the cross-sectional area of the pipe, which can be shortened to: 

𝑀𝑙 = 𝜌𝑙𝑢𝑙 (
𝐷𝑜
𝐷
)
2

 (3.73) 

Where the subscript l denotes the leakage point. 
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3.3 Finite Difference methods 

Finite difference methods are used to approximate differential equations with finite 

differences and are commonly used when modeling one-dimensional (1D) compressible flow. 

The method is based on Taylor series expansion, and by truncating the Taylor series for a 

given function, one can obtain approximations of the derivatives in time and space [40]. The 

governing equations can be transferred from partial differential equations (PDE) to 

discretized algebraic expressions in both time and space. 

There are mainly two methods of discretizing the domains, either explicit or implicit, with 

both having different advantages and disadvantages. The advantage of explicit methods is 

their simplicity in implementing, but explicit methods can be proved to only be stable for 

very small timesteps. Implicit methods are unconditionally stable but more complicated to 

implement [38]. An example of a simple implicit method is the backward Euler method for 

the time discretization and centered differences for the spatial discretization. This is shown in 

equations (3.74 ) and (3.75) [38]. 

𝜕𝑌(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑡𝑛+1)

𝜕𝑡
=  
𝑌𝑖
𝑛+1 − 𝑌𝑖

𝑛

∆𝑡
+ 𝒪(∆𝑡) (3.74) 

𝜕𝑌(𝑥𝑖, 𝑡𝑛+1)

𝜕𝑥
=  
𝑌𝑖+1
𝑛+1 − 𝑌𝑖−1

𝑛+1

2∆𝑥
+ 𝒪(∆𝑥2) (3.75) 

Equations (3.74) and (3.75) are of 1st-order accuracy and 2nd – order accuracy, respectively.  

For this study, a non-linear system of hyperbolic conservation laws will be implemented to a 

suited finite difference scheme. 

3.3.1 The Riemann Problem 

When considering a gas pipe flow model with an expected discontinuity, it is important to 

mention the Riemann problem. According to LeVeque [62], the Riemann problem “… is 

simply the hyperbolic equation together with special initial data”.  

𝑞(𝑥, 0) =  {
𝑞𝑙 𝑥 < 0
𝑞𝑟 𝑥 > 0

 (3.76) 

Equation (3.76) indicates that if a discontinuity occurs at t = 0, and x = 0, two separate states 

occur at 𝑞𝑙 and 𝑞𝑟. Given that the system is a hyperbolic problem, the discontinuity will result 

in a set of waves propagating away from the origin, x = 0. Assuming 𝑞𝑟 = 𝑄𝑖 and  𝑞𝑙 =
 𝑄𝑖−1, information used for flux computation can be obtained, and the cell values can be 

updated. The system's eigenvalues and eigenvectors must be considered when solving 

Riemann problems. Because the exact solution to the Riemann problem is computationally 

expensive, approximate Riemann solvers are used when implementing numerical methods 

[62]. For approximating the Riemann problem, two common methods are used. Either by 

approximating the numerical flux directly or evaluating the flux by approximating the state. 

An example of an approximate Riemann solver is the Harten, Lax, and van Leer (HLL) 

solver, which approximates the numerical intercell flux directly [40].  
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3.3.2 Courant-Friedrich-Lewy number 

The CFL number is a dimensionless quantity in the range [0 , 1] and usually taken as the 

empirical value of 0.9. The CFL number is defined in equation (3.77) [40]. 

𝐶𝐹𝐿 =  
∆𝑡 𝑎

∆𝑥
  (3.77) 

Where 𝑎  is the wave propagation speed.  

The CFL number considers the ratio between the wave propagation speed and the grid speed 
∆𝑥

∆𝑡
 [40]. A low value of the CFL number will lead to more diffusive simulation results and a 

very small time step, and should be kept as close to one as possible [63]. From equation 

(3.77), it follows that the time step ∆𝑡 can be calculated as follows: 

∆𝑡 =  
𝐶𝐹𝐿 ∆𝑥

𝑎
 (3.78) 

where 𝑎 can be calculated as 𝑎 = max(𝐶 + 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑢)), where C is the speed of sound and 𝑢 is 

the gas velocity [40].  

3.3.3 Lax-Wendroff scheme 

For a non-linear system of hyperbolic conservation laws, the 2nd-order accurate two-step 

Richtmyer version of the Lax-Wendroff scheme can be implemented. It is common to refer to 

this scheme as both the Richtmyer scheme and the two-step Lax-Wendroff scheme. The 

advantage of this scheme is that the system of governing equations can be evaluated directly 

without needing eigenvalues or taking the Riemann problem into account [40].   

The governing equations must be written in the following form [40]: 

𝜕𝐀

𝜕𝑡
 + 

𝜕𝐁

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝐂 = 0  (3.79) 

Where 𝐀 denotes the time derivatives, 𝐁 denotes the flux terms, and 𝐂 denotes the source 

terms. 

The first steps of the Lax-Wendroff two-step method are as follows [38]: 

𝐀𝑖 + 1 2⁄   
𝑛+ 1 2⁄ =  

1

2
(𝐀𝑖+1

𝑛 + 𝐀𝑖
𝑛)  − 

∆𝑡

2∆𝑥
(𝐁𝑖+1

𝑛 − 𝐁𝑖
𝑛)  − 

∆𝑡

4
(𝐂𝑖+1

𝑛 + 𝐂𝑖
𝑛)  (3.80) 

𝐀𝑖− 1 2⁄   
𝑛+ 1 2⁄ = 

1

2
(𝐀𝑖

𝑛 + 𝐀𝑖−1
𝑛 )  −  

∆𝑡

2∆𝑥
(𝐁𝑖

𝑛 − 𝐁𝑖−1
𝑛 ) − 

∆𝑡

4
(𝐂𝑖

𝑛 + 𝐂𝑖−1
𝑛 )  (3.81) 

And the second step: 

𝐀𝑖  
𝑛+ 1 = 𝐀𝑖

𝑛  −  
∆𝑡

∆𝑥
(𝐁𝑖+ 1 2⁄

𝑛+ 1 2⁄ − 𝐁𝑖−1 2⁄
𝑛+ 1 2⁄ ) − 

∆𝑡

2
(𝐂𝑖+ 1 2⁄

𝑛+ 1 2⁄ + 𝐂𝑖−1 2⁄
𝑛+ 1 2⁄ )  (3.82) 

The intercell fluxes 𝐁𝑖+ 1 2⁄
𝑛+ 1 2⁄

 and 𝐁𝑖−1 2⁄
𝑛+ 1 2⁄

 are calculated from the solution of the first step 

𝐁𝑖+ 1 2⁄
𝑛+ 1 2⁄ = 𝐁(𝐀𝑖 + 1 2⁄   

𝑛+ 1 2⁄ ) and  𝐁𝑖− 1 2⁄
𝑛+ 1 2⁄ = 𝐁(𝐀𝑖− 1 2⁄   

𝑛+ 1 2⁄ ). Identical to the intercell fluxes, the 
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intercell source term values can be calculated as  𝐂𝑖+ 1 2⁄
𝑛+ 1 2⁄ = 𝐂(𝐀𝑖 + 1 2⁄   

𝑛+ 1 2⁄ ) and  𝐂𝑖− 1 2⁄
𝑛+ 1 2⁄ =

𝐂(𝐀𝑖− 1 2⁄   
𝑛+ 1 2⁄ ). 

 

Figure 3.4: Computational stencil for two-step Lax-Wendroff scheme [64]. 

Figure 3.4 shows the stencil for the two-step Lax-Wendroff scheme. As indicated by equation 

(3.80 – 3.82), the intercell values for both space and time, 𝑖 ± 1 2⁄   and 𝑛 ± 1 2⁄ , is 

calculated before moving one time step further 𝑛 + 1. The Lax-Wendroff method uses 

centered differences in space and is 2nd order accurate in both time and space. 2nd- order 

accuracy indicates better accuracy than a 1st-order scheme, but will likely be more prone to 

produce spurious oscillations near sharp and steep gradients behind the wave [40]. 

The Lax-Wendroff scheme must satisfy the condition 𝐶𝐹𝐿 ≤ 1 to be stable. 

3.3.4 Lax-Friedrichs scheme 

Another popular and well-known scheme is the Lax-Friedrich scheme. This scheme is 1st-

order accurate and more diffusive than the two-step Lax-Wendroff scheme. Lax-Friedrich 

uses forward differences in time and central differences in space but is stabilized by 

averaging 𝐀𝑖
𝑛  over its neighbor cells [63]. As the scheme has a monotonic characteristic, it 

can be used to stabilize an unstable scheme, and the scheme is conditionally stable if the 

condition 𝐶𝐹𝐿 ≤ 1 is satisfied [40]. The governing equations can be written as in equation 

(3.79).  

The Lax-Friedrich scheme can be expressed by the discretized system [40]: 

𝐀𝑖  
𝑛+ 1 = 𝐀𝑖

𝑛  −  
∆𝑡

∆𝑥
(𝐁𝑖 − 1 2⁄ − 𝐁𝑖 + 1 2⁄ ) (3.83) 

Where the Lax-Friedrich intercell fluxes are calculated as follows: 

𝐁𝑖 + 1 2⁄   
LF = 

1

2
(𝐁𝑖

𝑛 + 𝐁𝑖+1 
𝑛 ) + 

∆𝑥

2∆𝑡
(𝐀𝑖

𝑛 − 𝐀𝑖 +1
𝑛 ) (3.84) 
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3.3.5 Upwind scheme 

While the Lax-Friedrich and the two-step Lax Wendroff schemes use central differences as 

approximations for the spatial derivative, the well-known 1st-order accurate Upwind scheme 

uses one-sided approximation. This means that the scheme uses information for spatial 

approximation from points on the side and in the direction of the flow [63].  

For a general conservation equation, the upwind scheme can be written as shown in (3.85) 

and (3.86): 

𝐀𝑖
𝑛+1 = 𝐀𝑖

𝑛 −
∆𝑡

∆𝑥
(𝐁𝑖+1 − 𝐁𝑖) (3.85) 

𝐀𝑖
𝑛+1 = 𝐀𝑖

𝑛 −
∆𝑡

∆𝑥
(𝐁𝑖 − 𝐁𝑖−1) (3.86) 

The sign of the propagating wave speed will decide whether equation (3.85) or (3.86) is 

selected. If a forward propagating wave is assumed, equation (3.85) yields and vice versa 

[63]. 

The upwind scheme is conditionally stable as long as the CFL condition 𝐶𝐹𝐿 ≤ 1 is satisfied 

and is a quite popular scheme that can be extended to higher-order accuracy and total 

variating diminishing schemes [40]. 

3.3.6 Total Variating Diminishing scheme 

According to Toro [40]: 

“A subclass of Total variation stable methods is those whose total variation does not 

increase in time; these are commonly referred to as Total Variating Diminishing 

(TVD) methods…”.  

As mentioned in section 3.3.3, the 2nd-order Lax-Wendroff scheme produces spurious 

oscillations at sharp gradients that overpredict the solution compared to the exact solution. 

Highly oscillating schemes will increase their variation with time and are prone to a large 

total variation [40]. 

A numerical scheme is TVD if: 

𝑇𝑉(𝑢𝑛+1) ≤ 𝑇𝑉(𝑢𝑛)  (3.87)  

Equation (3.87) indicates that the scheme is TVD if the total variation of the next level time 

step is less or equal to the previous timestep [40]. 

A widely used method to establish a TVD scheme for a high order numerical scheme is a flux 

limiter approach. The basic idea of a flux limiter is to establish a scheme that uses a low order 

monotone scheme for the fluxes when at sharp gradients and a high order scheme for the 

fluxes elsewhere. 
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3.3.7 TVD third order Runge-Kutta 

An explicit TVD scheme of higher-order accuracy is the TVD 3rd – order Runge-Kutta 

scheme that can be used for the time discretization. The governing equations must be written 

as [38]:  

∂𝐪

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝐃

∂𝐪

𝜕𝑥
= 𝐒 (3.88) 

𝐪 represents the flow variables, 𝐃 denotes the coefficient matrix, and 𝐒 denotes the source 

term vector. 

𝐪(1) = 𝐪𝑛 + ∆𝑡𝐑(𝐪𝑛) (3.89) 

𝐪(2) = 
3

4
𝐪𝑛 + 

1

4
(𝐪(1) + ∆𝑡𝐑(𝐪1)) (3.90) 

𝐪(𝑛+1) = 
1

3
𝐪𝑛 + 

2

3
(𝐪(2) + ∆𝑡𝐑(𝐪(2))) (3.91)  

𝐑 denotes the vectors of the spatial derivatives and the source terms [38]. The Runge-Kutta 

schemes can be implemented as different variants, usually with accuracy from 1st to 4th order, 

where the 1st and 2nd order is the Euler’s- and Heun’s methods, respectively [63]. Welahettige 

[65] implemented a 4th – order Runge-Kutta method to handle the source terms by source 

terms splitting. 

3.3.8 First-Order Centered Scheme (FORCE) 

The First-Order Centered Scheme (FORCE) [40] is based on the Random Choice Method 

(RCM), but the stochastic steps from RCM have been replaced by deterministic versions by 

integral averages of the Riemann problem.  

The First-Order Centered Scheme (FORCE) is in conservation form given by: 

𝐀𝑖  
𝑛+ 1 = 𝐀𝑖

𝑛 + 
∆𝑡

∆𝑥
(𝐁𝑖−1 2⁄ − 𝐁𝑖+ 1 2⁄ ) (3.92) 

The intercell fluxes can be shown to become the average of the fluxes between the Richtmyer 

Lax-Wendroff two-step scheme (RI), and the fluxes from the Lax-Friedrich (LF) scheme: 

𝐁𝑖+ 1 2⁄
FORCE = 

1

2
 (𝐁𝑖+ 1 2⁄  

RI + 𝐁𝑖+ 1 2⁄  
LF ) (3.93) 

𝐁𝑖 − 1 2⁄
FORCE = 

1

2
 (𝐁𝑖− 1 2⁄  

RI + 𝐁𝑖− 1 2⁄  
LF ) (3.94) 

With CFL < 1, the FORCE scheme is found to be stable and has a monotone characteristic. 

3.3.9 A Flux Limiter Centered Scheme 

A Flux Limiter Centered Scheme (FLIC) [40] is a 2nd -order accurate and TVD scheme that, 

together with a flux limiter function, combines the low-order FORCE fluxes with the high-
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order Richtmyer fluxes. The fluxes from the Richtmyer scheme and FORCE scheme are both 

obtained by centered differences. The high order Richtmyer flux is denoted as: 

𝐁𝑖± 1 2⁄
𝐻𝐼 = 𝐁𝑖± 1 2⁄

𝑅𝐼   (3.95) 

And the low order monotone FORCE flux is denoted as: 

𝐁𝑖± 1 2⁄
𝐿𝑂 = 𝐁𝑖± 1 2⁄

𝐹𝑂𝑅𝐶𝐸   (3.96) 

Then a general flux limiter method can be given as: 

𝐁𝑖 ± 1 2⁄ = 𝐁𝑖 ± 1 2⁄  
𝐿𝑂 + 𝜙𝑖 ± 1 2⁄  (𝐁𝑖 ± 1 2⁄  

HI − 𝐁𝑖 ± 1 2⁄  
LO )  (3.97) 

Where 𝜙𝑖 + 1 2⁄  is the flux limiter function. As can be seen from equation (3.97), the value of 

𝜙𝑖 + 1 2⁄  will determine whether the scheme becomes a low order- or a high order scheme. If 

𝜙𝑖 + 1 2⁄ = 0, the scheme becomes 𝐁𝑖 + 1 2⁄ = 𝐁𝑖 + 1 2⁄  
𝐿𝑂 , a low order scheme. And if 𝜙𝑖 + 1 2⁄ =

1, the scheme becomes 𝐁𝑖 + 1 2⁄ = 𝐁𝑖 + 1 2⁄  
𝐻𝐼 , a high order scheme. 

Various flux limiter schemes can be chosen to obtain a non-oscillatory nature, but Toro [40] 
suggests using either SUPERBEE (SB), VANLEER (VL), VANALBADA (VA), or 

MINBEE (MB) for a centered flux scheme. These flux limiter schemes are given by: 

 

𝜙𝑆𝐵(𝑟) = {

0, 𝑟 ≤ 0,
2𝑟, 0 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 0.5,
1, 0.5 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 1,

𝑚𝑖𝑛{2, 𝜙𝑔 + (1 − 𝜙𝑔)𝑟 }, 𝑟 > 1,

 (3.98) 

 

𝜙𝑉𝐿(𝑟) =  

{
 
 

 
 

0, 𝑟 ≤ 0
2𝑟

1 + 𝑟
0 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 1

𝜙𝑔 + 
2(1 − 𝜙𝑔 )𝑟 

1 +  𝑟
𝑟 ≥ 1

 (3.99) 

 

𝜙𝑉𝐴(𝑟) =  

{
 
 

 
 

0, 𝑟 ≤ 0
𝑟(1 + 𝑟)

1 + 𝑟2
0 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 1

𝜙𝑔 + 
(1 − 𝜙𝑔 )𝑟(1 + 𝑟) 

1 + 𝑟2
𝑟 ≥ 1

 (3.100) 

  

𝜙𝑀𝐵(𝑟) =  {
0, 𝑟 ≤ 0
𝑟 0 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 1
1 𝑟 ≥ 1

 (3.101) 

 𝜙𝑔  is defined as: 
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𝜙𝑔 ≡ 
(1 − 𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥)

(1 + 𝑐max)
  (3.102) 

Where 𝑐max can be set to equal the CFL number, 𝑐max = 𝐶𝐹𝐿.  

To calculate 𝑟, Toro [40] suggests using the total energy as the variable and defining 𝑞 ≡ 𝐸. 

Then 𝑟 can be calculated for the right and left intercells, denoted by R and L respectively. 

 

Figure 3.5: grid showing intercell boundaries 

 

For 𝑟𝑖 + 1 2⁄  there is a need to calculate the intercell flux on the left side of 𝑖 +  1 2⁄  and on 

the right side of 𝑖 + 1 2⁄ .  By observing figure 3.5 and following the procedure presented by 

Toro [40], the following expressions can be implemented for 𝑟: 

𝑟𝑖 + 1 2⁄
𝐿 = 

∆𝑞𝑖− 1 2⁄

∆𝑞𝑖 + 1 2⁄
=
𝑞𝑖 − 𝑞𝑖− 1
𝑞𝑖 + 1 − 𝑞𝑖

(3.103) 

𝑟𝑖 + 1 2⁄
𝑅 = 

∆𝑞𝑖+ 3 2⁄

∆𝑞𝑖 + 1 2⁄
= 
𝑞𝑖+2 − 𝑞𝑖 + 1
𝑞𝑖 + 1 − 𝑞𝑖

(3.104) 

And similar for  𝑟𝑖− 1 2⁄  yields: 

𝑟𝑖 − 1 2⁄
𝐿 = 

∆𝑞𝑖 − 3 2⁄

∆𝑞𝑖 − 1 2⁄
 =  

𝑞𝑖−1 − 𝑞𝑖− 2
𝑞𝑖  − 𝑞𝑖−1

(3.105) 

𝑟𝑖 − 1 2⁄
𝑅 = 

∆𝑞𝑖 + 1 2⁄

∆𝑞𝑖 − 1 2⁄
= 
𝑞𝑖+1 − 𝑞𝑖
𝑞𝑖 − 𝑞𝑖−1

(3.106) 

Finally, the flux limiter can be determined by the following equation for both 𝑟𝑖− 1 2⁄  and 

𝑟𝑖 + 1 2⁄ , where the minimum value of the intercell boundary on either right or left side is 

chosen  [40]: 

𝜙𝐿𝑅 = min{𝜙(𝑟𝑖+ 1 2⁄
𝐿 ), 𝜙(𝑟𝑖+ 1 2⁄

𝑅 ) } (3.107) 

The Superbee flux limiter is the least diffusive but prone to oscillations near sharp gradients, 

while Minbee is the most diffusive flux limiter. Minbee is least prone to obtain spurious 

oscillations but may smoothen discontinuities due to its diffusive nature [40]. Welahettige 

[65] points out in his Ph.D. thesis that the Superbee flux limiter will keep the second-order 

accuracy of the scheme. 
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3.3.10  Boundary Conditions 

A common method to implement boundary conditions is by the use of “ghost cells” (GC) 

which are fictitious cells placed “outside” of the domain, left and right at the boundaries. For 

a spatial domain discretized into Nx cells, this can be done by specifying a cell left for x = 0 

as cell 0, and a fictitious cell to the right of the domain's end, denoted Nx +1. This is 

illustrated in figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6: Domain showing ghost cells 

 

The Neumann- and Dirichlet boundary conditions are common methods to define the end 

boundaries. The Neumann boundary condition considers the gradient to the variable as a zero 

gradient. For a given flow variable 𝑌, the Neumann boundary condition is expressed as:  

𝜕𝑌

𝜕𝑥
=  0   (3.108) 

The Dirichlet boundary conditions are fixed values. For a flow variable 𝑌, the Dirichlet 

boundary condition for x = 0, can be expressed as Y(0) = 5 [63]. 

3.3.11  Source terms 

The source terms, C, can be treated with source-terms splitting, here shown with the 1st- order 

accurate and explicit Euler method [40]. With source-term splitting, the advection terms are 

solved first with, e.g., the FORCE scheme, shown in equation (3.92). The solution in 

equation (3.92) can be replaced with a temporary solution expressed as 𝐀∗ = 𝐀𝑛+1. The final 

solution is obtained when the source terms are added to the temporary solution as shown by 

equation (3.109). 

𝐀𝑛+1 = 𝐀∗ + ∆𝑡𝐂(𝑡𝑛, 𝐀𝑛)  (3.109)  
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3.4 Model development 

As mentioned in the introduction, a physical leak flow model for a maritime fuel cell system 

is in the progress of being built at the USN. One of the main objectives of this study is to 

develop a numerical one-dimensional leak flow model based on the physical model. The 

model shall be transient, consider the effects of a gas leak, and capture the rarefaction waves 

that initially occur in the pipeline. 

The dynamic leak flow model will be developed with a simplified compressed gas fuel cell 

system as a basis, and such a system is illustrated in figure 3.7. The total system consists of a 

pressure vessel containing compressed hydrogen gas (CGH2), a pipeline, sensors for 

measuring pressure and flow rate, and a fuel cell module (FC). The dynamic leak flow model 

developed during this study will be limited to contain only the pipeline with an inlet at the 

storage tank side and an outlet at the fuel cell side. The dynamic leak flow model’s control 

volume is marked with the dotted line, and only the system within the dotted line will be 

considered in this study. The gas has been reduced to work pressure before entering the 

domain. 

 

Figure 3.7: Sketch of the system to be modeled in this study 

Pressure and flow sensors will be simulated at equal distances from the leak point upstream 

and downstream. The sensors are crucial in such a system for the ability of leak detection. In 

addition, the pipeline will consist of twenty 90˚ bends, being placed with equal spacing 

between each bend. Flow and pressure regulating valves at the inlet have not been considered 

for the dynamic leak flow model in this study. 

In this study, the leak flow model has been implemented using the software Python version 

3.9. 

Parameters used for the development of the dynamic leak flow model are tabulated in table 

3.1 and are used as initial conditions for the simulations if nothing else is specified: 
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Table 3.1: Model parameters 

Parameter Value Unit 

Total pipeline length (L) 45.0 [m] 

Inner diameter (D) 9.0 [mm] 

Outer Diameter (OD) 12.0 [mm] 

Number of 90˚bend 20 [-] 

Internal roughness (𝝐) 0.025 ∙ 10 − 3 [m] 

Ambient Temperature (Ta) 293.15 [K] 

Atmospheric Pressure (pa) 101325.0 [Pa] 

Work Pressure (p) 10.0 [bar] 

Inlet gas velocity [u] 30.0 [m/s] 

Inlet Density (𝝆) 0.822 [kg/m3] 

Gas constant, Hydrogen (R) 4124.2 [J/KgK] 

𝜸 1.41 [-] 

cp 0.0144 [J/KgK] 

 

cp and 𝛾 are assumed to be constant for this system. As can be observed from equations 

(3.39) and (3.40), the specific heat capacity with constant volume and pressure are both 

dependent on the temperature. However, the temperature change in the dynamic leak flow 

model is expected to be small. Therefore, the change in 𝛾 and cp is approximated as 

negligible, and the value is considered constant. The inlet density is calculated manually with 

the Abel-Noble EOS, considering the inlet pressure and ambient temperature. 

The length of the pipeline is discretized into Nx = 2000 grid cells, where the distance 

between each cell is taken as 𝑑𝑥 =
𝐿

𝑁𝑥
= 0.0225𝑚. 

In this study, a CFL number equal to 0.87 has been chosen for the simulations, which has 

been identified as stable due to trial and error in the developed model.  

The implementation of the time step is performed as in equation (3.78), with 𝑎 =

max(𝐶 + 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑢)). 

The spatial marching is performed with slicing and vectorization in Python, while the time 

marching is performed with a for-loop. 

The non-linear hyperbolic equations (3.31, 3.34 – 3.35) are written as equation (3.79), 

resulting in equation (3.110). 
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𝐀 = [
𝜌
𝜌𝑢
𝐸
]       𝐁 =  [

𝜌𝑢

(𝜌𝑢2 + 𝑝)

(𝐸 + 𝑝)𝑢
]       𝐂 =  

[
 
 
 
 

0

−
𝑓𝜌|𝑢|𝑢

2𝐷
− 𝐾𝑡

𝜌𝑢2

2

−
4𝑞

𝐷
 −
2𝑓𝜌|𝑢|3

𝐷 ]
 
 
 
 

 (3.110) 

and a FLIC scheme as described in section 3.3.7 is implemented for the model using 

Superbee and Minbee as flux limiters.  

3.4.1 Computation procedure 

The scheme is initialized by applying the initial conditions in table 3.1 for the whole spatial 

domain, and the 𝐀,  𝐁, and C vectors are defined as shown in (3.110).  

The 𝐀𝑖 + 1 2⁄   
𝑛+ 1 2⁄

 and 𝐀𝑖− 1 2⁄   
𝑛+ 1 2⁄

 is computed with the Richtmyer (two-step Lax Wendroff) scheme, 

and the intercell flow variables are solved to enable the computation of the intercell fluxes, 

𝐁𝑖+ 1 2⁄
𝑛+ 1 2⁄ = 𝐁(𝐀𝑖 + 1 2⁄   

𝑛+ 1 2⁄ ) and  𝐁𝑖− 1 2⁄
𝑛+ 1 2⁄ = 𝐁(𝐀𝑖− 1 2⁄   

𝑛+ 1 2⁄ ).  

Fluxes from the Lax-Friedrich scheme, 𝐁𝑖 ± 1 2⁄   
LF , is computed as shown in equation (3.84). 

With both the Richtmyer and Lax-Friedrich fluxes computed, the computation of the FORCE 

fluxes is performed as shown in equations (3.93 – 3.94). 

The flux limiter is constructed using the total energy, E, and the FORCE and Richtmyer 

fluxes as the low- and high-order fluxes, respectively. Both Superbee and Minbee flux 

limiters have been implemented, following the suggested procedure by Toro [40], as 

described in section 3.3.9. The flux limiter measures the total variation of the solution, and 

with the Minbee flux limiter being implemented, the fluxes, 𝐁𝑖 ± 1 2⁄ , will become a first order 

scheme near sharp gradients and discontinuities, and a second-order scheme elsewhere. The 

Superbee flux limiter is claimed to maintain the scheme’s second-order accuracy at sharp 

gradients. With the fluxes and flux limiter function being computed, the source terms are 

added to the temporary solution, 𝐀𝑖  
∗  as shown in equation (3.109). Then one time step, 𝐀𝑖  

𝑛+ 1, 

finally can be performed and new values for the flow variables can be calculated and updated. 

The vector 𝐀 contains the flow variables [𝜌, 𝜌𝑢, 𝐸]  and the updated values for 𝜌, 𝑢, and 𝐸 is 

used to calculate updated values for 𝑝 and 𝑇 by utilizing equation (3.46) and the Abel-Noble 

EOS. The time step is updated at the end of each loop in the time marching loop. 

The leakage is modeled as source terms to the governing equations and implemented in the 

model in the same manner as shown in equation (3.109). Isentropic relations for both 

subsonic and sonic flow are implemented, with the CPR as the deciding point whether 

equations for subsonic or sonic flow should be utilized. Source terms for the leakage are set 

to be zero until a specified leak time occurs, and then the source terms will be implemented 

with their computed isentropic relations.   

3.4.2 Validation method 

The model in its homogenous form, without source terms, is tested and compared to the 

initial condition (IC) test 2, which is called the 123 problem and described in Toro [40]. As 
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the rarefaction waves that occur due to a leakage in the system are of interest in this study, 

test 2 is assumed to be a suitable tool for testing the model. Test 2 has a solution with two 

rarefaction waves and a stationary contact discontinuity. The exact solution of test 2 can be 

observed in figure 3.8. According to Toro [40], test 2 is used to test the performance of 

numerical schemes with a low-density flow. The numerical schemes can have trouble 

computing test 2 as the pressure is close to the vacuum. This is seen in schemes like the Lax-

Wendroff scheme.  

Table 3.2: Initial conditions for Test 2 [40] 

Test 𝜌𝑙 𝑢𝑙 𝑝𝑙 𝜌𝑟 𝑢𝑟 𝑝𝑟 

2 1.0 - 2.0 0.4 1.0 2.0 0.4 

 

Figure 3.8: The exact solution of test 2 for density, velocity pressure, and specific internal energy [40] 

Validation of the implemented model with source terms will mainly be performed by 

comparing simulated results with hand calculations. 

3.4.3 EOS 

From the literature review, it is found that for pressures above 10 MPa, a real-gas EOS should 

be used. Still, only moderate pressures up to 10 bar are evaluated in this study, and the ideal 

gas assumption is probably applicable. However, the simple and easy-to-implement EOS 

Abel-Noble is implemented in the dynamic leak flow model, which is believed to make the 

model more versatile if higher pressures were to be investigated.  The Able-Noble co-volume 

constant is taken as 𝑏 = 7.691 ∙ 10−3. If ideal gas EOS is preferred, it is quite simple 

obtained by setting b = 0 in the model. In addition, five premade initial conditions have been 

implemented in the model, and steady-state variables have been stored after 30000 time steps 

for both Abel-Noble and the ideal gas EOS. The stored variables can be used to start the 

simulation in a steady-state. One can switch between the ideal gas EOS and Abel-Noble in 

the code by only changing the implemented initial condition selector using the stored steady-
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state variables. The stored variables are attached electronically as own files together with the 

Python script in Appendix E. 

3.4.4 Implemented source terms 

This section will focus on each source term that has been included in the dynamic leak flow 

model. Implementation of the source terms to the FLIC scheme is as described in section 

3.3.11. 

3.4.4.1 Friction 

The friction source terms the momentum and energy equation is expressed in equations 

(3.111 – 3.112), respectively. 

𝐂𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐 = 
𝑓𝜌|𝑢|𝑢

2𝐷
 (3.111) 

𝐂𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 = 
2𝑓𝜌𝑢3

𝐷
 (3.112) 

Both equations (3.111 – 3.112) contain the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor (𝑓), which is 

calculated by the Churchill correlation, described by equations (3.50 – 3.52). To have enough 

information to compute 𝑓, the dynamic viscosity, 𝜇, have to be calculated as it appears in the 

Reynolds number calculation. 𝜇 is calculated using empirical data from the website [66], 

which has been plotted in MS Excel for 1, 10, 50, and 100 bar. Then the equation for the 

trendline was found, and an approximately linear relationship was found, as shown in figure 

3.9.  

 

 

Figure 3.9: Viscosity vs. temperature with trendline, 10 bar. Based on empirical data from [66]. 
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From figure 3.9, the value of R2 = 0.9975, which indicates that the data fits well for a linear 

relationship, with R2 = 1 being the best fit.  The equation obtained for the trendlines is 

implemented in the dynamic leak flow model for selected pressures. A linear interpolation 

function has been implemented in the code to handle cases where the work pressures are 

between the implemented pressure levels. Graphs showing the trendlines for the remaining 

implemented pressures are attached in Appendix C. If the work pressure is below 1bar or 

above 100 bar, a simplification has been made by using the trendline for 1- and 100 bar, 

respectively.  

For very low Reynolds numbers, Re < 100, the friction factor is set to be a constant of 0.6 as 

a simplification. This is to avoid the case of division by zero or overflow during the 

computation of the Churchill equation. 

Equation (3.111) is calculated for each cell, meaning that if calculating the whole length, L, 

of the pipeline by hand, the friction term would have been: 

𝐂𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐 = 
𝑓𝜌|𝑢|𝑢𝐿

2𝐷
 (3.113) 

The computation of (3.111) is performed in each cell for the whole domain, where the term 

(3.111) is multiplied by the length of each cell, dx, as shown in equation (3.114). The total ∆p 

is calculated and updated for each loop and summarized at the end of the simulation. This 

procedure is identical for equation (3.109). 

𝐂𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐 = 
𝑓𝜌|𝑢|𝑢

2𝐷
𝑑𝑥 (3.114) 

As the source term will be multiplied with 𝑑𝑥 during the simulations, the implemented 

version of the friction source terms is as expressed with equations (3.110 – 3.111). 

3.4.4.2 Minor losses 

The pipeline is designed with 20 bends which are assumed to be regular 90˚ flanged elbows. 

According to [67], the minor loss coefficient, 𝐾, for such elbow bends are equal to 0.3, 𝐾 =
0.3. The minor loss equation is here expressed as shown in equation (3.114). 

𝐂minor = 𝐾𝑡
𝜌𝑢2

2
 (3.115) 

Here 𝐾𝑡 denotes the total minor loss coefficient, meaning if hand calculation were to be 

performed, the total minor loss coefficient would have been, 𝐾𝑡 = 20 ∙ 𝐾 for a number of 20 

bends.  

The minor loss equation is implemented on 20 different cells in the spatial domain of the 

pipeline. To avoid having a bend placed in the first and last part of the pipeline, 2 ∗ (
𝑁𝑥

𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑
) 

has been subtracted from the total spatial domain, and the bends are distributed with equal 

spacing between the bends. The first bend is placed at 𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑐 =
𝑁𝑥−2∗(

𝑁𝑥

𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑
)

𝑁𝑥
 , which is 

approximately 2m downstream from the inlet of the 45 m pipeline. 
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Then the next bend is placed at 2 ∗ 𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑐, and equally spaced up to 20 ∗ 𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑐 where 

the last bend is placed approximately 40.5 m downstream from the inlet of the 45 m pipeline.  

During the integrations in the simulation, the computed values are divided over the whole 

domain due to the multiplication with 𝑑𝑥. Therefore, 𝐾𝑡 =
𝐾

𝑑𝑥
, which is implemented in the 

model for correct computation of the losses at the given cell. The implemented expression of 

equation (3.115) then becomes: 

𝐂minor =
𝐾𝑡
𝑑𝑥

𝜌𝑢2

2
 (3.116) 

3.4.4.3 Gravity term 

The pipeline is assumed to be horizontal, and the fluid considered is hydrogen which is a 

low-density gas. Therefore, the gravity term, 𝜌𝑔 sin 𝛼, in the momentum equation is 

neglected in this study. 

3.4.4.4 Heat transfer 

The heat transfer source term in the energy equation is here expressed as: 

𝐂heat = 
4𝑞

𝐷
 (3.117) 

where the heat flux is expressed as: 

𝑞 = 𝑈(𝑇𝑔,1 − 𝑇𝑎) (3.118)  

For the current pipe model, the expression for the overall heat transfer coefficient (3.61) 

becomes:  

𝑈 =  
1

1
ℎ𝑔𝑤

+ 
𝑟1
𝜆𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒

𝑙𝑛 
𝑟2
𝑟1
+ 
𝑟1
𝑟2
 
1
ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑟

 (3.119)
 

ℎ𝑔𝑤 is calculated with the Dittus-Boelter equation and the Prandtl number expressed by 

equations (3.62) and (3.63). Similar to the viscosity calculation for the friction terms, the 

thermal conductivity of the gas is calculated based on empirical data from the website [66]. 

The 10 bar pressure level, with its corresponding trendline, is plotted in figure 3.10. 

As shown in figure 3.10, the trendline fits very well with the linear relationship with an R2 = 

0.9967. Trendlines for pressures of 1, 10, 50, and 100 bar have been computed and can be 

observed in Appendix D. If the working pressure is between two pressure levels, a linear 

interpolation is performed to obtain 𝜆 for the hydrogen gas. If the work pressure is below 

1bar or above 100 bar, a simplification has been made using the trendline for the 1- and 100 

bar trendline, respectively.  
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Figure 3.10: Thermal conductivity plotted with temperature with trendline. Based on empirical data from [66]. 

The thermal conductivity for the piping material, 𝜆𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒,  is assumed to be 45 (W/mK), which 

is in the range of carbon steel [68], and the convective heat transfer coefficient for air is 

assumed to be 50 (W/m2K) [60].   

Similar to the friction terms in section 3.4.4.1, the heat transfer calculations are performed for 

each cell by multiplying with each cell’s length, dx. The heat transfer term has been 

implemented as shown in equation (3.117).  

3.4.5 Implemented BC’s 

Inlet:  

The Neumann BCs (zero gradients) have been implemented for the inlet at the velocity, 

density, and total energy, and a fully developed flow has been assumed for the inlet. The 

Dirichlet BC (fixed value) has been implemented on the pressure, as the pressure is assumed 

to be known at the inlet. 

Outlet: 

Regarding the outlet, the Neumann BCs have been implemented on the pressure, density, and 

total energy. The velocity is assumed to be known at the outlet, and the Dirichlet BC has been 

implemented on the velocity to have a property that restricts the outlet. A boundary condition 

that restricts the flow at the outlet is necessary for the model to obtain a steady-state. 

3.4.6 Leakage point 

The leakage has been implemented using isentropic relations described in section 3.2.4, with 

the implementation of source terms described in section 3.3.11. According to Berstad et al. 

[61], the assumption of ideal gas- and that the flow through the leakage orifice is an 

isentropic process works sufficiently well. The leakage term has been modeled similarly to 

the minor losses equation described in section 3.4.4.2. The equation is divided by dx as the 

leakage occurs at a given point: 

y = 0.5352x + 24.298
R² = 0.9967
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𝑀𝑙 =
𝜌𝑒𝑢𝑒 (

𝐷𝑜
𝐷 )

2

𝑑𝑥
 (3.120)

 

Equation (3.120) is implemented as a source term in the continuity equation and further used 

for the leakage term for the momentum- and energy equation as shown in equation (3.65 – 

3.67). The point of leakage is considered at  
𝐿

2
, which is at 22.5m for the given pipeline length 

of 45 m. The simulations are in a steady-state before the leakage is activated. 
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3.5 Model validation 

In this section, the developed pipeline gas flow model will be validated by comparing it to 

literature and hand calculations. All hand calculations are compared to a simulation with the 

following initial conditions for the whole domain: 

Table 3.3: Initial conditions for hand calculation 

𝜌 [
𝑘𝑔

𝑚3
] 

𝑝 [𝑃𝑎] 𝑢 [
𝑚

𝑠
] 

0.822 100000 30 

 

All hand calculations are shown in Appendix F. 

3.5.1 Test 2 

Test 2 shows promising results for the schemes with both Minbee and Superbee as flux 

limiters. Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the plotted results of test 2 after 200-time steps, and the 

results show similar behavior as the exact solution shown in figure 3.8. However, both 

Minbee and Superbee seem to be a little diffusive when looking at the velocities in figures 

3.11 and 3.12 and compared with figure 3.8. 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Test 2 - FLIC scheme & Minbee flux limiter. Simulated with 200 time-steps. The plot is showing the 

flow variables density [kg/m3], velocity [m/s], pressure [Pa], and total energy [J]. The x-axis represents the 

pipeline length 0 – 45m. 
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Figure 3.12: Test 2 - FLIC scheme & Superbee flux limiter. Simulated with 200 time-steps. The plot is showing 

the flow variables density [kg/m3], velocity [m/s], pressure [Pa], and total energy [J]. The x-axis represents the 

pipeline length 0 – 45m. 

3.5.2 Steady-state 

The system to be modeled is a pipeline with gas flowing continuously. As the gas has been 

flowing for some time, it is expected that the gas will stabilize at a certain ∆p due to natural 

flow effects like, e.g., friction. Therefore, the simulations should be in a steady-state before 

the leakage is initiated to obtain as realistic results as possible. 

With source terms implemented, the model should reach a steady state after a number of time 

steps. The simulation presented in Figures 3.13 and 3.14 is performed with the length of the 

pipeline divided into 2000 cells, Nx = 2000, and the Minbee flux limiter. The initial 

conditions are in accordance with table 3.1.  As shown in figure 3.13, the simulation seems to 

reach a steady-state after approximately 7000-time steps, which corresponds to 100 – 150 ms. 

In figure 3.14, the local effects of the 90˚ bends can be observed as small local changes in the 

velocity. 

 

Figure 3.13: Pressure [Pa] plotted with respect to time. The pressure is measured at Pressure Sensor 4 (PS4), 

placed 37.5 m downstream of the pipe inlet.  
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Figure 3.14: Steady-state flow variables, density [kg/m3], velocity [m/s], pressure [Pa], and total energy [J] 

plotted vs Length of the pipeline [m] 

3.5.3 Heat loss  

The temperature difference, ∆𝑇, between the inlet and outlet of the pipeline is simulated to be 

approximately 7 K. Simulation time was set to 15150 time steps, which corresponds to about 

221 ms. The result can be observed in figure 3.15. 

 

Figure 3.15: Temperature vs. Time plot. The plot shows the change in temperature at the outlet of the pipeline. 

The dynamic leak flow model calculates the thermal conductivity to be about 0.1774 W/mK. 

When compared to the tabulated empirical data for the 10-bar column [66], a value of 𝜆 = 

0.1774 W/mK  at T = 286 K seems reasonable. Calculated by the use of the trendline given 

by figure 3.10, gives for the computed end temperature of 286 K: 

𝜆 = ((0.5352 ∙ 286) + 23.298) ∙ 1𝑒 − 3 = 0.1774 W/mK. 
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The total ∆p due to source terms is computed to approximately 0.58 bar. Considering the 

simulated outlet pressure and density, this gives a calculated temperature of 286 K at the 

outlet, and the ∆𝑇 is then 7 K between the ambient and the outlet. 

If the initial pressure is changed from 10 to 8 bar, the dynamic leak flow model will perform 

a linear interpolation between the two implemented trendlines for 1 and 10 bar to obtain 𝜆. 

For 8 bar, the temperature at the outlet is still calculated as 286 K. The linear interpolation 

computation has been checked by hand by interpolating through the tabulated values. First, 

by finding 𝜆 corresponding to 286 K for both 1- and 10 bar. Then an interpolation between 

the pressure ranges was performed, and the interpolation gives a 𝜆 of 0.1795 w/mK, while the 

dynamic leak flow model computes 0.1771 w/mK. 

The overall heat transfer coefficient, 𝑈, has been calculated for hand to be 0.004236 W/m2K, 

and is computed by the dynamic leak flow model as 0.00424 W/m2K. 

The heat transfer for a ∆𝑇 = 7 K between the gas temperature and the ambient temperature is 

then calculated to be 13.2 W, while the simulated value is 12.8 W.  

3.5.4 Minor losses 

According to the obtained results from the simulations, the minor losses account for 

approximately 0.023 bar of the total ∆p of 0.58 bar from the source terms. Each of the twenty 

bend’s pressure drop can be observed in figure 3.16. 

 

Figure 3.16: Simulation with Minor losses implemented as the only source term. Each “step” in the plot 

corresponds to one 90˚ bend. Initial conditions are in accordance with table 3.1. 

 

With hand calculations, the total minor losses are calculated to be 0.0222 bar for twenty 

bends, and the ∆p for each bend is calculated to be approximately 110 Pa. Compared with the 

hand calculations, the simulated results seem reasonable. 
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3.5.5 Friction source terms 

To calculate the friction factor, the viscosity must be pre-calculated. This has been done 

equivalent to the thermal conductivity described in section 3.5.3, and the hand calculations 

correspond well with the model’s estimated values. 

Hand calculations for the friction factor using the Churchill correlation for values computed 

at the outlet seem to correspond with the computed values by the dynamic leak flow model. 

Hand calculation results in 𝑓ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 0.0306, and the computed value by the model is 
𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 = 0.0306. 

In addition, the Reynolds number and the relative roughness have been used to compare the 

friction factor with the Moody diagram [69]. As can be observed by the red line in figure 

3.17, the Churchill correlation seems to give promising results for the friction factor. Here 

𝑅𝑒 ≈  25000 and 
𝜀

𝐷
=  0.0028. 

 

Figure 3.17: Moody Diagram [69]. The red line indicates the friction factor using the values: 𝑅𝑒 ≈  25000 and 
𝜀

𝐷
=  0.0028. 

3.5.5.1 Pressure drop due to friction 

The ∆p is calculated by the term 𝐂𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐 = 
𝑓𝜌|𝑢|𝑢𝐿

2𝐷
. With hand calculations, this results in a ∆p 

of 0.566 bar for a pipeline length of 45 m. The simulated ∆p due to friction is 0.525 bar for 

the whole pipeline length, which seems reasonable compared to the hand calculations. 
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3.5.5.2 Friction work 

The friction work term in the energy equation alone accounts for a ∆p of about 580 Pa in the 

total system. The results from the hand calculations of equation (3.112) indicate that the 

energy equation's friction work term is implemented correctly. 

3.5.5.3 Leakage 

The mass flow rate through the leakage orifice is calculated using equations (3.69-3.70) for 

sonic flow. A leakage orifice diameter of 1.00 mm has been considered. The hand 

calculations result in a leakage mass flow rate of 0.49 g/s, identical to what the model 

computes with the initial values. 
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3.6 Results 

This section presents the results obtained from the simulations performed by the implemented 

dynamic leak flow model. First, a comparison between the two implemented flux limiters, 

Minbee and Superbee, will be presented. Then the calculated leakage mass flow rate for 

varying leakage orifice diameter will be presented. Finally, three simulation cases will be 

presented where the main purpose is to present how the model estimates the pressure drop 

and rarefaction waves due to a leak in the system. The results from the three cases have been 

limited to considering only the initial effects and the initial wave that occurs from the 

leakage. 

The first case focuses on the total pressure drop measured from the inlet to the pipeline outlet. 

The simulations are performed with increasing leakage orifice diameters, from 0 – 6.0mm.  

The second case considers the ∆p, and the change in the mass flow rate that occurs due to a 

leak, measured at four different locations on the pipeline with increasing leak diameter 

orifice, 0.25mm – 6.00 mm.  

The third case has been performed with varying inlet pressures from 2-10 bar and a leak 

orifice diameter of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5 mm. All simulations have been performed assuming a 

sonic flow through the leakage orifice. 

3.6.1 Comparison of Minbee and Superbee flux limiters 

Simulations with both Superbee and Minbee as flux-limiters in the dynamic leak flow model 

have been performed with the initial conditions in accordance with table 3.1. Simulations 

have been run without any leakage source term but with all other source terms implemented. 

Results from the simulations indicate that the Superbee flux limiter is suffering from 

producing oscillations, which becomes especially noticeable for the density calculation. 

Simulation results plotted with time for Superbee and Minbee can be observed in Figures 

3.18 and 3.19, and 3.20 and 3.21, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 3.18: Density plotted with respect to time with Superbee flux limiter. The simulation is finished after 

12200-time steps, and the inlet pressure is 10 bar. The inlet mass flow rate is 1.585 g/s. 
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Figure 3.19: Pressure plotted with respect to time with SuperBee flux limiter. The simulation is finished after 

12200-time steps, and the inlet pressure is 10 bar. The inlet mass flow rate is 1.585 g/s. 

 

 

Figure 3.20: Density plotted with respect to time with Minbee flux limiter. The simulation is finished after 

12200-time steps, and the inlet pressure is 10 bar. The inlet mass flow rate is 1.585 g/s. 

 

Figure 3.21: Density plotted with respect to time with Minbee flux limiter. The simulation is finished after 

12200-time steps, and the inlet pressure is 10 bar. The inlet mass flow rate is 1.585 g/s. 
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The obtained results indicate that the model with both the mentioned flux limiters calculates 

identical pressure for the given simulation case. However, the oscillations produced in the 

calculation of the density seem to make a noticeable difference in the calculated density 

between Superbee and Minbee.  Because of the challenge with oscillations produced by the 

Superbee flux limiter, all results in the further work during this study will be simulated with 

the Minbee flux limiter only. 

3.6.2 Leakage mass flow rate with increasing leak orifice diameter 

The leakage mass flow rate for orifice diameters from 0.25 – 6.00 mm has been plotted with 

the inlet mass flow rate. From figure 3.22, it follows that the leakage mass flow rate is equal 

to the inlet mass flow rate at a leakage orifice diameter of approximately 1.80 mm. This 

corresponds to a ratio between the leak orifice diameter and the cross-sectional pipe diameter, 

(
𝐷𝑜

𝐷
), of 0.2, with a pipe diameter of 9 mm. The ratio (

𝐷𝑜

𝐷
) = 0.2 has been checked for 

diameters of 2 ∙ 𝐷 and 3 ∙ 𝐷 and correspond well to where the leak mass flow rate exceeds the 

inlet mass flow rate for L = 45 m and Nx = 2000.  

 

 

Figure 3.22: Plot of the leakage mass flow rate and the inlet mass flow rate with increasing leak orifice diameter 

simulated by the model. Inlet pressure 10 bar, Abel-Noble EOS. 

3.6.3 Case 1 – Total ∆p, measured from inlet to outlet 

In case 1, simulations have been performed with a varying leakage orifice diameter from 0.25 

mm and up to 6.00 mm, with a step of 0.25mm with both Abel-Noble EOS and the 

assumption of an ideal gas. The ICs from table 3.1 have been used, and the model is 

simulated until a steady state is obtained before the leakage is initiated. A code for storing the 

steady-state simulations for both ideal gas and Abel-Noble was implemented. The steady-

state variables were stored after 30000 time steps and used as initial conditions for the further 

simulations. When starting the simulation in steady-state, the simulation run-time was 1350 

time steps, and the leakage was initiated after 300 time steps. The resulting total pressure 
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drop from both Abel-Noble and Ideal gas, measured from the inlet to the outlet of the 

pipeline, has been plotted in MS Excel and is shown in Figures 3.23 and 3.24. The total 

calculated ∆p without any leakage was approximately 0.58 bar for both EOSs. From figures 

3.23 and 3.24, it can be observed that for a diameter between 1.0 -1.25mm, the effect of the 

leakage slightly starts to affect the total pressure drop. At a leakage orifice diameter of about 

1.5 mm, the gradient for the ∆p seems to change, resulting in a significant effect of the 

leakage on the total ∆p. There is no significant difference in the calculated results between 

the Ideal gas assumption and the Abel-Noble EOS. The inlet pressure was set to 10 bar, and 

the inlet mass flow rate was 1.585 g/s.  

 

 

Figure 3.23: Total ∆p obtained with both Abel-Noble and Ideal gas, measured from the inlet to the pipeline 

outlet. Inlet pressure: 10 bar. Inlet mass flow rate: 1.585 g/s. 

 

Figure 3.24: A closer view of the total ∆p, with leak orifice diameters 0-2 mm, obtained with both Abel-Noble 

and Ideal gas, measured from the inlet to the pipeline outlet. Inlet pressure: 10 bar. Inlet mass flow rate: 1.585 

g/s. 
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3.6.4 Case 2 – Pressure drop due to rarefaction wave, increasing leakage 
diameter 

Four sensors have been simulated on the pipeline with equal spacing from the leakage point. 

Both pressure- and mass-flow sensors will be considered. The sensors are placed 7.5m, 15m, 

30m, and 37.5m from the pipeline inlet. Values for initial conditions are simulated in 

accordance with table 3.1, and the stored steady-state values for both Abel-Noble and ideal 

gas from Case 1 have been utilized as starting point. The simulations are performed with 

1350 time steps, and the leakage is initiated after 300 time steps. Case 2 will be focused on 

the ∆p due to the rarefaction wave at the sensors and the resulting mass flow rate. The 

leakage orifice diameter has been varied in an equivalent method as in case 1, and the results 

for ∆p have been plotted in MS Excel. In addition, plots for leakage orifice diameters of 

1.00mm, and 1.80mm, will be presented.  

Figure 3.25 and 3.26 indicates that for leakages with an orifice diameter larger than 2 mm, 

the ∆p downstream is larger than the ∆p upstream. PS1 & PS4 and PS2 & PS3 have identical 

distances from the leakage point, with PS1 & PS2 placed upstream and PS3 & PS4 placed 

downstream. Small discrepancies in the curve at 3.25 mm and 4.75 mm can be observed as a 

“dip” in the simulated pressure drop. This is probably due to inaccuracies in the manual 

readings of the results. 

 

 

Figure 3.25: PS1 & PS4 ∆p due to rarefaction wave plotted with increasing leak diameter. Inlet pressure 10 bar, 

mass flow rate: 1.585 g/s. Abel-Noble EOS. 
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Figure 3.26:  PS2 & PS3 ∆p due to rarefaction wave plotted with increasing leak diameter. Inlet pressure 10 bar, 

mass flow rate: 1.585 g/s. Abel-Noble EOS. 

A closer view of the results between 0 – 2 mm can be observed in Figures 3.27 – 3.28, where 

also results obtained with the ideal gas law are plotted. Here the results indicate that the effect 

of the difference in the pressure drop starts to occur at a leakage orifice diameter of 

approximately 1.25 mm. The magnitude of the rarefaction wave seems to be calculated about 

equally with both Abel-Noble and ideal gas. Abel-Noble estimates the pressure drop as 

slightly larger in magnitude than the ideal gas law, but it is not a significant difference. 

 

 

Figure 3.27: PS1 & PS4 ∆p due to rarefaction wave plotted with increasing leak diameter, 0 – 2mm with both 

Abel-Noble and ideal gas law. Inlet pressure 10 bar, mass flow rate: 1.585 g/s. 
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Figure 3.28: PS2 & PS3 ∆p due to rarefaction wave plotted with increasing leak diameter, 0 – 2mm with both 

Abel-Noble EOS and ideal gas law. Inlet pressure 10 bar, mass flow rate: 1.585 g/s. 

 

3.6.4.1 1.00 mm leakage orifice diameter 

Figure 3.29 shows the different flow variables, density, velocity, pressure, and the total 

energy after 1350 time steps. At this moment, it can be observed that the initial waves are 

close to the endpoints of the domain and have passed the location of the sensors. The leak is 

located at 22.5 m, and it can be observed that the ∆p due to the leakage has minimal impact 

on the total ∆p measured from the inlet to the outlet of the pipeline. However, the velocity 

has a noticeable change at the leakage point, increasing the gas velocity upstream and 

reducing the gas velocity downstream.  

From figure 3.29, it can be observed that the leakage points are barely noticeable. However, 

looking at the density calculations, it seems like there are some numerical instabilities at the 

point of leakage. Figure 3.30 and 3.31 shows a close-up view at the point of leakage for the 

pressure and the density for the same simulation as in figure 3.29. The instabilities only appear 

for the density calculations, where the density seems to obtain an overshoot, resulting in a 

larger magnitude at the point of leakage. The overshoot seems to disappear with the use of the 

ideal gas EOS, as shown in Figures 3.32 and 3.33. In figure 3.33, it can be observed some 

tendencies of oscillations near the point of leakage, but the overshoot is not present as in figure 

3.31. This indicates that the model suffers from some numerical instabilities at the leakage 

point for the density calculation when utilizing the Abel-Noble EOS. A small drop in 

magnitude can be observed in figures 3.30 – 3.33 right before and after the leakage point. This 

is due to bend number 11 and 12, placed at 22.26 m and 24.29 m from the inlet with L = 45m, 

respectively. 
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Figure 3.29: The density [kg/m3], velocity [m/s], pressure [Pa], and total energy [J] plotted after 1350 time steps 

with leakage initiated after 300 time steps from inlet to outlet (0-45m) for the leakage model. Inlet pressure: 10 

bar, leak diameter: 1 mm, inlet mass flow rate:1.585 g/s. Abel-Noble EOS. 

 

 

Figure 3.30: Close-up view of the pressure at the point of leakage after 1350 time steps. Abel-Noble EOS. 
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Figure 3.31: Close-up view of the density at the point of leakage after 1350 time steps. Abel-Noble EOS. 

 

Figure 3.32: Close-up view of the pressure at the point of leakage after 1350 time steps. Ideal gas law. 

 

 

Figure 3.33: Close-up view of the pressure at the point of leakage after 1350 time steps. Ideal gas law. 
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Figure 3.34 shows the ∆p at four different locations due to the rarefaction wave only. ∆p1 = 

2880 Pa, ∆p2 = 3887 Pa, ∆p3 = 3901 Pa and ∆p4 = 2955 Pa for sensor location 1-4, 

respectively.  Figure 3.35 shows the simulated ∆p due to the rarefaction wave at PS1 with the 

Abel-Noble EOS with a ∆p1 = 2880 Pa. The simulation is finished after 1350-time steps, and 

the leak is initiated after 300-time steps.  

 

Figure 3.34: ∆p [Pa] due to a rarefaction wave from a leak located at 22.5 m and plotted with respect to time. 

The leak is initiated after 300-time steps. The simulation is finished at 1350 time steps. Inlet pressure 10 bar. 

Inlet mass flow rate: 1.585 g/s. Abel-Noble EOS 

 

 

Figure 3.35: ∆p at PS1 due to rarefaction wave only, located 7.5m from the pipeline inlet and plotted with 

respect to time. The leak is initiated after 300 time steps. The simulation is finished at 1350 time steps. Inlet 

pressure 10 bar. Inlet mass flow rate: 1.585 g/s. Abel-Noble EOS. Pressure drop = 2880 Pa. 

Figure 3.36 shows the mass flow rates plotted with respect to time for the four sensor 

locations. The plot is from the same simulation as shown in figures 3.29-3.35. Sensors 2 & 3 

are situated closest to the leakage point. Figure 3.36 indicates that the dynamic leak flow 

model estimates less change in the mass flow rate at the sensor furthest away from the 
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leakage point. A similar simulation has been performed with the same parameters as the 

simulations shown in figure (3.29-3.35), but without implementing source terms. This 

simulation can be observed in Figures 3.38 and 3.39. Here the change in mass flow rate and 

the ∆p due to the rarefaction wave is constant at each sensor location. The dynamic leak flow 

model estimated the mass leaving the system to be approximately 0.49 g/s at the leakage 

point, and the behavior can be observed in figure 3.37. The mass flow in figure 3.37 is 

defined as negative in the plot to illustrate that the mass is leaving the system. From the start 

of the simulation, the mass flow rate of the leakage is zero until 300-time steps (4.4 ms), 

where the leakage is initiated.   

 

 

Figure 3.36: Mass flow rate [kg/s] measured at 4 different locations and plotted with respect to time. Inlet 

pressure 10 bar, Inlet mass flow rate 1.585 g/s. 

 

Figure 3.37: The leakage mass flow rate. Point of leakage =  22.5m, corresponding to L/2. Inlet pressure 10 bar, 

inlet mass flow rate 1.585 g/s. The flow rate is defined as negative in the plot as it leaves the system. Leak flow 

rate: 0.48 g/s. Abel-Noble EOS 
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Figure 3.38: Mass flow rate [kg/s] measured at 4 different locations and plotted with respect to time. This 

simulation is performed without source terms implemented. Inlet pressure 10 bar, Inlet mass flow rate 1.585 g/s. 

Abel-Noble EOS 

 

 

Figure 3.39: ∆p measured at 4 different locations and plotted with respect to time. This simulation is performed 

without source terms implemented. Inlet pressure 10 bar, Inlet mass flow rate 1.585 g/s. Abel-Noble EOS, 

 

3.6.4.2 2.00 mm leak orifice diamater 

This simulation has been performed with a leakage diameter orifice of 2.00 mm and the Abel-

Noble EOS. When the leakage orifice diameter is increased, the ∆p from the leakage itself 

starts to impact the total ∆𝑝. From figure 3.40, it can be observed that the lowest total 
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pressure obtained after 1350 time steps is the pressure obtained at the leakage point. In 

addition, there is a significant change in the gas velocity at the leakage point.  

 

Figure 3.40: The density, velocity, pressure, and total energy plotted after 1350 time steps with leakage initiated 

after 300 time steps from inlet to outlet (0-45m) for the leakage model. Inlet pressure: 10 bar, leak diameter: 

2.00 mm, inlet mass flow rate:1.585 g/s. Abel-Noble EOS. 

For the simulation with a 2.00 mm leak orifice diameter, the same parameters as the 

simulation with a 1.00 mm leak are implemented. The only change in the simulation is the 

leak diameter orifice which has been doubled. Figure 3.41, 3.42, and 3.43 indicates that an 

increased leakage diameter from 1.00 mm to 2.00 mm results in larger rarefaction waves at 

the pressure sensors and a larger change in the mass flow rate. The ∆p due to the rarefaction 

wave as shown in figure 3.41 corresponds to ∆p1 = 10329 Pa, ∆p2 = 14471 Pa, ∆p3 = 16427 

Pa, and ∆p4 = 12987 Pa for the four sensor locations. Comparing the rarefaction wave in 

figure 3.42 with the rarefaction wave in figure 3.35, it can be observed that an increase from 

1.00 mm to 2.00 mm leads to an almost 3.6 times larger ∆p due to the rarefaction wave. 

 

Figure 3.41: ∆p due to rarefaction wave measured at four different locations. Inlet pressure: 10 bar. Inlet mass 

flow rate = 1.585 g/s. 2.00mm leak orifice diameter. The plot considers the state after 1350 time steps with 

Abel-Noble EOS. 
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Figure 3.42: ∆p at PS1 due to rarefaction wave only, located 7.5m from the pipeline inlet and plotted with 

respect to time. The leak is initiated after 300 time steps. 2.00 mm leak orifice diameter. The simulation is 

finished at 1350 time steps. Inlet pressure 10 bar. Inlet mass flow rate: 1.585 g/s. Abel-Noble EOS. Pressure 

drop = 10329 Pa. 

 

Figure 3.43: Mass flow rate measured at the four sensors 1-4. Inlet pressure: 10 bar. Inlet mass flow rate: 1.585 

g/s. The plot considers the state after 1350 time steps. Abel-Noble EOS. 

Figure 3.44 presents the mass flow rate at the point of leakage estimated by the dynamic leak 

flow model, and the obtained results are plotted with time on the x-axis. With a leakage 

orifice diameter of 2.00 mm, the estimated leakage mass flow rate is approximately equal to 

the inlet mass flow rate. The estimated leakage mass flow rate is approximately 1.92 g/s, 

which is higher than the inlet mass flow rate of 1.585 g/s.  
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Figure 3.44: Mass flow rate at the leakage point plotted with time. Leak start: 4.4 ms, 10 bar inlet pressure. Inlet 

mass flow rate: 1.585 g/s. Leak mass flow rate: 1.924 g/s. The plot considers the state after 1350 time steps with 

Abel-Noble EOS. 

3.6.5 Case 3 - Varying pressure, with a leakage orifice diameter of 0.5 mm, 1.0 
mm, and 2.5 mm. 

This section will present results obtained from simulations with varying inlet pressure and the 

Abel-Noble EOS. Simulations have been performed with pressures from 2 – 10 bar. The 

pressure ranges, 2 - 10 bar, have been simulated with three different leak orifice diameters 0.5 

mm, 1.0mm, and 2.5 mm. The corresponding inlet density has been calculated with the Abel-

Noble EOS, utilizing the actual simulated inlet pressure from 0 – 2 bar and the inlet gas 

velocity constant at 30 m/s. Other necessary parameters have been kept in accordance with 

table 3.1. Since the inlet conditions are different from the previous simulations, the stored 

steady-state files are not applicable. The run-time must be increased to reach a steady state 

before the leakage is initiated. All the simulations performed in Case 3 are finished after 

15150 time steps, and the leakage is initiated after 14000 time steps. 

3.6.5.1 0.5 mm leak orifice, varying pressure 

With a leak orifice of 0.5mm, the change in pressure due to the rarefaction wave is quite 

equal for the sensors of equal distance from the point of leakage, as observed in figure 3.44. 

The ∆p seems to have an approximately linear relationship with increasing pressure. A 

tendency of increased difference in ∆p between the equally spaced sensors from the leakage 

point seems to occur as the pressure increases. This can be observed in figure 3.45 for the 

simulation with 10 bar, where ∆p for PS2 at 10 bar is estimated as higher than its 

corresponding sensor downstream PS3. 
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Figure 3.45: Simulations with varying pressure from 2 – 10 bar, ∆p due to rarefaction wave only, 2.5 mm leak 

orifice diameter located 22.5 m from the inlet. The simulation is finished after 15150-time steps, and the leakage 

is initiated after 14000 time steps. Abel-Noble EOS. 

 

3.6.5.2 1.0 mm leak orifice, varying pressure 

The results obtained from the dynamic leak flow model for the 1.0mm leakage orifice 

diameter are shown in figure 3.46. A similar linear relationship as the simulation with 0.5 mm 

leakage orifice diameter is obtained. However, the pressures PS1 & PS4 seem to differ, 

where PS4 has a larger ∆p for the whole specter of the simulated pressures. In addition, PS2 

and PS3 are estimated by the model to have almost identical ∆p due to the rarefaction wave 

for all the simulated pressure ranges. 
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Figure 3.46: Simulations with varying pressure from 2 – 10 bar, ∆p due to rarefaction wave only, 1.0 mm leak 

orifice diameter located 22.5 m from the inlet. The simulation is finished after 15150-time steps, and the leakage 

is initiated after 14000 time steps. Abel-Noble EOS. 

 

3.6.5.3 2.5 mm leak orifice, varying pressure 

The results estimated by the dynamic leak flow model for a leakage orifice diameter of 2.5 

mm, seem to differ from the results obtained in Figures 3.45 and 3.46. In figure 3.47, the 

simulated results can be viewed, and the results indicate a significant difference in the ∆p 

between the sensors located upstream and the sensors located downstream. The difference in 

the ∆p between the equally spaced sensors is larger than in the previous simulations with 0.5 

and 1.00 mm. ∆p downstream is larger for PS3 & PS4 than upstream for PS1 & PS2, and this 

relationship seems to follow for all the simulated pressures. The pressure difference between 

the equally spaced sensors from the leakage point seems to increase with increasing pressure, 

e.g., the difference in ∆p between PS1 and PS4 increases with increasing pressure.  
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Figure 3.47: Simulations with varying pressure from 2 – 10 bar, ∆p due to rarefaction wave only, 2.5 mm leak 

orifice diameter located 22.5 m from the inlet. The simulation is finished after 15150-time steps, and the leakage 

is initiated after 14000-time steps. Abel-Noble EOS. 
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3.7 Discussion  

In Part Two of this study, a one-dimensional dynamic leak flow model is implemented with 

the system of non-linear hyperbolic conservation laws described by equations (3.31, 3.34-

3.35). Finite difference methods are well known as good approximations for modeling one-

dimensional pipeline flow. A 2nd- order accurate FLIC scheme, in a conservative form, was 

chosen as a finite difference scheme for approximating the partial derivatives. The FLIC 

scheme is found by Toro [40] to be less accurate compared to, e.g., an upwind TVD method. 

But the FLIC scheme is considered more accurate than a regular 1st-order scheme, as it does 

not overshoot as can happen with an upwind scheme, there is no need to consider the 

Riemann problem, it is less computationally expensive, simpler to implement, and it is able to 

capture rarefaction waves. Therefore, the FLIC scheme appeared as a great compromise and 

was chosen for this study. 

From section 3.5.1, which considers validation of the dynamic leak flow model with the use 

of test 2, it can be observed that the implemented model is capable of simulating rarefaction 

waves. The results from test 2 also indicate that the model is a bit diffusive. The results from 

the implemented FLIC scheme indicate that the scheme has a stable behavior and does not 

obtain spurious oscillations as non-TVD 2nd -order schemes. The grid spacing between the 

cells has been constant, dx = 0.0225m, for the simulations. This is considered a compromise 

between computational speed and accuracy. 

The developed dynamic leak flow model seems to correctly estimate the equations for the 

implemented source terms according to the hand calculations. The pressure drop due to 

friction has a small difference between the models’ estimated results and hand calculations. 

However, during the simulation, new values for the velocity, density, and friction factor, are 

calculated for each time step. The hand calculations and the simulation are both calculated for 

the whole domain. Considering that the simulations estimate new values for each time step 

that can differ from the initial conditions, the small divergence between the simulated and 

calculated result must be considered reasonable. 

In the dynamic leak flow model, the Abel-Noble EOS has been implemented. From the 

literature review, it is found that a real-gas model should be used for pressures above 10 MPa. 

Due to the low pressures considered in this study, the ideal gas law would likely have 

performed just as well as the Abel-Noble and been a sufficient choice. However, 

implementing a real-gas EOS was believed to make the model more versatile if higher 

pressures were to be investigated. In figure 3.1, one can observe that the deviations from the 

ideal gas law start before 10 MPa but are most noticeable for higher pressures. The results 

from the simulations indicate no significant difference in the calculated results between Abel-

Noble and the ideal gas law. Magnitudes of the pressure drop are slightly larger with the 

Abel-Noble EOS than calculated with the ideal gas assumption. This is as expected because 

the pressure is divided by (1 − 𝜌𝑏) during the calculations, which is smaller than one in 

magnitude.   

An overshoot at the point of leakage for the density calculations was identified with the Abel-

Noble EOS with a leakage orifice diameter of 1.00 mm, as shown in figure 3.31. When 

simulations were run for larger leak diameter orifices, Do > 3.5 mm, the overshoot seems to 

be less noticeable. This overshoot was not present with simulations performed with the Ideal 
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gas law, indicating that the Abel-Noble co-volume constant might induce some numerical 

instabilities at the leakage point. Apart from the leakage point, the density calculations seem 

reasonable for the rest of the domain. Investigating other values of the Abel-Noble co-volume 

constant might result in more stable calculations. Another possible uncertainty is the authors’ 

limited experience in writing programming scripts, indicating that there might be 

discrepancies in the code leading to such numerical instabilities. 

Instead of implementing an already established empirical correlation for calculating the 

viscosity and the thermal conductivity for hydrogen, empirical data from the website [66] 

have been used to calculate trendlines for the pressures 1, 10, 50, and 100 bar. From this, it 

follows that there is an uncertainty if the pressures are below 1 bar and above 100 bar. A 

simplification has been made in the model: if the pressures are below 1 bar, the trendline for 

1 bar will be used for calculations. Likewise, if the pressure exceeds 100 bar, the trendline for 

100 bar will be used for calculations. For this current study, only pressures up to 10 bar have 

been considered, and therefore implementing trendlines for pressures higher than 100 bar in 

the model seemed unnecessary. Comparing the estimated values to the empirical data, the 

utilization of the trendlines seems to work well. If the work pressure is defined as, e.g., 8 bar, 

the model will perform a linear interpolation between the trendlines for 1 and 10 bar. The 

hand calculations for the 8 bar showed some difference between the estimated values. 

However, one might think that the model’s estimated result is more accurate as two linear 

interpolations were performed for the hand calculations, compared to only one necessary 

interpolation performed by the model. 

Two flux limiters have been implemented in the dynamic leak flow model, where the 

Superbee flux limiter shows oscillatory behavior for the calculations. This might be due to 

the multiple source terms implemented, as the Superbee flux limiter seemed stable when 

simulated with test 2. In addition, Vågsæther et al. [70] experienced oscillating behavior with 

Superbee during their study. Therefore, the Minbee flux limiter has been utilized as the 

primary flux limiter during the simulations. The Minbee flux limiter is more diffusive than 

the Superbee would have been. However, it does not obtain oscillations and shows a stable 

behavior. This is probably due to the nature of the Minbee flux limiter, which obtains a 

monotone 1st order accurate scheme at sharp gradients, while the Superbee flux limiter is 

claimed to keep the 2nd order accuracy [65]. The Minbee flux limiter has shown stable 

behavior for every different simulation case that has been performed during this study. 

The modeling of the leakage point has been performed with the use of isentropic relations 

and the well-known choked flow theory, with the assumption of a sonic flow (𝑀𝑎 = 1) at the 

leak orifice. An assumption of isentropic relations through the leakage orifice is widely used 

in the literature and well known. At some point, the estimated leakage mass flow rate will 

become larger than the inlet mass flow rate, and over time such a large leak will become 

unphysical. Initially, it is possible with a larger leak flow rate than inlet flow rate, as long as 

there is enough available mass in the pipeline. According to the results obtained from the 

simulations, the leakage flow rate exceeds the pipeline mass flow rate when the leakage 

orifice diameter is larger than 1.8 mm with the design parameters from table 3.1. This 

corresponds to a ratio between the leak orifice diameter and pipe diameter, 
𝐷𝑜

𝐷
> 0.2. This 

ratio may vary as different parameters are varied, e.g., Nx and the pressure.  
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If the pipeline is completely filled with gas, it consists of 2.35 g H2 by considering the design 

parameters. For a leak orifice diameter of 6.00 mm, the model calculates the leak mass flow 

rate to be 17.31 g/s and the inlet mass flow rate of 1.58 g/s. The run-time of the simulations 

with the leakage initiated is approximately 15 ms. The leak time of 15 ms corresponds to a 

lost mass of 0.260 g, which is less than the mass content inside the pipeline. This indicates 

that such large leaks are physical at an initial phase but will become unphysical with time as 

the inlet mass flow rate is not large enough in magnitude to keep the pipeline filled with gas. 

The pressure drop that occurs in the pipeline will likely reduce the leakage mass flow rate 

with time, but this has not been investigated any further in this study. 

In this model, nothing is limiting the gas flow rate at the inlet of the pipeline, leading to an 

increase in the mass flow rate upstream of the leakage point when leakages occur. The 

velocity upstream of the leakage will stabilize at a larger magnitude than the initial 

conditions. However, this is probably not a realistic behavior for a gas fuel supply system, as 

the flow most likely is controlled by a flow regulator at the inlet of the pipeline, which would 

have constricted the increase in the pipeline flow considerably. On the other hand, one could 

think that the flow regulator and the control system of the fuel cells would have noticed the 

lack of gas flow as a lack of power and might increase the flow to try to keep up with the 

desired power requirement. Such a scenario shows the importance of a working leak 

detection system. A regulator that increases the mass flow rate when there is a sudden 

decrease in the fuel delivery would lead to a larger leakage than necessary and possibly have 

severe consequences. 

Figures 3.23 and 3.24 indicate that for a leak orifice diameter larger than 1.5 mm, the gradient 

of the pressure drop seems to change and become sharper. This is also where the leakage 

mass flow rate is about to be equal to the inlet mass flow rate. The reason for this change in 

the gradient might be that the velocity is increasing significantly in magnitude to fulfill the 

continuity equation, and an increased pressure drop is obtained due to the increase in 

velocity.  

The simulated results from Case 2 and Case 3 indicate that the pressure drop due to the 

rarefaction wave and the change in the mass flow rate has a larger change downstream of the 

point of leakage than upstream. Figure 3.25 and 3.26 indicates that the difference between the 

pressure drop upstream and downstream is dependent on the leakage orifice diameter. Figures 

3.27 and 3.28 show that the difference in pressure drop between upstream and downstream 

occurs at a leakage orifice between 1.00 - 1.25 mm, but figure 3.44 indicates that this effect is 

present already with a leak orifice diameter of 0.5mm. A similar simulation was performed 

without implementing the source terms in the model. This led to a constant change at all four 

sensors, which can be viewed in figures 3.38 and 3.39, indicating that the difference between 

the sensors is obtained due to the source terms. These results seem reasonable as the pressure 

is already lower downstream due to the source terms. The propagating wave must work 

against a higher pressure upstream of the leakage point, resulting in a “flattening” effect. 

Another observation from the results is that the ratio of change in flowrate seems to be larger 

than the ratio of change in the pressure due to the rarefaction wave. Therefore, a leak 

detection system based on the detection of a change in the flow rate rather than the pressure 

drop might be advantageous.  
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3.8 Conclusion 

In part two of this study, a literature review on relevant equations of state has been performed, 

and a dynamic leak flow model considering the effects of a leakage has been developed. In 

order to develop the model, relevant theory have been presented.  

From the literature review in Part Two, it is found that there exist several different equations 

of state that is relevant and might could have been used in this study. Regarding that the 

pressures considered in this study are only 10 bar and below, the literature review indicates that 

the ideal gas law would probably have been sufficient. The Abel-Noble EOS was chosen and 

implemented as it was believed to make the dynamic leak flow model more versatile. In 

addition, the Abel-Noble EOS has been selected due to its simplicity in implementation, and it 

is in the literature review found to predict accurate results for problems that include hydrogen 

gas. However, considering the results from Case 1 and 2, it is quite clear that the ideal gas law 

actually would have been sufficient for this case with pressures up to 10 bar. 

A 2nd – order accurate FLIC scheme, centered in space and containing a flux limiter, was 

implemented to compute the governing equations. The FLIC scheme shows a promising 

behavior when studying the rarefactions waves obtained by test 2 as described in sections 3.4.2 

and 3.5.1 but might be a little more diffusive than the exact result. The simulations showed 

stable results with the FLIC scheme. Source terms were added to the scheme with source term 

splitting and the 1st-order accurate Euler method. The model has mainly been validated by 

comparison with hand calculations, where the results indicate that the source terms seem to be 

implemented correctly. The model considers the effects due to friction, heat losses, and minor 

losses due to irregularities in the piping geometry. 

Two flux-limiters, Superbee and Minbee, have been implemented in the model. The Superbee 

flux limiter shows oscillatory behavior when source terms are implemented in the model. With 

the use of Minbee, stable results have been obtained. Therefore, the Minbee flux limiter has 

been the preferred flux limiter for the dynamic leak flow model in this study, even though more 

diffusive results were expected. 

Calculations of the thermal conductivity and the viscosity are performed using trendlines 

obtained from empirical data. This method seems to work well, and the model’s estimated 

results are in accordance with the hand calculations. 

For modeling the leakage in the dynamic leak flow model, isentropic relations have been 

utilized, and leak fluxes have been implemented as source terms to the governing equations. 

The leakage mass flow rate is estimated to become larger than the pipeline mass flow rate if 

the ratio between the leak orifice diameter and pipe diameter is greater than 0.2. A larger 

leakage mass flow rate than the inlet mass flow rate is probably possible at an initial phase 

when the leak occurs. The pipeline is likely to be completely filled with gas, and the escaping 

hydrogen can come from both downstream and upstream of the leakage orifice. Only the initial 

effects of the leakage have been investigated in this study. 

Three different cases of simulations have been performed with the dynamic leak flow model. 

The first case measured the total pressure drop from the inlet to the pipeline outlet with 

increasing leakage orifice diameter. Results obtained by the model with 10 bar inlet pressure 
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indicate a significant increase in the pressure drop gradient when the leakage orifice diameter 

exceeds approximately 1.5 mm.  

The second case was performed by investigating the pressure drop due to the rarefaction wave 

and change in mass flow rate at four different locations with equal spacing from the leakage 

point. Here the model estimates that the pressure drop is larger downstream than upstream. 

This effect seems to be present from very small leakage orifice diameters as it was present from 

a leakage orifice diameter of 0.25mm. The effect of the larger pressure drop downstream than 

upstream is identified in the model to be caused by the implemented source terms and is found 

reasonable since the pressure is already lower downstream due to the source terms.  

The third case was simulated for three different leakage orifices, 0.5mm, 1.0mm, and 2.5 mm, 

with varying pressure from 2 – 10 bar. Similar results as with case number two are obtained. 

The model estimates that the difference in pressure drop due to the rarefaction wave upstream 

and downstream is dependent on the inlet pressure. For higher pressures, the difference is 

becoming more noticeable between upstream and downstream. 

With that being said, the implemented dynamic leak flow model has been successfully 

implemented, shown stable simulations and results with the Minbee flux limiter, and seems to 

estimate reasonable results.
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Appendix A – Signed task description 
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Appendix B – Pipe strength calculations for pipe branches and sub-branches 

 

This appendix shows the calculations performed to the pipe branches and sub-branches for 

the required inner and outer diameter and minimum wall thickness. In addition, the selected 

design parameters from ASME B31.12-2011 are tabulated in table B1.2. 

Required inner diameter calculations: 

Equation (2.7) leads to a mass flow for the branches 1-4: 

 

�̇�𝑏1−4 = 
�̇�𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛

4
=  
0.01805

𝑘𝑔
𝑠

4
= 0.004513

𝑘𝑔

𝑠
 

 

From equation (2.5), the required inner diameter for each branch is calculated: 

 

 𝐷𝑏1−4 = √
4 ∙ 0.004513 𝑘𝑔/𝑠 ∙ 4124 𝐽/𝑘𝑔𝐾 ∙293.15 𝐾

10 ∙105 𝑃𝑎 ∙ 30
𝑚

𝑠
 ∙ 𝜋 

= 0.01522 𝑚 = 15.2 𝑚𝑚 

 

For the last four sub-branches leading from one branch to each fuel cell module, an 

equivalent procedure as above applies, resulting in: 

�̇�𝑠𝑏 1−4 = 
�̇�𝑏1−4

4
=  
0.004513

𝑘𝑔
𝑠

4
= 0.001128

𝑘𝑔

𝑠
 

 

This leads to a required inner diameter for each branch of: 

 𝐷𝑠𝑏1−4 = √
4 ∙ 0.001128 𝑘𝑔/𝑠 ∙ 4124 𝐽/𝑘𝑔𝐾 ∙293.15 𝐾

10 ∙105 𝑃𝑎 ∙ 30
𝑚

𝑠
 ∙ 𝜋 

= 0.007609 𝑚 =  7.61 𝑚𝑚 

 

Table B1.1: Inner pipe dimensions for the pipe branches based on ASME/ANSI B 36.10 Welded and Seamless 

Wrought Steel Pipe and ASME/ANSI B36.19 Stainless Steel Pipe [29]. 

Section 

Calculated 

Inner 

diameter 

(mm) 

Corresponding 

std. pipe 

dimensions 

(inches) 

Schedule 

Wall 

thickness 

(mm) 

Outer 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Inner 

diameter 

(mm) 

 

Branch 

1-4 
15.2 mm ½ Std 40 2.769 21.336 15.798 

Sub-

branch 

1-4 

7.61 1/8 10S 1.245 10.3 
 

7.811 
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Table B1.2: Tabulated values from ASME B31.12-2011 [29]. 

Parameter Value Table ASME B31.12-2011 

𝐹𝑒 1.0 IX-3B 

𝐹𝑑 0.5 PL-3.7.1-1 

𝐹𝑀 1.0 IX-5A 

𝐹𝑇 1.0 PL-3.7.1-3 

Table B1.3: Outer pipe dimensions for the branches based on ASME/ANSI B 36.10 Welded and Seamless 

Wrought Steel Pipe and ASME/ANSI B36.19 Stainless Steel Pipe [32]. 

Section 

Outer 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Inner pipe 

Outer 

diameter, 

outer pipe 

(mm) 

Inner 

diameter, 

outer pipe 

(mm) 

Schedule 

Wall 

thickness 

Outer 

pipe (mm) 

Nominal 

diameter, 

Outer 

pipe 

(inches) 

Branch 

1-4 
21.336 33.401 30.099 5S 1.651 1 

Sub-

branch 1-

4 

10.3 21.336 18.034 5S 1.651 ½ 

 

Calculations performed for the pipe branches following the ASME B31.12 

Inner piping: 

Minimum thickness for the inner pipe branches 1-4 (b1-4) and sub-branches 1-4 (sb1-4): 

𝑡𝑤𝑏1−4,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 
𝑃 ∙ 𝑂𝐷

2 ∙ 𝑆 ∙ 𝐹𝑑  ∙ 𝐹𝑒 ∙ 𝐹𝑇  ∙ 𝐹𝑀
= 

1.0 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙ 21.336𝑚𝑚 

2 ∙ 195 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙  0.5 ∙ 1.0 ∙ 1.0 ∙ 1.0
=   0.109 mm 

Including corrosion allowance, 𝑡𝑤𝑏1−4,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.609 mm 

𝑡𝑤𝑠𝑏1−4,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 
𝑃 ∙ 𝑂𝐷

2 ∙ 𝑆 ∙ 𝐹𝑑  ∙ 𝐹𝑒 ∙ 𝐹𝑇  ∙ 𝐹𝑀
= 

1.0 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙ 10.3 𝑚𝑚 

2 ∙ 195 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙  0.5 ∙ 1.0 ∙ 1.0 ∙ 1.0
=   0.053 mm 

Including corrosion allowance, 𝑡𝑤𝑠𝑏1−4,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.553mm 

Outer piping: 

Minimum calculated thickness for the outer pipe branches: 

𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟,𝑏1−4,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 
𝑃 ∙ 𝑂𝐷

2 ∙ 𝑆 ∙ 𝐹𝑑  ∙ 𝐹𝑒 ∙ 𝐹𝑇  ∙ 𝐹𝑀
= 

1.1 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙ 33.401 𝑚𝑚 

2 ∙ 195 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙  0.5 ∙ 1.0 ∙ 1.0 ∙ 1.0
=   0.188 mm 
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Including corrosion allowance, 𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟,𝑏1−4,𝑚𝑖𝑛 =  0.688 mm 

 

𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟,   𝑠𝑏1−4,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 
𝑃 ∙ 𝑂𝐷

2 ∙ 𝑆 ∙ 𝐹𝑑  ∙ 𝐹𝑒 ∙ 𝐹𝑇  ∙ 𝐹𝑀
= 

1.1 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙ 21.336 𝑚𝑚 

2 ∙ 195 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙  0.5 ∙ 1.0 ∙ 1.0 ∙ 1.0
=   0.120 mm 

Including corrosion allowance, 𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟,   𝑠𝑏1−4,𝑚𝑖𝑛 =   0.620 mm 

 

Calculations performed for the pipe branches following the IGF-Code 

Inner piping: 

 

The minimum calculated theoretical thickness for the pipe branches: 

𝑡𝑤0,𝑏1−4 =
𝑃 ∙ 𝑂𝐷

(2.0 ∙ 𝜎𝑠 ∙  𝐹𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝑃)
=  

1.0 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙ 21.336 𝑚𝑚

(2.0 ∙ 108.33 𝑀𝑃𝑎 + 1.0 𝑀𝑃𝑎)
=   0.098 𝑚𝑚 

 

𝑡0,𝑏1−4 =
𝑃𝐷

(2.0 ∙ 𝜎𝑠 ∙  𝐹𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝑃)
=  

1.0 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙ 10.300 𝑚𝑚

(2.0 ∙ 108.33 𝑀𝑃𝑎 + 1.0 𝑀𝑃𝑎)
= 0.047 𝑚𝑚  

 

Calculated bend radius for the pipe branches: 

𝐹𝑏𝑏1−4 =
𝐷 ∙ 𝑡𝑤0
2.5 ∙ 𝑟𝑏

= 
21.336 𝑚𝑚 ∙ 0.098 𝑚𝑚

2.5 ∙ 2 ∙ 21.336 𝑚𝑚
= 0.020 𝑚𝑚 

 

𝐹𝑏𝑠𝑏1−4 =
𝐷 ∙ 𝑡𝑤0
2.5 ∙ 𝑟𝑏

= 
10.300 𝑚𝑚 ∙ 0.047 𝑚𝑚

2.5 ∙ 2 ∙ 10.300 𝑚𝑚
= 0.009 𝑚𝑚 

 

 

The minimum calculated thickness for the pipe branches following the IGF-Code: 

𝑡𝑤𝑏1−4,𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝐼𝐺𝐹 =
(𝑡𝑤0 + 𝐹𝑏 + 𝑐)

(1 −
𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑙
100)

=  
(0.098 + 0.020 + 0.5)

(1 −
12.5
100)

= 0.706 𝑚𝑚 

𝑡𝑤𝑠𝑢𝑏1−4,𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝐼𝐺𝐹 =
(𝑡𝑤0 + 𝐹𝑏 + 𝑐)

(1 −
𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑙
100)

=  
(0.047 + 0.009 + 0.5)

(1 −
12.5
100)

= 0.636 𝑚𝑚 

Outer piping: 

The minimum calculated theoretical thickness for the pipe branches: 

𝑡𝑤0,𝑏1−4,𝐼𝐺𝐹 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
𝑃 ∙ 𝑂𝐷

(2.0 ∙ 𝜎𝑠 ∙  𝐹𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝑃)
=  

1.1 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙ 33.401 𝑚𝑚

(2.0 ∙ 108.33 𝑀𝑃𝑎 + 1.1 𝑀𝑃𝑎)
=   0.168 𝑚𝑚 
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𝑡𝑤0,𝑠𝑏1−4,𝐼𝐺𝐹 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
𝑃 ∙ 𝑂𝐷

(2.0 ∙ 𝜎𝑠 ∙  𝐹𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝑃)
=  

1.1 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙ 21.336 𝑚𝑚

(2.0 ∙ 108.33 𝑀𝑃𝑎 + 1.1 𝑀𝑃𝑎)
= 0.108 𝑚𝑚  

 

Calculated bend radius for the pipe branches: 

 

𝐹𝑏𝑏1−4,𝐼𝐺𝐹,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
𝐷 ∙ 𝑡𝑤0
2.5 ∙ 𝑟𝑏

= 
33.401 𝑚𝑚 ∙ 0.168 𝑚𝑚

2.5 ∙ 2 ∙ 33.401 𝑚𝑚
= 0.034 𝑚𝑚 

 

𝐹𝑏𝑠𝑏1−4,𝐼𝐺𝐹,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
𝐷 ∙ 𝑡𝑤0
2.5 ∙ 𝑟𝑏

= 
21.336 𝑚𝑚 ∙ 0.108 𝑚𝑚

2.5 ∙ 2 ∙ 21.336 𝑚𝑚
= 0.022 𝑚𝑚 

 

 

The minimum calculated thickness for the pipe branches following the IGF-Code: 

𝑡𝑤𝑏1−4,𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝐼𝐺𝐹,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
(𝑡𝑤0 + 𝐹𝑏 + 𝑐)

(1 −
𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑙
100)

=  
(0.168 + 0.034 + 0.5)

(1 −
12.5
100)

= 0.803 𝑚𝑚 

𝑡𝑤𝑠𝑏1−4,𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝐼𝐺𝐹,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
(𝑡𝑤0 + 𝐹𝑏 + 𝑐)

(1 −
𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑙
100)

=  
(0.108 + 0.022 + 0.5)

(1 −
12.5
100)

= 0.719 𝑚𝑚 
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Appendix C – Trendlines viscosity 

 

Figure 3.48: Plot of viscosity vs. temperature with trendline, based on empirical data from [64] for 1 bar. 

 

Figure 3.49: Plot of viscosity vs. temperature with trendline, based on empirical data from [64] for 50 bar. 
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Figure 3.50: Plot of viscosity vs. temperature with trendline, based on empirical data from [64] for 100 bar. 
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Appendix D Trendlines for thermal conductivity 

 

 

Figure 3.51: Plot of thermal conductivity vs. temperature with trendline, based on empirical data from [66] for 1 

bar. 

 

 

Figure 3.52: Plot of thermal conductivity vs. temperature with trendline, based on empirical data from [64] for 

50 bar. 
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Figure 3.53: Plot of thermal conductivity vs. temperature with trendline, based on empirical data from [64] for 

100 bar. 
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Appendix E – Python code - dynamic leak flow model 

The python code is also attached electronically in a compressed file, containing the python 

script and two files with the steady-state initial condition values with Abel-Noble and ideal 

gas EOS. The steady-state files must be placed in the same folder as the python script to work 

and must be used if IC 4 & 5 is selected in the dynamic leak flow model. 

Python Code – Dynamic leak flow model: 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Mon Mar  7 11:08:29 2022 

 

@author: Stian Valand 

""" 

 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt  

import warnings as wa 

import time 

import pickle 

 

wa.filterwarnings('ignore') 

np.set_printoptions(suppress=True) 

 

#%% Some parameters 

x_start = 0; x_end = 45 

L = x_end - x_start #Length of domain 

t_start = 0; t_end = 0.01 

Nx = 2000 # Number of spatial iterations 

dx = ((x_end - x_start)/(Nx))  # Spatial step 

x = np.linspace(x_start + dx/2, x_end, Nx+1) # For plotting 

 

start_time = time.time() 

 

half_way = int(Nx/2) 

Nt = 13500  #Number of time-steps 

leak_time = 12450 #300 Onset leakage  

 

#%% Pipe specs. 

D = 0.009 #pipe diameter 

OD = 0.012 # Outer diameter 

ed = (0.025*1e-3)/D #Relative roughness. Steel structural or forged 

K = 0.3 # Minor loss coefficient 90deg regular elbow 

N_bend = 20 #Number of bends 

Kt = K/dx #(N_bend * K) # Total number of bends 

A = (np.pi/4.0) * D**2 # Cross-sectional area of the pupe 

 

Bloc = int((Nx-(2*(Nx/N_bend)))/N_bend) #Location of pipe bends.  

#%% Leak specs 

leak = int(Nx/2) #leak location 

Do = 0.001 # Leak orifice diameter  

Ao = (np.pi/4.0) * Do**2 # leak orifice area 

 

#%% Parameters 

pa = 101325 # Pa, atmospheric pressure 
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R = 4124.2 # universal gas constant, Hydrogen 

gamma = 1.41 # Cp/Cv 

b = 7.691e-3 # Abel-Noble co-volume constant [m3/kg] 

CPR = ((gamma+1)/2)**(gamma / (gamma - 1.0)) # Critical pressure ratio, 

in/out 

k_pipe = 45 # Thermal conductivity pipeline material [W/mK] 

h_air = 50 # Convective heat transfer coefficient[W/m^2*K], assumed number. 

Cp = 0.0144 # Specific heat capacity [J/kg*K] 

#%% Arrays 

u = np.zeros(Nx+1) 

p = np.zeros(Nx+1) 

T = np.zeros(Nx+1) 

rho = np.zeros(Nx+1) 

E = np.zeros(Nx+1) 

C = np.zeros(Nx+1) 

Ta = np.ones(Nx+1)*293.15 

 

lostMass = np.zeros(Nx+1) 

lostMass1 = np.zeros(Nx+1) 

Mdl0 = np.zeros(Nx+1) 

Mdl1 = np.zeros(Nx+1) 

Mdl2 = np.zeros(Nx+1) 

 

#%% Courant-Friedrich-Lewy number 

CFL = 0.87 

 

#%% Flux limitor selector. SUPERBEE = 1, MINBEE = 2 

phip = phim = 2 

 

#%% IC selector  

ic = 3        #IC 4 & 5 needs to be used together with "steady state" files  

#%% Initial Conditions  

if ic == 1: # Test 1, Sod's problem 

     

    u[:half_way] = 0.0  

    rho[:half_way] = 1.0  

    p[:half_way] = 1.0 

    u[half_way:] = 0.0  

    rho[half_way:] = 0.125 

    p[half_way:] = 0.1 

     

elif ic == 2: #Test 2 

 

    u[:half_way] = -2.0  

    rho[:half_way] = 1.0  

    p[:half_way] = 0.4 

    u[half_way:] = 2.0  

    rho[half_way:] = 1.0 

    p[half_way:] = 0.4 

 

elif ic == 3: # Initial conditions 

 

    u[:] = 30 #[m/s] 

    rho[:] = 0.822 #[kg/m3] 

    p[:] = 10e5 #[Pa] 
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elif ic == 4: # Abel-Noble EOS. Must be used with the file "steady".  

    Steady = pickle.load(open('steady', 'rb'))  

    u[:] = Steady[0] 

    rho[:] = Steady[1]  

    p[:] = Steady[2] 

 

elif ic == 5: # Ideal gas EOS. Must be used with the file 

"steady_Ideal_Gas".  

    Steady_IG = pickle.load(open('steady_Ideal_Gas', 'rb'))  

    u[:] = Steady_IG[0] 

    rho[:] = Steady_IG[1]  

    p[:] = Steady_IG[2] 

 

 

#%% Some initial conditions 

# Total energy 

if ic == 4:  

     

    E = Steady[3] 

     

elif ic == 5: 

    E = Steady_IG[3] 

    b = 0 

     

else: 

    E = p*(1-b*rho)/(gamma-1) + 0.5 * u**2 * rho 

 

# Temperature 

 

T = (p*(1-(b*rho)))/(R * rho)  

 

#Speed of sound 

C = ((gamma * p) / ((1.0 - b*rho)*rho))**0.5  

 

# Mass flow rate [kg/s] 

m_dot = rho * u * A  

 

#%% Some isentropic relations 

# Sonic Relations 

 

rhoe = rho * (2.0/(gamma +1)) ** (1.0/(gamma - 1.0)) 

pe = p * (2.0 / (gamma + 1.0))**(gamma / (gamma - 1.0)) 

ue = C * ((2.0 / (gamma + 1))**0.5) 

Ee = pe/(gamma-1) + 0.5 * (ue**2) * rhoe 

 

massLeak1 =  ( rhoe * ue * (Do/D)**2)/dx 

 

impLeak1 = ( u * massLeak1) 

 

enerLeak1 = ( Ee + pe) * massLeak1 /rhoe 

massOut1 = rhoe * ue * Ao 

 

# Subsonic relations 

rhoSub = ((pa/p)**(1.0/gamma)) * rho 
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uSub = C * ( (2.0 / (gamma - 1.0) ) * \ 

            (((pa / p)**((gamma - 1) / gamma))-1))**0.5 

     

ESub = (pa/(gamma - 1)) + 0.5 * rhoSub * uSub**2 

 

   

massLeak2 =  (( rhoSub * uSub )*(Do/D)**2)/dx 

 

impLeak2 = (u * massLeak2) 

 

enerLeak2 = (ESub + pa) * massLeak2/rhoSub 

massOut2 = rhoSub * uSub * Ao 

 

#%% Timestep 

dt = (CFL*dx)/(max(abs(u)+C)) 

 

 

#%% Linear interpolation for the viscosity calculation 

def lin_interpol(y1, y2, x_r, x1, x2):  

    y = np.zeros(Nx+1) 

    y = ((y2-y1)/((x2-x1))*(x_r-x1))+y1 

   

    return y 

 

#%% Friction factor, viscosity and Reynoldsnumber calculation: 

def friction(eD, rho, u, D, T, p): 

 

    #Churchills correlation for friction factor. Valid for all numbers of 

Re. 

    #Dynamic viscosity (Mu) from empirical data, @ 1, 10, 50 and 100 bar.  

    #Linear interpolation between the pressures.     

     

    Mu1 = ((0.0217 * T) + 2.2396)*1e-6 # 1 bar 

    Mu10 = ((0.0216 * T) + 2.4289)*1e-6 # 10 bar 

    Mu50 = ((0.0204 * T) + 2.8958)*1e-6 # 50 bar 

    Mu100 = ((0.0196 * T) + 3.2723)*1e-6 # 100 bar 

     

     

    p1 = np.select([(p >= 1e5) & (p < 10e5) , (p >= 10e5) & (p < 50e5),\ 

                    (p >= 50e5) & (p < 100e5)], [1e5, 10e5, 50e5]) 

         

    p2 = np.select([(p >= 1e5) & (p < 10e5) , (p >= 10e5) & (p < 50e5),\ 

                    (p >= 50e5) & (p < 100e5)], [10e5, 50e5, 100e5]) 

     

    Mu11 = np.select([(p >= 1e5) & (p < 10e5) , (p >= 10e5) & (p < 50e5),\ 

                      (p >= 50e5) & (p < 100e5)], [Mu1, Mu10, Mu50]) 

         

    Mu22 = np.select([(p >= 1e5) & (p < 10e5) , (p >= 10e5) & (p < 50e5),\ 

                      (p >= 50e5) & (p < 100e5)], [Mu10, Mu50, Mu100]) 

     

    Mu = np.select([p < 1e5, p >= 100e5], [Mu1, Mu100],\ 

                   default = lin_interpol(Mu11, Mu22, p, p1, p2)) 

   

    #Reynolds number 

    Re = (rho*abs(u)*D)/(Mu) 
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    #Churchills correlation: 

 

    Ac = (2.457 * np.log(1.0/((ed*0.27)  + (7.0/Re)**0.9)))**16.0 

         

    Bc = (37530.0 / Re)**16.0 

     

    f = 8.0*(((8.0/Re)**12.0) +(Ac + Bc)**(-1.5))**(1.0/12.0)       

     

    f[Re <= 100.0] = 0.6 

      

    return(f, Re, Mu) #Darcy friction factor, Reynolds number,Dynamic 

Viscosity 

 

#%% Thermal conductivity of Hydrogen 

def thermalcondH2(T, p): 

    k1 = ((0.5387 * T) + 22.433)*1e-3 # 1 bar 

    k10 = ((0.5352 * T) + 24.298)*1e-3 # 10 bar 

    k50 = ((0.501 * T) + 38.332)*1e-3 # 50 bar 

    k100 = ((0.4784 * T) + 49.584)*1e-3 # 100 bar 

        

    p1 = np.select([(p >= 1e5) & (p < 10e5) , (p >= 10e5) & (p < 50e5),\ 

                    (p >= 50e5) & (p < 100e5)], [1e5, 10e5, 50e5]) 

         

    p2 = np.select([(p >= 1e5) & (p < 10e5) , (p >= 10e5) & (p < 50e5),\ 

                    (p >= 50e5) & (p < 100e5)], [10e5, 50e5, 100e5]) 

     

    k11 = np.select([(p >= 1e5) & (p < 10e5) , (p >= 10e5) & (p < 50e5), \ 

                     (p >= 50e5) & (p < 100e5)], [k1, k10, k50]) 

         

    k22 = np.select([(p >= 1e5) & (p < 10e5) , (p >= 10e5) & (p < 50e5),\ 

                     (p >= 50e5) & (p < 100e5)], [k10, k50, k100]) 

     

    k = np.select([p < 1e5, p >= 100e5], [k1, k100], \ 

                  default = lin_interpol(k11, k22, p, p1, p2)) 

     

    return(k) 

 

#%% Heat transfer 

def heatSource(Re, T, p, Ta, L, k_pipe, h_air, Cp, Mu, D, OD): 

    r1 = D / 2 

    r2 = OD / 2 

     

    kH2 = thermalcondH2(T , p) 

     

    n = np.select([T <= Ta, T > Ta], [0.3, 0.4]) 

    Pr = Mu * Cp / kH2 

    Nu = 0.023 * (Re**0.8) * Pr**n #Dittus - Boelter correlation 

     

    h_gw = Nu * kH2/L 

     

    U = ((1.0 / h_gw) + (r1 * (np.log(r2 / r1)) / k_pipe)\ 

         + ((r1 /(r2 * h_air)) ))**-1 

     

    q = (U * (T - Ta)) 
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    return(q) 

 

#%% LAX Wendroff finite difference scheme 

 

def LaxFlux(dt, dx, rho, u,E, p, CFL, f, gamma, C1_fric,\ 

            C1_minor, C2_heat, C2_fricWork,\ 

            b, T, phip, phim, Mdl0, Mdl1, Mdl2, \ 

            massLeak1, enerLeak1, impLeak1, massLeak2,\ 

                enerLeak2, impLeak2, Do, A, pe, pa, rhoe,\ 

                Ee, R, ue, m_dot, Ao, massOut1, massOut2, rhoSub, uSub, 

ESub): 

     

    A0 = (rho)  

    A1 = (rho*u) 

    A2 = (E)  

     

    #Fluxes, plus(p) and minus(m) 

     

    B0 = (rho*u) 

    B1 = (p + (rho*u**2)) 

    B2 = ((E + p)*u) 

       

 #%% Richtmeyer    

    # Half step Richtmeyer   

    A0_RI_plus = 0.5*(A0[2:] + A0[1:-1]) - 0.5*(dt/dx)*(B0[2:] - B0[1:-1]) 

    A1_RI_plus = 0.5*(A1[2:] + A1[1:-1]) - 0.5*(dt/dx)*(B1[2:] - B1[1:-1])  

    A2_RI_plus = 0.5*(A2[2:] + A2[1:-1]) - 0.5*(dt/dx)*(B2[2:] - B2[1:-1])  

     

    A0_RI_minus = 0.5*(A0[1:-1] + A0[:-2]) - 0.5*(dt/dx)*(B0[1:-1] - B0[:-

2]) 

    A1_RI_minus = 0.5*(A1[1:-1] + A1[:-2]) - 0.5*(dt/dx)*(B1[1:-1] - B1[:-

2])  

    A2_RI_minus = 0.5*(A2[1:-1] + A2[:-2]) - 0.5*(dt/dx)*(B2[1:-1] - B2[:-

2])         

         

    # Compute variables for next step     

         

    # PLus variables Richtmeyer 

         

    rho_pR = A0_RI_plus 

    u_pR = A1_RI_plus/rho_pR 

    E_pR = A2_RI_plus 

    p_pR = ((gamma - 1) * (E_pR - (0.5 * rho_pR * u_pR**2)))/(1-b*rho_pR) 

         

    #Minus variables Richtmeyer 

    rho_mR = A0_RI_minus 

    u_mR = A1_RI_minus/rho_mR 

    E_mR = A2_RI_minus 

    p_mR = ((gamma - 1) * (E_mR - (0.5 * rho_mR * u_mR**2)))/(1-b*rho_mR) 

     

    # Compute 1/2 step Richtmeyer fluxes  

    B0_RI_plus = (rho_pR * u_pR) 

    B1_RI_plus = (p_pR + (rho_pR * u_pR**2)) 

    B2_RI_plus = ((E_pR + p_pR) * u_pR)    
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    B0_RI_minus = (rho_mR* u_mR) 

    B1_RI_minus = (p_mR + (rho_mR * u_mR**2)) 

    B2_RI_minus = ((E_mR + p_mR) * u_mR)    

 

    #%% Lax-Friedrich (LF) Fluxes 

        

    # Compute LF fluxes 

    B0_LF_plus = 0.5*(B0[2:] + B0[1:-1]) - 0.5*(dx/dt)*(A0[2:] - A0[1:-1]) 

    B1_LF_plus = 0.5*(B1[2:] + B1[1:-1]) - 0.5*(dx/dt)*(A1[2:] - A1[1:-1]) 

    B2_LF_plus = 0.5*(B2[2:] + B2[1:-1]) - 0.5*(dx/dt)*(A2[2:] - A2[1:-1]) 

        

    B0_LF_minus = 0.5*(B0[1:-1] + B0[:-2]) - 0.5*(dx/dt)*(A0[1:-1] - A0[:-

2]) 

    B1_LF_minus = 0.5*(B1[1:-1] + B1[:-2]) - 0.5*(dx/dt)*(A1[1:-1] - A1[:-

2]) 

    B2_LF_minus = 0.5*(B2[1:-1] + B2[:-2]) - 0.5*(dx/dt)*(A2[1:-1] - A2[:-

2]) 

 

    #%% Force fluxes 

 

    #Force Plus     

    B0_FORCE_plus = 0.5 * (B0_RI_plus + B0_LF_plus) 

    B1_FORCE_plus = 0.5 * (B1_RI_plus + B1_LF_plus) 

    B2_FORCE_plus = 0.5 * (B2_RI_plus + B2_LF_plus) 

 

    #Force minus 

    B0_FORCE_minus = 0.5 * (B0_RI_minus + B0_LF_minus) 

    B1_FORCE_minus = 0.5 * (B1_RI_minus + B1_LF_minus)     

    B2_FORCE_minus = 0.5 * (B2_RI_minus + B2_LF_minus) 

 

    #%% Flux limiter. B_LO = B_Force. B_HI = B_RI. Using q = total energy 

(E) 

 

    q = E[1:-1] 

 

    q_plus_1 = np.roll(q, -1) 

    q_plus_2 = np.roll(q_plus_1, -1) 

    q_minus_1 = np.roll(q, 1) 

    q_minus_2 = np.roll(q_minus_1, 1) 

        

     

    np.seterr(divide='ignore', invalid = 'ignore') 

  

    #%% rR Plus 

    rRp = (q_plus_2 - q_plus_1) / (q_plus_1 - q) 

    rRp = np.nan_to_num(rRp) 

    #%% rL plus 

    rLp = (q - q_minus_1) / (q_plus_1 - q) 

    rLp = np.nan_to_num(rLp) 

    #print(rRp) 

    #%% Phi LR plus 

    phiLRp = np.minimum(rRp, rLp) 
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    phiGp = (1.0-CFL)/(1.0+CFL) 

     

    #%% rR minus  

    rRm = (q_plus_1 - q) / (q - q_minus_1) 

    rRm = np.nan_to_num(rRm) 

     

    #%% rL minus  

    rLm = (q_minus_1 - q_minus_2) / (q - q_minus_1) 

    rLm = np.nan_to_num(rLm) 

     

    #%% Phi LR minus 

    phiLRm = np.minimum(rRm, rLm) 

     

     

    phiGm = (1.0-CFL)/(1.0+CFL) 

 

 

    #%% Super-Bee 

     

    GpS = (phiGp + (1.0-phiGp) * phiLRp ) 

    phiSBp = np.select([phiLRp <= 0, phiLRp <= 0.5, phiLRp<=1.0, 

phiLRp>1.0],\ 

                       [0, 2.0*phiLRp, 1.0, np.minimum(2.0, GpS) ]) 

 

   

    GmS = (phiGm + (1.0-phiGm) * phiLRm ) 

    phiSBm = np.select([phiLRm <= 0, phiLRm <=0.5, phiLRm <=1.0, phiLRm > 

1.0],\ 

                       [0, 2.0*phiLRm, 1.0, np.minimum(2.0, GmS)]) 

     

    #%% MINBEE 

    phiMBp = np.select([phiLRp <= 0, phiLRp <= 1.0, phiLRp>1], [0, phiLRp, 

1.0]) 

     

    phiMBm = np.select([phiLRm <= 0, phiLRm <= 1.0, phiLRm>1], [0, phiLRm, 

1.0]) 

     

    #%% Flux limitor selection 

    phiP = np.select([ phip == 1, phip == 2], [phiSBp, phiMBp]) 

    phiM = np.select([ phim == 1, phim == 2], [phiSBm, phiMBm]) 

       

    #%% Flux i+1/2 

    B0_half_plus = B0_FORCE_plus +  phiP*(B0_RI_plus - B0_FORCE_plus) 

    B1_half_plus = B1_FORCE_plus +  phiP*(B1_RI_plus - B1_FORCE_plus) 

    B2_half_plus = B2_FORCE_plus + phiP*(B2_RI_plus - B2_FORCE_plus) 

     

    #%% Flux i-1/2 

    B0_half_minus = B0_FORCE_minus + phiM*(B0_RI_minus - B0_FORCE_minus) 

    B1_half_minus = B1_FORCE_minus + phiM*(B1_RI_minus - B1_FORCE_minus) 

    B2_half_minus = B2_FORCE_minus + phiM*(B2_RI_minus - B2_FORCE_minus) 

 

    #%% Move one time step 

 

    A0_new = A0[1:-1] - (dt/dx)*(B0_half_plus - B0_half_minus) 

    A1_new = A1[1:-1] - (dt/dx)*(B1_half_plus - B1_half_minus) 
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    A2_new = A2[1:-1] - (dt/dx)*(B2_half_plus - B2_half_minus) 

     

    #%% Source terms 

     

    A1_new[1:-1] = A1_new[1:-1] + (dt*C1_fric[1:-1]) 

    A2_new[1:-1] = A2_new[1:-1] + (dt * C2_heat[1:-1]) + (dt * 

C2_fricWork[1:-1]) 

     

    A1_new[[Bloc, 2*Bloc, 3*Bloc, 4*Bloc, 5*Bloc, 6*Bloc, 7*Bloc, 8*Bloc, 

9*Bloc,\ 

            10*Bloc, 11*Bloc, 12*Bloc, 13*Bloc, 14*Bloc, 15*Bloc, 16*Bloc, 

17*Bloc,\ 

                18*Bloc, 19*Bloc, 20*Bloc]] = \ 

       A1_new[[Bloc, 2*Bloc, 3*Bloc, 4*Bloc, 5*Bloc, 6*Bloc, 7*Bloc, 

8*Bloc, 9*Bloc,\ 

               10*Bloc, 11*Bloc, 12*Bloc,\ 

                   13*Bloc, 14*Bloc, 15*Bloc, 16*Bloc, 17*Bloc,\ 

                   18*Bloc, 19*Bloc, 20*Bloc]] +\ 

             (dt * C1_minor) 

    

   

   #%% Leakage       

    A0_new[leak] = A0_new[leak] + (dt * Mdl0[leak]) 

    A1_new[leak] = A1_new[leak] + (dt * Mdl1[leak]) 

    A2_new[leak] = A2_new[leak] + (dt * Mdl2[leak]) 

    #%% Calculate new variables 

 

    rho_new = A0_new 

    u_new = A1_new/rho_new 

    E_new = A2_new 

    p_new = ((gamma - 1) * (E_new - (0.5 * rho_new * u_new**2)))/(1-

b*rho_new) 

    T_new = (p_new*(1-(b*rho_new)))/(R * rho_new)  

     

    C_new = ((gamma * p_new) / ((1.0 - b*rho_new)*rho_new))**0.5 

     

    m_dot_new = rho_new * u_new * A 

 

    #%% Sonic relations 

     

    pe_new = p_new * (2.0 / (gamma + 1.0))**(gamma / (gamma - 1.0)) 

    rhoe_new = rho_new * (2.0/(gamma +1)) ** (1.0/(gamma - 1)) 

 

    ue_new = C_new * ((2.0 / (gamma +1))**0.5) 

     

    Ee_new = (pe_new / (gamma -1.0)) + 0.5 * (ue_new**2) * rhoe_new 

     

    massLeak1_new =  (( rhoe_new * ue_new )*(Do/D)**2)/dx 

 

    impLeak1_new = (u_new * massLeak1_new) 

 

    enerLeak1_new = ( Ee_new + pe_new) * massLeak1_new/rhoe_new 

     

    massOut1_new = rhoe_new * ue_new * Ao 
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    #%% Subsonic relations 

    rhoSub_new = (pa/p_new)**(1.0/gamma) * rho_new 

     

    uSub_new = C_new * (( (2.0 / (gamma - 1.0) ) *\ 

                         (((pa / p_new)**((gamma - 1) / gamma))-1))**0.5) 

     

    ESub_new = (pa/(gamma - 1)) + 0.5 * rhoSub_new * uSub_new**2 

     

    massLeak2_new =  ( rhoSub_new * uSub_new )*((Do/D)**2)/dx 

 

    impLeak2_new = (u_new * massLeak2_new) 

 

    enerLeak2_new = ( ESub_new + pa) * massLeak2_new/rhoSub_new 

     

    massOut2_new = rhoSub_new * uSub_new * Ao 

     

     

     

    return(rho_new, u_new, E_new, p_new, C_new, T_new, m_dot_new, 

massLeak1_new,\ 

           enerLeak1_new, impLeak1_new,\ 

          massLeak2_new, enerLeak2_new, impLeak2_new, pe_new, rhoe_new, 

ue_new,\ 

              Ee_new, uSub_new, rhoSub_new, ESub_new, massOut1_new, 

massOut2_new) 

 

 

#%% Arrays for pressure sensors and mass flow plotting 

ps1 = [] 

ps2 = [] 

ps3 = [] 

ps4 = [] 

 

mass1 = [] 

mass2 = [] 

mass3 = [] 

mass4 = [] 

massLekk = [] 

tid = [] 

t = 0 

 

 

#%% Time loop 

it = 0 

for n in range(0, Nt):  

     

     

    # Friction term 

    (f, Re, Mu) = friction(ed, rho[1:-1], u[1:-1], D, T[1:-1], p[1:-1]) 

     

    # Determine sonic or subsonic flow at leakage point 

    if  p[leak]/pa >= CPR: 

        massLeak = massLeak1 

        impLeak = impLeak1 

        enerLeak = enerLeak1 
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        massOut = massOut1     

    else: 

        massLeak = massLeak2 

        impLeak = impLeak2 

        enerLeak = enerLeak2 

        massOut = massOut2 

         

    # Initiate leakage 

    if n < leak_time: 

        Mdl0[leak] = 0 

        Mdl1[leak] = 0 

        Mdl2[leak] = 0 

        lostMass[leak] = 0 

    else: 

        Mdl0[leak] = -massLeak[leak] 

        Mdl1[leak] = -impLeak[leak] 

        Mdl2[leak] = -enerLeak[leak] 

        lostMass[leak] = - massOut[leak] 

     

     

    #print(massOut) 

    #Source terms: 

    C1_fric = - ((f*rho[1:-1]*abs(u[1:-1])*u[1:-1])/(2*D)) # Friction 

Source term 

    

    C1_minor = - (Kt * rho[[Bloc, 2*Bloc, 3*Bloc, 4*Bloc, 5*Bloc, 6*Bloc,\ 

                            7*Bloc, 8*Bloc, 9*Bloc, 10*Bloc, 11*Bloc,\ 

                                12*Bloc, 13*Bloc, 14*Bloc, 15*Bloc, 

16*Bloc,\ 

                                    17*Bloc, 18*Bloc, 19*Bloc, 20*Bloc]] * 

\ 

                  u[[Bloc, 2*Bloc, 3*Bloc, 4*Bloc, 5*Bloc, 6*Bloc, 7*Bloc,\ 

                     8*Bloc, 9*Bloc, 10*Bloc, 11*Bloc, 12*Bloc, 13*Bloc,\ 

                         14*Bloc, 15*Bloc, 16*Bloc, 17*Bloc, 18*Bloc,\ 

                             19*Bloc, 20*Bloc]]**2)/2.0 # Source term due 

to bend 

     

    C2_heat =  - 4*heatSource(Re, T[1:-1], p[1:-1], Ta[1:-1],\ 

                              L, k_pipe, h_air, Cp, Mu, D, OD)/D # Heat 

transfer term 

    

    C2_fricWork = - (2.0 * f * rho[1:-1] * abs(u[1:-1])**3) / D # Friction 

work term 

     

       

    # Initiate Richtmeyer/Friedrich FLIC scheme for computation of 

variables 

    (rho_new, u_new, E_new, p_new, C_new, T_new,\ 

     m_dot_new, massLeak1_new, enerLeak1_new, impLeak1_new,\ 

     massLeak2_new, enerLeak2_new, impLeak2_new, pe_new, rhoe_new, ue_new, 

\ 

         Ee_new, uSub_new, rhoSub_new, ESub_new, massOut1_new, massOut2_new 

)\ 

        = LaxFlux(dt, dx, rho, u, E, p, CFL, f, gamma, C1_fric,\ 
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                  C1_minor, C2_heat, C2_fricWork, b, T, phip, phim, Mdl0, 

Mdl1, Mdl2,\ 

                      massLeak1, enerLeak1,\ 

                          impLeak1, massLeak2, enerLeak2, impLeak2, Do, A, 

pe, pa,\ 

                              rhoe, Ee, R, ue,\ 

                                  m_dot, Ao, massOut1, massOut2, rhoSub, 

uSub, ESub) 

                                                                                   

    p_new[0] = p[0] # Fixed Value                                                                                   

    u_new[0] = u_new[1] # ZeroGradient 

    rho_new[0] = rho_new[1] # ZeroGradient 

    E_new[0] = E_new[1] # ZeroGradient 

    T_new[0] = T[0] #Zero Gradient 

    

     

    p_new[-1] = p_new[-2] #Zero Gradient 

    rho_new[-1] = rho_new[-2] #ZeroGradient 

    E_new[-1] = E_new[-2] #Zero Gradient 

    T_new[-1] = T_new[-2] #Zero Gradient                                                                                    

    u_new[-1] = u[-1]  # Fixed Value 

 

     

    #Update variables 

    u[1:-1] = u_new 

    rho[1:-1] = rho_new 

    E[1:-1] = E_new 

    p[1:-1] = p_new 

    T[1:-1] = T_new 

    C[1:-1] = C_new 

    pe[1:-1] = pe_new 

    rhoe[1:-1] = rhoe_new 

    uSub[1:-1] = uSub_new 

    Ee[1:-1] = Ee_new 

    rhoSub[1:-1] = rhoSub_new 

    ue[1:-1] = ue_new 

    ESub[1:-1] = ESub_new 

    m_dot[1:-1] = m_dot_new 

     

    massLeak1[1:-1] = massLeak1_new 

    impLeak1[1:-1] = impLeak1_new 

    enerLeak1[1:-1] = enerLeak1_new 

    massOut1[1:-1] = massOut1_new   

    massLeak2[1:-1] = massLeak2_new 

    impLeak2[1:-1] = impLeak2_new 

    enerLeak2[1:-1] = enerLeak2_new 

    massOut2[1:-1] = massOut2_new  

     

    dt = (CFL*dx)/(max((abs(u[1:-1])+C[1:-1]))) #Update time step 

     

    ps1.append(p[333]) 

    ps2.append(p[667]) 

    ps3.append(p[1334]) 

    ps4.append(p[1667]) 
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    mass1.append(m_dot[333]) 

    mass2.append(m_dot[667]) 

    mass3.append(m_dot[1334]) 

    mass4.append(m_dot[1667]) 

    

    massLekk.append(lostMass[leak])        

     

    

     

    if it%50 == 0: 

        print (it) 

       # fig,axes = plt.subplots(nrows=4, ncols=1) 

       # plt.subplot(4, 1, 1) 

       # plt.plot(x[1:-1], rho[1:-1], 'k-') 

       # plt.ylabel('$rho$',fontsize=16) 

       # plt.xlim(x_start,x_end) 

       # plt.tick_params(axis='x',bottom=False,labelbottom=False) 

       # plt.grid(True) 

 

       # plt.subplot(4, 1, 2) 

       # plt.plot(x[1:-1], u[1:-1], 'r-') 

       # plt.ylabel('$U$',fontsize=16) 

       # plt.xlim(x_start,x_end) 

       # plt.tick_params(axis='x',bottom=False,labelbottom=False) 

       # plt.grid(True) 

 

       # plt.subplot(4, 1, 3) 

       # plt.plot(x[1:-1], p[1:-1], 'b-') 

       # plt.ylabel('$p$',fontsize=16) 

       # plt.xlim(x_start,x_end) 

       # plt.tick_params(axis='x',bottom=False,labelbottom=False) 

       # plt.grid(True) 

     

        #plt.subplot(4, 1, 4) 

        #plt.plot(x[1:-1], E[1:-1], 'g-') 

        #plt.ylabel('$E$',fontsize=16) 

        #plt.grid(True) 

        #plt.xlim(x_start,x_end) 

        #plt.xlabel('x',fontsize=16) 

        #plt.subplots_adjust(left=0.2) 

        #plt.subplots_adjust(bottom=0.15) 

        #plt.subplots_adjust(top=0.95) 

        #plt.show() 

    it = it + 1 

    t = t + dt 

    tid.append((t*1e3)) 

 

     

print('Start Leak:', tid[leak_time],'ms, and after:', leak_time, 

'timesteps')  

print('The simulation is finished after:',\ 

      tid[n], 'ms which corresponds to', n+1, 'time steps')    

end_time = time.time() 

 

plt.subplot(4, 1, 1) 
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plt.plot(x[1:-1], rho[1:-1], 'b-') 

plt.ylabel('Density [kg/m3]') 

plt.title('Flow variables 10 bar, 1.00 mm leak diameter @ 22.5 m') 

plt.grid(True) 

plt.tick_params(axis='x',bottom=False,labelbottom=False) 

plt.xlim(x_start,x_end) 

 

plt.subplot(4, 1, 2) 

plt.plot(x[1:-1], u[1:-1], 'g-') 

plt.ylabel('Velocity [m/s]') 

plt.grid(True) 

plt.xlim(x_start,x_end) 

plt.tick_params(axis='x',bottom=False,labelbottom=False) 

 

plt.subplot(4, 1, 3) 

plt.plot(x[1:-1], p[1:-1], 'r-') 

plt.ylabel('Pressure [Pa]') 

plt.grid(True) 

plt.xlim(x_start,x_end) 

plt.tick_params(axis='x',bottom=False,labelbottom=False) 

 

plt.subplot(4, 1, 4) 

plt.plot(x[1:-1], E[1:-1], 'k-') 

plt.ylabel('Total Energy [J]') 

plt.grid(True) 

plt.xlim(x_start,x_end) 

plt.show() 

 

#plt.xaxis.set_major_formatter(FormatStrFormatter('%.2f')) 

plt.plot(tid, ps1, 'b', label = "PS1 @ 7.5m") 

plt.plot(tid, ps2, 'r', label = "PS2 @ 15m") 

plt.plot(tid, ps3, 'g', label = "PS3 @ 30m") 

plt.plot(tid, ps4, 'k',label = "PS4 @ 37.5m") 

plt.ylabel('Pressure [Pa]') 

plt.xlabel('Time [ms]') 

plt.legend(loc = "lower left") 

plt.title(' Pressure drop, Leak: 1.00 mm,' \ 

          'leak location: 22.5m, leak start: t = 4.4 ms') 

plt.tick_params(axis='x', which='major', labelsize=8) 

plt.ticklabel_format( style = 'plain') 

plt.show() 

 

plt.plot(tid, mass1, 'b', label = "Sensor 1 @ 7.5m") 

plt.plot(tid, mass2, 'r', label = "Sensor 2 @ 15m") 

plt.plot(tid, mass3, 'g', label = "Sensor 3 @ 30m") 

plt.plot(tid, mass4, 'k',label = "Sensor 4 @ 37.5m") 

#plt.plot(tid, massLekk, 'm', label = 'Mass flow leakage') 

plt.ylabel('Mass Flow [kg/s]') 

plt.xlabel('Time [ms]') 

plt.legend(loc = "best") 

plt.title('Mass Flow, Leak: 1.00 mm, location = 22.5m, leak start: t = 4.4 

ms') 

plt.tick_params(axis='x', which='major', labelsize=8) 

plt.ticklabel_format( style = 'plain') 

plt.show() 
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plt.plot(tid, massLekk, 'b', label = 'Mass flow leakage') 

plt.title('Mass flow leakage, Leak: 1.00 mm, leak location = 22.5m') 

plt.ylabel('Mass flow [kg/s]') 

plt.legend(loc = "best") 

plt.xlabel('Time [ms]') 

plt.ticklabel_format(style = 'plain') 

plt.show() 

 

plt.plot(tid, mass1, 'r', label = 'Mass flow @ PS1') 

plt.title('Mass flow Sensor 1: 1.00 mm, leak location = 22.5m') 

plt.ylabel('Mass flow [kg/s]') 

plt.legend(loc = "best") 

plt.xlabel('Time [ms]') 

plt.ticklabel_format(style = 'plain') 

plt.show() 

 

plt.plot(tid[13000:13450], ps1[13000:13450], 'b',label = "PS1 @ 7.5m") 

plt.ylabel('Pressure [Pa]') 

plt.xlabel('Time [ms]') 

plt.legend(loc = "lower left") 

plt.title(' Pressure drop PS1, Leak: 1.00 mm,'\ 

          'leak location = 22.5m, leak start = 4.4 ms') 

plt.ticklabel_format(style = 'plain') 

plt.show() 

 

plt.plot(tid[12750:13000], ps2[12750:13000], 'r',label = "PS2 @ 15m") 

plt.ylabel('Pressure [Pa]') 

plt.xlabel('Time [ms]') 

plt.legend(loc = "lower left") 

plt.title(' Pressure drop PS2, Leak: 1.00 mm, '\ 

          'leak location = 22.5m, leak start = 4.4 ms') 

plt.ticklabel_format(style = 'plain') 

plt.show() 

 

 

plt.plot(tid[12750:13000], ps3[12750:13000], 'g',label = "PS3 @ 30m") 

plt.ylabel('Pressure [Pa]') 

plt.xlabel('Time [ms]') 

plt.legend(loc = "lower left") 

plt.title(' Pressure drop PS3, Leak: 1.00 mm,'\ 

          'leak location = 22.5m, leak start = 4.4 ms') 

plt.ticklabel_format(style = 'plain') 

plt.show() 

 

plt.plot(tid[13000:13450], ps4[13000:13450], 'k',label = "PS4 @ 37.5m") 

plt.ylabel('Pressure [Pa]') 

plt.xlabel('Time [ms]') 

plt.legend(loc = "lower left") 

plt.title(' Pressure PS4, Leak: 1.00 mm,'\ 

          'leak location = 22.5m, leak start = 4.4 ms') 

plt.ticklabel_format(style = 'plain') 

plt.show() 
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print('Mass flow inlet =', mass1[1]) 

print('LekkasjeFlow=', (max((massLekk))- min((massLekk)))) 

print('Change in Mass1 =', (max(mass1[13000:13450]) - 

min(mass1[13000:13450]))) 

 

print('Change in Mass2 =', (max(mass2[12750:13000]) - 

min(mass2[12750:13000]))) 

 

print('Change in Mass3 =', (max(mass3[12750:13000]) - 

min(mass3[12750:13000]))) 

 

print('Change in Mass4 =', (max(mass4[13000:13450]) - 

min(mass4[13000:13450]))) 

 

print('Delta P, PS1 =', (max(ps1[13000:13450]) - min(ps1[13000:13450]))) 

 

print('Delta P, PS2 =', (max(ps2[12750:13000]) - min(ps2[12750:13000]))) 

 

print('Delta P, PS3 =', (max(ps3[12750:13000]) - min(ps3[12750:13000]))) 

 

print('Delta P, PS4 =', (max(ps4[13000:13450]) - min(ps4[13000:13450]))) 

 

print('Total pressure drop, inlet to outlet', (max(p) - min(p))) 

 

 

#np.savetxt('leak_1mm.csv', [u, p, rho, E], delimiter=',', fmt='%s') 
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Appendix F - Hand calculations for validation of the dynamic leak flow model 

Attached electronically in a separate MS excel file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


